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Abstract
Accessible user interfaces are useful for people from a population with the widest range of
capabilities. People with severe impairments primarily benefit from assistive technology
while built-in software-based accessibility functionality and its customisation is advanta-
geous to many other people who experience temporary or situational disabilities. However,
increasing software customisation does not naturally result in better user interfaces or re-
duces barriers. Quite the reverse! Finding proper adjustments requires high computer
literacy. Moreover, users must create mental models for different user interfaces and must
be able to translate between them back and forth because several digital devices are used
sequentially or simultaneous for multifaceted contexts.
This thesis investigates accessible design for multifaceted usage of Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) such as desktop, mobile devices, web-based applica-
tions or ubiquitous services to address people from a population with the widest range
of capabilities. Particular attention is given to user-adaptive systems because they can
overcome the limitations of manual forms of personalisation and thus can lead to better
user interfaces for all people.
The presented work is organised in three parts. The first part elaborates the founda-
tions of accessible design. A distinctive domain of a user-adaptive systems called Adaptive
Inclusive Interactive System (AIIS) is introduced to show personalisation embodies a new
form of accessible design. AIISs distinguish from other user-adaptive systems because they
take disability as a starting point for user modelling. Against the background of exist-
ing classifications, the common ground between AIIS and other domains of user-adaptive
systems is elaborated and distinctive features of AIIS are discussed. The adaptor type of
inference is newly introduced in order to describe use-adaptive systems adapting a sin-
gle application and those considering the interplay of accessibility aids available on an
interactive device. More specifically, the interaction within and across different configu-
ration layers (i.e. operating system, application, assistive technology, web) is taken into
account by inferring from existing knowledge to customisation for new platforms. Fur-
thermore, functional requirements and design choices for AIISs are demonstrated along
with five specific use cases; in particular respecting information appliances in ubiquitous
or individual environments, highly customisable general purpose computers, multi-user
application contexts and multi-screen behaviour. In addition, a systematic literature re-
view of AIISs was conducted to discuss limitations of current approaches and to analyse
the degree of user diversity targeted by existing systems. Results show, although multi-
device and context-sensitive approaches are widely addressed, identified challenges are not
sufficiently treated. Results of the literature survey show further, the adaptation theory
of AIISs is mostly based on stereotypical assumptions about commonly known groups of
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impairments. A main limitation of stereotypes is that within-group diversity cannot be
modelled. Feature-based user models such as needs and preferences are promising but
seldom applied by AIISs.
The second part of this thesis describes a knowledge-based approach to user interface
adaptation from preferences and for special needs. The approach was implemented as the
Rule-based Matchmaker (RBMM) component of the Global Public Inclusive Infrastruc-
ture (GPII). The GPII is a software architecture to facilitate the auto-configuration of
ICT such as desktop computers running MS Windows or Linux, Android-based mobile
devices or public terminals such as automated teller machines. Compared to the state of
the art, the inference of the proposed knowledge-approach is not encoded into explicit rules
deriving adaptations from impairment groups by propositional logic. Instead, a domain
ontology and logical assertions were formalised to allow inferences compatible with those
applied by accessibility experts who set-up interactive devices for people with disabilities.
This knowledge was described in a generic and feature-based manner to ensure scalability
of the inference about diverse user demands and heterogeneous accessibility aids. The
formalisation of the domain knowledge and the logical rules fulfil several challenges, in-
cluding deducing configurations in cases where a user need cannot be satisfied by device
customisation or can be satisfied by a multitude of accessibility aids that interfere with
one another. As the proposed system emulates decision-making of accessibility experts,
automatically deduced configurations were validated against manual configurations of ten
accessibility experts. Results show, the average matching score of the developed system
is high. Thus, the proposed system can be considered being capable of making precise
decisions towards personalising user interfaces based on user needs and preferences.
Third part of this thesis comprises three empirical studies in order to discover specific
domain knowledge with respect to insufficiently investigated AIISs-specific use cases as
well as ICT-related requirements of certain user groups. Findings of this part of the thesis
can be put to partial use – for instance – by extending the domain ontology of the proposed
knowledge-based approach to user interface adaptation from preferences and for special
needs. The first foundational user study investigates what people with disabilities know
about their needs and preferences. The results show, user models must include ICT-related
difficulties described at a more abstract level in addition to needs and preferences. Findings
also demonstrate a wide range of individual requirements that must be considered by AIIS.
Knowledge obtained from this user study was primarily used to derive requirements for the
implemented RBMM. The second user study addresses a specific use case of AIIS, one that
targets multi-user applications. More specifically, contradicting preferences in multi-user
application contexts were analysed. Results comprise conflict resolution approaches that
can be applied and further investigated by user-adaptive systems targeting this specific
use case. A third user study explores ICT-related requirements of people with dementia
because cognitive disabilities are not adequately covered by accessible design. The findings
indicate an intersection of requirements with existing accessibility guidelines but they
emphasise aspects not covered previously.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) pervades all aspects of daily living,
including education, labour, leisure or social activities. Although technology pursues the
goal to make life easier and more comfortable in many ways, it can also lead to social ex-
clusion, among others when people cannot keep pace with technological advances or when
people are computer illiterate or inexperienced in using computers, mobile phones, web-
based applications, etc. The expansion of technology can also encourage discrimination,
especially when people cannot access digital information due to disabilities or because a
person cannot adapt individual abilities to interact properly with devices, perceive in-
formation or use new means to communicate. It is not naturally given that everyone
can equally benefit from technological advance and thus can actively participate in an
information society.
For a long time, designing and developing a User Interface (UI) targeted most but not
all people, in particular by taking into account human factors representing the average
user. Henry Dreyfus was one of the first person who worked on human factors in design.
He measured up the physical properties of the average human body, including the basic
visual data as shown in Figure 1.1. Based in those data, Dreyfus proposed different designs
such as to display numeric data on push buttons or for office desks [Dre67]. Anthropometry
uses statistical data to indicate a human norm and is applied in the field of ergonomics
to design interaction with equipment and workplaces. Although the example is rather
old, it illustrates the objective of mainstream design, which is to accommodate human
abilities between the 5th and 95th percentile (the so-called average users). Certainly,
design approaches considering a human norm exclude people with disabilities.
Designing products for people with disabilities is rooted in rehabilitation engineering.
The objective of this discipline is to enable people with special needs to accomplish tasks
by specialised solutions or modifications of existing products [Kon88].
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2Figure 1.1: Example of anthropometry [Dre67]. It shows the measurements of the basic visual
data. Such data are used in ergonomics to design products the average user.
This is essential when products or environments create barriers people cannot come across
with their own abilities. Rehabilitation engineering opposes design philosophies such as
mainstream design because it requires to analyse individual abilities instead of defining a
norm characterising the average population. Success of special design or adaptations ap-
plied retrospectively to products is, however, concerned with expert knowledge to develop
a so-called Assistive Technology (AT) [Kon88]. Moreover, design for people with special
needs remains often trapped in narrow markets where the profitability is low [CJM+97].
In many cases, considering requirements of people with disabilities in the development
process of (digital) products is added as an afterthought.
Development of disability rights and anti-discrimination legislation as well as grow-
ing awareness of population ageing stimulated a process of rethinking. It was increas-
ingly recognised, people with disabilities, including elders, represent a key market sec-
tor [CJM+97], for instance because the disability prevalence rises as the population is
ageing [Wor11]. A new understanding evolved, in particular that environments, products
and services shall be usable by as many people as possible. Correspondingly, new de-
sign approaches such as universal design, inclusive design or design for all emerged [SS98],
although these terms are often used interchangeably.
Universal design has its origin in the United States and applies to all areas of the
society, although it has a strong focus to physical environments, including architecture or
industry. The term also relates to the “one-size-fits-all” paradigm. Main focus of universal
design is on unifying guidelines that shall be implemented by all products, services and
environments. Design for all is the European pendant to universal design. In order to keep
cultural diversity of Europe, the concept focuses more on defining general strategies which
can be individually implemented by countries. The Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities (CRPD) is a prominent example of legislation by the United Nations.
The CRPD is individually implemented by each country, for instance by the Barrierefreie-
Informationstechnik-Verordnung – BITV 2.0 in Germany. Referring to Stephanidis, design
for all involves systematic efforts to apply principles, methods and tools to develop ICT
3that does not require posteriori adaptations or specialised design [SS98, Ste01b]. Inclusive
design is originated in the United Kingdom. It is interchangeably used with universal
design and design for all. Leading by a designer community, inclusive design comprises
a goal-oriented process to support business in changing markets – for instance – due to
social or demographic aspects [CCKL03].
The aforesaid rethinking and paradigm shift from mainstream to universal design ap-
proaches is widely recognised. However, developing UIs usable by the widest possible
extend of users still remains an extra effort. Specific design approaches accommodat-
ing diverse user needs beyond those of people with severe impairments are insufficiently
investigated. Developing ICT accessible to as many people as possible also requires a
rethinking and discussion of accessible design, its evaluation methodologies and how it
can be integrated in the software development life-cycle. Towards a step in this direc-
tion, this thesis focuses on the following research question. “How can accessible design
be implemented for multifaceted usage of ICT (e.g. desktop, mobile devices, web-based
applications or ubiquitous services) to address people from a population with the widest
range of capabilities?”
1.1 Problem definition
Accessible design for heterogeneous ICT, which pervades almost all areas of daily life, is
not fully explored. People with severe impairments benefit from AT to interact or commu-
nicate with digital devices, applications and content. In addition, software-based accessi-
bility aids built into operating systems of personal computers, web or mobile applications
can be advantageous to many more people [Mic04]. For instance, people who experience
mild, temporary or situational disabilities can take advantage of software-based customi-
sation. Examples are manifold and range from setting up a specific screen enlargement
(e.g. font-size, screen resolution or application-specific zoom) over screen enhancements
(e.g. colour scheme, high contrast mode or mouse pointer size) to turning on specific as-
sistive functionalities (e.g. on-screen keyboard, sticky keys or slow down mouse pointer),
etc.
It was already recognised in standards, achieving the aim of accessible design includes
to make systems adaptable in order to increase the number of users who can use ICT in
multifaceted contexts [ISO14]. However, it is inadequately explored how personalisation
affects quality criteria of UIs (i.e. accessibility and usability), how personalisation interacts
with other accessible design approaches (i.e. developing AT and standardisation of UIs) as
well as whether and in which circumstances personalisation creates new barriers and how
this can be avoided or overcome. More specifically, advanced options and new levels of
customisation do not naturally result in better UIs or can reduce barriers. Finding and
setting up appropriate software-based adjustments requires high computer literacy and is
time-consuming. Users must understand their individual ICT-related requirements and
how they can translated them into customisation. It has been shown, users also refuse
new features due to the trade-off between effectiveness and efficiency of manually tailoring
software [Mac91, BCGF12].
4Increasing sequential or simultaneous use of a number of digital devices for multifaceted
contexts [Goo12] can also cause barriers in customising software to individual requirements.
Users must create mental models for different UIs and they must be able to translate
between them back and forth. Customising across platforms can be even more difficult
when applications or operating systems use different terms and value spaces, although they
talk about identical things. In a worst-case scenario, required AT or accessibility aids are
not supported by the device a user is using in a specific context. Customisation can be also
challenging when devices or applications support several accessibility aids accommodating
a need but the user does not know which solution might help best to overcome a barrier.
Aforementioned barriers, which are summarised in Figure 1.2, can be relevant for many
and diverse people, including elders who have difficulties in using digital devices because
of age-related declines in cognitive, sensory and motor-related functions [CL09] as well as
people with severe or mild disabilities. People with low computer literacy are also a main
target group because they might not be familiar with accessibility aids, do not know how a
specific feature can overcome a certain barrier or in which way a setting must be activated
and configured.
Figure 1.2: Summary of barriers relating to personalisation of ICT.
Automated forms of personalisation (i.e. adaptive systems) can address the above men-
tioned barriers and can grapple with end-user diversity, the heterogeneity of ICT and
multifaceted contexts of use. As a result, this thesis emphasises the relevance of acces-
sible design by means of personalisation of ICT for people from a population with the
widest range of capabilities to achieve a specified goal in a specific context of use. Fur-
thermore, this thesis put stress on specific design considerations of user-adaptive systems
that attempt to achieve accessible design, in particular by addressing barriers relating to
personalisation, diversity of end-user, heterogeneity of ICT as well as multifaceted contexts
of use. Taken together, this work addresses the subsequent three thesis statements:
Thesis statement 1
Together, assistive technology, sophisticated accessibility-related domain knowledge
(e.g. well-populated standardisation) and advanced technologies for personalising ICT
can achieve accessible design for diverse end-users, heterogeneous ICT and multi-
faceted contexts of use.
5Thesis statement 2
Adaptive Inclusive Interactive System (AIIS) is a new technology for achieving acces-
sible design by user-adaptive systems with distinct requirements regarding the adaptor
type of inference and user modelling.
Thesis statement 3
Accessibility-related knowledge can be generalised and concisely formalised for knowledge-
based systems to address many and diverse users, heterogeneous ICT as well as mul-
tifaceted contexts of use.
1.2 Objective and methodology
The main objective of this thesis is to investigate accessible design for multifaceted usage
of ICT (e.g. desktop, mobile devices, web-based applications or ubiquitous services) to
address people from a population with the widest range of capabilities. Particular focus
is given to user-adaptive systems because they can overcome the limitations of manual
forms of personalisation and thus can address a multitude of barriers people with disabili-
ties may face when interacting with ICT. As mentioned in the previous section, this thesis
addresses barriers resulting from increased software-based customisation built into oper-
ating systems, applications or web pages of modern ICT as well as barriers arising from
the multi-screen usage, including migrating access features from one device to another.
Relating to the aforesaid main objective is the question on how different approaches of
accessible design can act together to accommodate the needs of as many people as possible.
More specifically, this thesis investigates the relation and interplay of standardisations
and other forms of accessible design. This is relevant because accessibility is driven by
standardisation, which implies – for instance – that developers understand and implement
existing accessibility guidelines. Similarly, evaluating accessible UIs primarily involves
to assess the conformance with standards or national regulations. As it has been found
that specific problems or barriers are not covered by standards [PFPS12], it is crucial to
investigate how accessible design can be achieved beyond applying accessibility guidelines.
The methodology for answering the aforesaid research objective and relating question
comprises different analytical and empirical studies to investigate the interplay of existing
accessible design approaches, identifying gaps to address user diversity as well as solutions
by means of user-adaptive systems.
1.3 Structure and organisation of the content
This thesis is structured in three parts as shown in Figure 1.3. The first part involves
Chapter 2, Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. In its entirety, these chapters elaborate the foun-
dations of accessible design, including a terminology and quality model, introduction of a
distinct domain of user-adaptive systems called Adaptive Inclusive Interactive System as
well as related work in this domain.
6Figure 1.3: Structure of the thesis illustrated.
The second part (Chapter 6) comprises a main contribution of this thesis, a knowledge-
based approach to UI adaptation from preferences and for special needs. The third part
(Chapter 5 and Chapter 7) of this thesis involves three user studies which investigate
specific domain knowledge and address research gaps identified with respect to personali-
sation and accessible design. The study on modelling needs and preferences is presented
in Chapter 5 as results were used to derive design considerations for the knowledge-based
approach to UI adaptation presented in Chapter 6. User studies presented in Chapter 7
constitute foundational research for extending the proposed knowledge-based approach
to further use cases and user groups. Subsequently, structure and organisation of each
chapter is briefly described.
Chapter 2 describes the terminology of disability, accessibility and usability and who
benefits from accessible design. In addition, the chapter synthesises a quality model linking
accessibility with usability via accessible design. Common approaches of accessible design
(i.e. developing AT, standardisation of UIs) are elaborated and it is discussed how per-
sonalisation embodies an advanced approach for achieving accessible design. An overview
of different forms of personalisation is given and their advantages and disadvantages are
explained. Chapter 2 puts this thesis in line with the state of the art in accessible de-
sign while subsequent chapters put focus on user-adaptive systems as a means to achieve
accessible design.
Chapter 3 introduces the distinctive domain of Adaptive Inclusive Interactive System
that takes disability as a starting point for user modelling. Against the background of
existing classifications, the chapter elaborates the common ground between AIISs and
7other domains of user-adaptive systems and emphasis their distinctive features. After ex-
plaining the logical structure of user-adaptive systems, it is shown AIISs differ from other
user-adaptive systems with respect to the introduced adaptor type of inference. In addi-
tion, corresponding user modelling is analysed concerning the nature of user models, type
and acquisition of user data, validity period as well as modelling techniques. As a result
of this, five specific use cases demonstrate functional requirements and design choices for
AIISs; in particular regarding information appliances in ubiquitous or individual environ-
ments, highly customisable general purpose computers, multi-user application contexts
and multi-screen behaviour.
Based on the foundations elaborated in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 analyses existing AIISs
systematically. The objectives of the presented literature survey involve to present related
work in the domain of AIIS, to analyse the degree of user diversity addressed by existing
approaches and as well as identifying gaps in order to justify the research and objective
of this thesis.
Chapter 5 presents a foundational user study on modelling needs and preferences.
Particular focus is to investigate what people with disabilities know about their needs
and preferences. The results of this user study were primarily used to derive require-
ments for the implemented knowledge-based approach to UI adaptation from preferences
and for special needs, which is described in Chapter 6. The developed approach has
been implemented as the Rule-based Matchmaker (RBMM) component of the Global
Public Inclusive Infrastructure (GPII), which is a personalisation infrastructure to fa-
cilitate the auto-configuration of ICT such as desktop computers running MS Windows
or Linux, Android-based mobile devices or public terminals such as a Automated Teller
Machine (ATM). First, Chapter 6 gives an overview of the general personalisation in-
frastructure of the GPII. Thereafter, details of matching user needs and preferences with
customisation options of devices, applications and accessibility solutions are explained.
More specifically, details of the implemented knowledge-based matchmaking strategy are
presented by following steps included in the process of knowledge engineering. According
to this process, one must first describe the reasoning task and questions the system must
be capable of answering. Scope of the knowledge and used vocabulary terms are formu-
lated in the domain ontology. Afterwards, the logical assertions necessary to accomplish
the reasoning task are elaborated followed by the evaluation of the presented approach
and a detailed discussion.
Chapter 7 investigates specific domain knowledge to address research gaps identified for
the five AIIS-specific use cases and challenges presented in Chapter 3. Two foundational
users studies are described. The first study investigates conflict resolution approaches to
support AIISs that address multi-user application contexts. More specifically, the study
analyses preference conflicts which can occur when profiles of several users must be merged
to infer customisations accommodating multiple users because they want use an applica-
tion (e.g. TV) together. The results demonstrate a possible extension of the implemented
knowledge-based approach to support this use case. The second user study investigates re-
quirements of people with dementia because cognitive disabilities are insufficiently covered
by accessible design.
8An objective is to analyse which of the identified requirements provide evidence for de-
veloping AIISs. Moreover, the study supports the proposed quality model introduced
in Chapter 2 by showing accessible design is beneficial for specific users (i.e. people with
dementia) and can also benefit others.
Chapter 2
Accessible User Interfaces
This chapter discusses the features of accessible UIs and who may benefit from accessible
design. More specifically, the terms disability, accessibility and usability are defined and
the relation among these terms is discussed. As a result, an overall quality model – which
incorporates accessibility and usability – is synthesised and design approaches towards
accessible UIs are elaborated.
2.1 Disability, accessibility and usability
Accessibility concerns the access and usage of pieces of information, products, devices,
services or environments for people to the widest extent possible including those who are
disabled. More specifically, there are three models of disability [ISO14].
The medical model equates disability with the health conditions of an individual. To-
gether with the concept of impairment, which equates with health damage, and handicap,
which equates with social restriction, these aspects formed the International Classifica-
tion of Impairments, Disabilities and Handicaps (ICIDH). However, this discrimination
was abandoned, in particular because global trends such as population ageing led to an
expanded understanding of disability.
The human rights model focuses on the political commitment to people with disabilities.
The human rights model is not considered further in the context of this work. However,
examples of relevant laws and regulations involve the CRPD [Con14], which is an interna-
tional treaty protecting rights and dignity, the Americans Disabilities Act [Uni09] or the
German Behindertengleichstellungsgesetz [Bun16].
The social model regards disability as mismatch between abilities of a person and
features of the environment in which they life. Accordingly, the social model reflects a
contemporary understanding of disability. It is defined by the International Classification
of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) which provides a basis for defining the interre-
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lation between functioning and disability along three dimensions: (i) the health condition
of an individual (ii) the environmental and (iii) the personal factors. This conceptual
model is shown in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: The ICF model and its components illustrated – based on [Wor13].
In the ICF model, functioning concerns to the positive and disability to the negative re-
lation between health, environment and personal factors. More specifically, functioning
concerns abilities in terms of body functions, body structures, activities and participation.
On the other hand, disability concerns impairments in the body functions and structures,
difficulties in executing a task – which is called activity limitations – and hindered in-
volvement in life situations – which is called participation restriction [Wor13]. As a result,
disability must be viewed as (negative) consequences accompanied with the health condi-
tion and the context in which a person lives. This means, disability does not solely concern
people with severe impairments. Instead, it is increasingly recognised that everyone can
experience some sort of disabilities throughout the life. Accordingly, it is very often dis-
tinguished between permanent, temporary and situational disabilities. With reference
to Microsofts’ Inclusive Design Toolkit [Mic16], temporary disabilities are – for instance –
short-term injuries such as a broken arm or environmental circumstances such as a dazzling
display that may make interacting with a digital device more difficult. Situational dis-
abilities are not significantly different from temporary ones. The Inclusive Design Toolkit
names “impeded hearing by loud environments” as an example for a situational disability.
However, notwithstanding that we name temporary forms of disability differently, it must
be said that those forms arise more often and are much more diverse than permanent
disabilities are.
Obviously, as the model of disability is expanding, quality characteristics of user inter-
faces must also be adapted, in particular with respect to accessibility. Accordingly, current
versions of standards defining accessibility have in common that the quality attribute ad-
dresses the widest possible range of humans capabilities and is not limited to distinct user
groups.
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More specifically, the international standard Ergonomics data and guidelines for the ap-
plication of ISO/IEC Guide 71 to products and services to address the needs of older
persons and persons with disabilities (ISO/TR 22411:2008(E)) defines accessibility as fol-
lows [ISO08c]:
Extent to which products, systems, services, environments or facilities can
be used by people from a population with the widest range of capabilities to
achieve a specified goal in a specified context of use.
Standard Ergonomics - General approach, principles and concepts (ISO 26800:2011(E))
has adopted this definition and emphasised the context of use, which means accessibility
concerns operating ICT directly or by AT [ISO11a]. Yet other standards stage further and
take a usability-oriented perspective to define accessibility. For instance, the international
multi-part standard Ergonomics of human-system interaction (ISO 9241) – in particular
Part 171: Guidance on software accessibility – defines accessibility as follows:
(interactive systems) usability of a product, service, environment or facility
by people within the widest range of capabilities. NOTE 1: The concept of
accessibility addresses the full range of user capabilities and is not limited to
users who are formally recognised as having disability. NOTE 2: The usability-
oriented concept of accessibility aims to achieve levels of effectiveness, efficiency
and satisfaction that are as high as possible considering the specified context
of use, while paying attention to the full range of capabilities within the user
population.
By these expansions, the meaning of the terms accessibility and usability seem to merge
into one another. However, accessibility primarily addresses discriminatory aspects [WW10]
by enabling access to technology for people with disabilities while usability constitutes a
quality criteria to measure effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction [ISO98]. More specifi-
cally, the international standard Ergonomic requirements for office work with visual display
terminals (VDTs) - Part 11: Guidance on usability (ISO 9241-11:1998(E)) defines usabil-
ity as follows [ISO98]:
the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified
goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use.
Accordingly, effectiveness concerns the level of preciseness and completeness with which a
user can achieve specified goals with a product. Efficiency concerns resources needed to
achieve a goal. Satisfaction describes the level of comfort and attitudes a user feels about
the system [ISO98]. For the sake of completeness, it shall be noticed that user satisfaction
also involves assessing aspects of User Experience (UX) such as joy and sympathy with a
brand. Among others, this can concern the interplay between AT (e.g. screen reader) and
accessible UIs. However, UX is not further considered in the context of this work because
it addresses a different quality attribute of products.
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Although definitions indicate some differences between accessibility and usability, dis-
tinctive features of both quality characteristics are not sufficiently elaborated. Therefore,
in the subsequent paragraphs, we take a deeper look into ongoing discussions about the
relations between accessibility and usability.
The first point of view emphasises, accessible products can be beneficial for everyone
throughout a lifespan [ISO14]. This statement can be substantiated by a study – which
was commissioned by Microsoft Cooperation – about the proportion of US people that
most likely benefit from accessible ICT [Mic04]. The results of this study are illustrated
in Figure 2.2. They show that 62% of the US population (sum of people with severe
and mild difficulties) may benefit from accessibility features. People with severe difficul-
ties (25%) are described as having permanent disabilities such as blindness or deafness.
Those people benefit primarily from special solutions and AT. People with mild difficul-
ties (37%) may experience some sort of temporary or situational disabilities. Those people
very likely benefit from accessibility aids built into software products and customisation.
In addition, Weiss and Heidenbluth found in a study with 284 participants that increased
customisation is desired and beneficial for end-users [WH12]. Those findings indicate a
great market potential for incorporating built-in accessibility into technologies and facil-
itating personalisation, in particular by considering the large user group of older people.
•
•
•
•
•
Figure 2.2: Likelihood of people in the US most likely benefit from accessible ICT – based on
Microsoft [Mic04].
Apart from the aforesaid point of view, it is often argued accessibility is a subset of
usability and – more specifically – accessibility problems are specialised usability prob-
lems [TWH+02]. Petrie and Kheir agree that there is an overlapping but they provide
evidence for the existence of three distinct problem sets [PK07]: (i) pure accessibility
problems which only affect people with disabilities, (ii) pure usability problems that af-
fect non-disabled people and (iii) universal problems that affect both, disabled and non-
disabled people. However, the amount of universal problems identified by both groups
was not large. Petrie and Kheir attribute the existence of distinct accessibility problems
to the usage of AT.
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Accordingly, people who use AT such as screen readers experience other problems than
people who are not using special solutions. They simply use another modality and tech-
nology to access information and operate devices. The results of this study supports that
accessibility and usability are justified in some respect.
Differences between both concepts can be further explained with the third relation,
which states accessibility is the pre-condition of usability [Gio00, Kru06, WZ07]. Krug
emphasises that accessibility must be a pre-condition of UIs unless people with disabilities
are explicitly excluded from the target user group of a product [Kru06]. Brajnik further
states that this relation is not bidirectional valid because usability implies accessibility
but an accessible user interface must not have good usability [Gio00]. Wegge and Zim-
merman [WZ07] argue equally and emphasise distinctive features of both concepts with
respect to their goals, focuses and evaluation methodologies. As shown in Figure 2.3 (a),
accessibility evaluations concern different types of disabilities, to check interoperability
with AT or applying conformance tests. On the other hand, usability is focused on the
optimised use by considering the context of use, tasks, user roles or mental models (see
Figure 2.3 (b)). Moreover, Petrie emphasises that people with disabilities must be in-
cluded in the design process, for instance by using models or simulations [PB09]. This
is of particular relevance because checking guidelines do not address the all problems
that people with disabilities may face when using the web [PFPS12]. In addition, it has
been investigated that evaluating accessibility requires specific evaluation methods such
as externalising cognitive maps used by blind people [MZW17].
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
(a) Accessibility
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
(b) Usability
Figure 2.3: Distinguishing features when evaluating accessibility and usability – based on [WZ07].
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2.2 Synthesis of existing definitions and point of views
Based on the aspects discussed in the previous section, a quality model of user interface
criteria incorporating accessibility and usability is proposed and illustrated in Figure 2.4.
The proposed model takes up the point of view that usability and accessibility are distinc-
tive quality criteria with respect to their evaluation methods.
Figure 2.4: Proposed quality model of UIs incorporating accessibility and usability
However, the proposed model differentiates from existing point of views because acces-
sibility is not solely associated with certain groups of impairment. Instead, the model
adopts from definitions that accessibility addresses people from a population with the
widest possible range of human abilities.
The first aspect depicted in Figure 2.4 emphasises the relation between the quality
features and a disability model, although we leave it open how disability is finally repre-
sented. It was emphasised in the previous section, disability involves also temporary and
situational forms and does not only concern people who have severe impairments. More-
over, Section 3.2.2 will show disability can be modelled in various forms, for instance by
describing impairments, needs and preferences or interactions. Accordingly, the depicted
relation between the quality feature accessibility and a disability model concerns the basic
use by satisfying needs of users. Basic use means people can communicate and interact
with ICT directly or indirectly by AT as well as perceiving all provided media types in
primary or alternative formats. On the other hand, the relation between the quality fea-
ture usability and a disability model concerns optimised use which can be also achieved
by accessible design. Correspondingly, the first relation in the proposed model supports
the point of view that accessibility is the pre-condition to other quality criteria such as
usability, although specific focus on groups of impairments is rejected.
In addition, both quality criteria must be measured with respect to the context, which
constitutes the second aspect emphasized in the proposed model. This is important be-
cause disabilities may result in varying requirements for different products, environments
or situations. Usability is commonly regarded as a context-specific metric but accessibil-
ity is generally measured at a more general level. This is refused in the proposed model.
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Basic requirements to communicate and interact with ICT must be also regarded depen-
dent of the context, in particular with respect to temporary and situational disabilities.
For instance, a person who needs screen enlargement late at night may not require spe-
cial configurations during the day. Accordingly, accessibility must be ensured whenever a
user expresses a basic requirement in terms of communication, interaction or perception.
This expansion to all users implies to extend accessible design approaches and evaluation
methods likewise.
A third aspect shown in the proposed model establishes a possible connection between
both quality criteria and accessible design. Existing point of views discussing the interplay
of accessibility and usability take this relation comparatively seldom into account. As
shown in Figure 2.4 and discussed in subsequent section, accessible design includes three
pillars:
(i) developing AT to address special needs of a person
(ii) facilitating personalisation to allow users to adapt UI representations or interaction
modalities according to individual requirements
(iii) standardisation efforts, including guidelines for developing accessible UIs, ergonomic
data about human abilities and corresponding design recommendations as well as
need/preference models and vocabularies
Details of these three approaches are given in Section 2.3. This section emphasises the
overall perspective of the proposed model, in particular that (i) accessibility requires ac-
cessible design and (ii) usability can be affected by accessible design. More specifically,
UIs must basically ensure conformance with specific accessibility standards (e.g.WCAG
2.0) to ensure compatibility with AT. Corresponding approaches to evaluate accessibility-
related aspects (i.e. conformance testing) are suitable and appropriate. In addition, the
model puts stress on the effect of accessible design to the usability of interactive devices,
in particular by personalising modern ICT as well as AT. An interesting research ques-
tions is how accessibility features built into modern ICT may influence the effectiveness,
efficiency and satisfaction in a certain context of use. This is relevant for people who
experience temporary or situational disabilities. Studies such as the one conducted by
Microsoft [Mic04] or Weiss [WH12] showed already that many and diverse people can ben-
efit from accessibility aids built into interactive devices or applications. However, the
expansion of customisation can also create barriers, for instance when the spectrum of ad-
justments options does not meet user requirements or when customisation is not intuitive.
These kind of barriers, which were already introduced in Chapter 1, are elaborated in this
theses along with appropriate solutions to address them.
2.3 Approaches towards accessible design
Accessible design is defined by the Guide for addressing accessibility in standards (ISO/IEC
Guide 71:2014) as follows [ISO14]:
design focused on diverse users to maximise the number of potential users who
can readily use a system in diverse contexts.
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The standard further says, accessible design can be achieved by three approaches, namely
by:
[...] systems that are readily usable by most users without any modification,
making systems adaptable to different users (by providing adaptable user in-
terfaces) and having standardised interfaces to be compatible with assistive
technology [ISO14].
However, the first approach comprises rather a quality attribute or goal to be aspired than
a concrete method to achieve accessible design. The statement is abstract and leaves the
meaning of the term “readily usable [...] without modifications” open. In fact, there is a
general consensus that users use systems differently and single (universal) products cannot
accommodate the needs of all people likewise [Uni07]. This statement can be amplified
because of the necessity to provide alternative representations for people with disabili-
ties [Ste01b]. Moreover, AT are a fundamental pillar in accessible design and complement
other universal design approaches [Van98]. As already mentioned in the previous section,
this thesis emphasises three interrelated pillars of accessible design that are elaborated in
the subsequent sections: (i) designing AT, (ii) developing personalised user interfaces and
(iii) standardising user interfaces aspects.
2.3.1 Designing assistive technologies
Developing AT is a primary pillar of accessible design. As already mentioned in the
introduction of this thesis, AT aims at enabling people with special needs accomplishing a
task by specialised solutions or modifications of existing products [Kon88]. This is essential
when people face barriers that they cannot come across with their own abilities. Creating
prosthesis or tactile writing systems are just two examples of assistive technology which
improved the live for many people.
Nowadays, a multitude of specialised solutions do exist for certain user groups, tasks
and devices. The standard Assistive Products for Persons with Disability - Classification
and Terminology (ISO 9999:2011) provides a taxonomy of assistive products [ISO11b].
This classification is adopted by national and international data bases such as Resna, Re-
hadat or Eastin and is under active development. In 2016, a new version of the standard
was published. Of particular relevance is the category “Assistive Products for Communi-
cation and Information” (code 22). It classifies devices and software according to seeing,
hearing, reading, writing, telephoning, signalling and alarming as well as information tech-
nology. More specifically, classes 22.33 “Computers and terminals”, 22.36 “Input devices
for computers” and 22.39 “Output devices for computers” represent accessibility aids with
respect to ICT. As examples to others, code 22.36 lists input hardware or software such
as a mouthstick to operate a tablet without arms (Figure 2.5 (a)), software that triggers
mouse clicks by eye movements to accommodate limited motor abilities (Figure 2.5 (b)) or
a one-hand keyboard (Figure 2.5 (c)). However, there are many more products registered
in the data bases. EASTIN lists 1821 products in categories relating to ICT, although
double entries are possible.
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Figure 2.5: Example of assistive technology: (a) stylus mouthstick; (b) EyeClick; (c) single handed
keyboard – based on EASTIN [EAS]
With reference to Kondraske, assistive products can be generally understood as per-
formance converters/amplifiers because the overall goal is to augment available, replace
missing or convert human resources [Kon88]. As shown in Figure 2.6, performance con-
verter may compensate a mismatch between resources a person has available and those
required by the device to accomplish a task. This design discipline involves systematic
task analysis as well as performance measurements to specify quantitative operational re-
quirements of a product and necessary human abilities to use it [Kon88]. Assessing the
appropriateness of a wheelchair for a user may be measured – for instance – by required
hand spatial position and hand displacement range.
Figure 2.6: Assistive technologies illustrated as performance converters – based on Kon-
draske [Kon88]. Two interfaces A and B must meet the needs of a person.
2.3.2 Personalised user interfaces
The second pillar of the digital design space towards increased accessibility comprises per-
sonalised user interfaces. This design approach complements designing assistive products
for people with severe disabilities and special needs. Personalisation is not a classic ap-
proach to address accessibility but its significance has grown in recent years, for instance
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because of increased attention to inclusion, world population ageing and the prevalence of
chronic diseases and disabilities. Moreover, customising user interfaces to individual de-
mands is relevant because graphical user interfaces and interactive devices become more
complex, ubiquitous and omnipresent in all contexts and stages of life. More specifically,
incorporating built-in accessibility aids into mainstream products is spreading because of
the great market potential of accessible solutions and their benefits for many and diverse
people. Therewith, the flexibility and reconfigurability of the digital world – contrast-
ing to physical one – increases the room to move and has lead to a paradigm shift from
“one-size-fits-all” to “one-size-fits-one” approaches [Inc] for addressing the widest range of
human abilities, skills, requirements and preferences.
Personalisation can be achieved by adaptable or adaptive systems. User-initiated
adaptations are subsumed under adaptable user interfaces, whereas adaptive user in-
terfaces automatically change their behaviour or appearance in response to a specific
need [NS89, OR94]. However, there are several steps between these two ends, in partic-
ular because it is known that adaptive systems require some sort of user involvement to
facilitate users retaining control of the user interface behaviour. Edmonds distinguishes
between adaptation that happen purely on user’s request, those that are prompted by
the system but agreed with the user as well as fully automatic adaptations [Edm87]. In
terms of the latter, Edmonds further argues that at least a report about the adaptations
made on the system must be provided to the user (actively or again on request). Fischer,
Lemke and Schwab showed very early that user involvement is necessary for the success of
computer-based systems, in particular for user-support systems and active help systems
[GLS84]. Oppermann elaborates on five types of user involvement which are illustrated in
Figure 2.7. Oppermann also stresses that user control is crucial for the success of adaptive
systems and proposes several strategies to achieve it, for instance by activating and deac-
tivating adaptation, proposing adaptation(s) that can be accepted, rejected or selected by
the user as well as previewing inferred modifications to the user [OR94].
Figure 2.7: Banding of user involvement in user-adaptive systems – based on [ORK97].
Apart from the level of user involvement, user-adaptive systems are sometimes charac-
terised according to the moment when adaptations are applied on the system. Accordingly,
it is distinguished between static, dynamic as well as hybrid forms. In terms of static adap-
tations, the user interface is automatically instantiated according to user characteristics
which are known prior to the interaction. This type is sometimes understood as adapt-
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ability [SPS+98]. On the other hand, dynamic adaptation is referred to as adaptivity such
that adaptations of the interface happen during run-time and while the user is using the
system. Leaving out the gradation between adaptive and adaptable user interfaces, both
approaches have advantages and disadvantages discussed subsequently.
Strength and weakness of manual forms of personalisation
Nowadays, personal interactive devices allow customisation in many and diverse respect.
For instance, personal computers running Windows (greater than version 7) are equipped
with the Ease of Access Center, a wizard-like dialogue for customising Windows by users.
More specifically, around 88 settings are provided to adjust user interfaces with respect
to seeing, hearing, cognition and for operating the device with different input techniques
such as keyboard, mouse or touch screen. Referring to Fischer [Fis01], strength of manual
forms of personalisation involve ensuring control of system changes by users because they
know their tasks best.
However, adapting systems manually has weakness as well. First and foremost, cus-
tomising a system requires high computer literacy and assumes that users understand their
individual requirements and can translate them into concrete adaptations provided by the
device. As a result of this, users must first learn the adaptation capabilities of the sys-
tem before they can benefit from increased built-in accessibility aids. This further means,
spreading forms of manual personalisation can also create new barriers; for instance when
the user’s mental model of the system is different to the one created by the designer.
Moreover, it has been shown that there is a trade-off between effectiveness and efficiency
to customise user interfaces and that users tend to refuse customising a system because
first the intrinsic motivation is missing and second the time to learn and familiarise with
the system is high [Mac91, BCGF12]. These aspects are problematic with reference to
recent OECD findings because one in two adults is proficient only at very basic problem
solving tasks in technology-rich environments [OEC16].
Strength and weakness of automated forms of personalisation
User-adaptive systems can compensate for disadvantages of manual personalisation ap-
proaches, for instance by automatically adapting personal devices to individual needs and
preferences or by recommending accessibility aids and customisations options to the user
if they do not know their requirements. The main advantage of this approach is to re-
duce the workload and effort necessary to familiarise with a system. This is particularly
helpful for people with low or non computer literacy. Moreover, several studies proved
the usefulness and positive effect of user-adaptive systems, for instance when position and
appearance of menus is optimised according to the user’s interaction performance or pref-
erences [GW85, FM04]. However, user-adaptive systems have also several limitations and
drawbacks, in particular respecting data and privacy protection, exposure of behaviour
monitoring, controllability, importunity of system or distraction from tasks [OR94]. Nor-
cio further stresses the importance of providing consistent user interfaces [NS89]. More
specifically, continuously changing user interfaces contradicts with developing a mental
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model and thus may reduce the effectiveness to achieve a specific goal. It has been shown
early that sudden changes of the user interface applied when a user model turns from
novice into expert increased error rates, performance times and help requests [Mas84].
Regarding automatic reordering of menus, it was shown that search time increases [MS89].
User-adaptive systems are further elaborated in Chapter 3.
2.3.3 Standardising user interface aspects
The accessibility domain is very much driven by standardisation which is shown by the
large number of standards that are clearly relevant to accessible design. As shown in Fig-
ure 2.8, relevant areas of standardisation involve describing human abilities and deriving
design considerations for (digital) environments and products. Based on this, standardis-
ation provides guidance for developing accessible UIs and digital content, in particular to
achieve interoperability with ATs and enabling appropriate formats to perceive informa-
tion differently. In addition, standardisation feeding personalisation are also fundamental.
Unifying need and preference vocabularies can maximise the spectrum of user diversity
addressed by customisation as well as facilitating manual as well as automated forms of
adaptations. Standardising ergonomic data on diverse user capabilities and age-related
changes are just as relevant and may provide reasons for designing user interfaces differ-
ently. Subsequently, standardisation efforts along these three dimensions are introduced.
Figure 2.8: Overview of standardisation endeavours that are an accessory of accessible design.
Guidance for user interfaces and digital content
Accessible design of UI elements and digital content (particularly web applications and con-
tent) is already well covered by existing accessibility guidelines. The ISO/IEC 40500:2012,
which is commonly known as Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 (WACG 2.0), is
the international reference for making web content more accessible [ISO12]. WCAG goes
back to the Unified Web Site Accessibility Guidelines developed by Vanderheiden [VC98].
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WCAG 2.0 [W3C08] includes twelve guidelines organised in four principles: (i) perceivable,
(ii) operable, (iii) understandable and (iv) robust. Table 2.1 provides a brief overview of
guidelines along these four principles. The complete reference of the WCAG 2.0 guidance
is published in [W3C08].
Table 2.1: WCAG 2.0 principles, guidelines and examples briefly summarised – based on [WAI08].
Principle Guideline Example
Perceivable 1.1 Provide text alternatives for
non-text content.
Use aria-label to provide labels for
objects.
1.2 Provide captions and other
alternatives for multimedia.
Provide captions for all audio in
synchronised media.
1.3 Create content that can be
presented in different ways.
Order content in meaningful sequences.
1.4 Make it easier for users to see and
hear content.
Convey information not solely by
colours.
Operable 2.1 Make all functionality available
from a keyboard.
Provide keyboard-triggered event
handlers.
2.2 Give users enough time to read and
use content.
Provide ways to turn the time limit of.
2.3 Do not use content that causes
seizures.
Ensure content flashes no more than 3
times.
2.4 Help users navigate and find
content.
Provide links to navigate to related
Web pages.
Understandable 3.1 Make text readable and
understandable.
Provide the definition of a word used in
an unusual or restricted way.
3.2 Make content appear and operate in
predictable ways.
Provide a submit button to initiate a
change of context.
3.3. Help users avoid and correct
mistakes.
Provide text descriptions to identify
required fields that were not completed.
Robust 4.1 Maximise compatibility with
current and future user tools.
Validate web pages.
Applying these guidelines is a fundamental principle when making software accessible. Ac-
cordingly, the primary goal is to ensure interoperability with AT, for instance by ensuring
keyboard navigation for all types of media and UI elements, providing logical structures
and semantic information, etc. As a result, screen reader users can access and navigate
graphical UIs in a linear and text-based manner notwithstanding of visual coherence.
Moreover, accessibility guidelines address different sensory abilities and modalities by al-
ternative media types. There is no universal format that can be perceived and understood
equally by all people. As example to others, videos illustrate information solely for people
who can see and hear. Blind people can only access such visual time-based media when
additional audio-descriptions are included. In addition, a complete transcript of spoken
words is recommended. To address the needs of deaf people, one must translate spoken
words into sign language and for hearing impaired people overlying a video with captions
facilitate following spoken words.
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Many governments have adopted WCAG 2.0 for national legislation. For instance, the
BITV is the German directive to implement accessible information technologies to all pub-
licly available web pages, services and information technologies and is technically based on
the WCAG 2.0. Other governments, which have adopted WCAG, are Australia, Canada,
France, Hong Kong, India, Italy, Ireland, Israel, Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nor-
way, Spain and the UK1. Moreover, global players from the industry harmonised their
development checklists with the WCAG. For instance, IBM Accessibility Checklist2 is
based – among the US Section 508 and IBM research – on the WCAG 2.0.
Despite of their overall adoption in legislations, applying accessibility standards within
the software development life cycle is not embodied. Accessibility guidelines are – if at all
– applied in a retrospective process to the actual development which makes it expensive
and rigid. A reason for this circumstance is that it still requires expert knowledge to im-
plement and evaluate accessibility guidelines correctly. Thus, a crucial area of interest is
to facilitate developers in applying accessible design. Accordingly, the Web Accessibility
Initiative (WAI) provides additional standards such as the Authoring Tool Accessibility
Guidelines (ATAG) to guide developing web content editors or the User Agent Accessibil-
ity Guidelines (UAAG) that provide guidance for developing applications to render web
content in Browsers. Other approaches focus on developing user interface toolkits that
come with built-in accessibility features; for instance the user interface toolkit investigated
by Gruenstein [GMB08] or the Fluid JavaScript Framework3.
Beyond web content accessibility, other specific types of media are also considered by
standardisation; for instance PDF by PDF/UA (ISO 14289-1). Information appliances
such as car information systems or kiosk systems make further standardisation necessary.
Unifying need and preference vocabularies
In addition to accessibility guidance for UI elements and contents, standardising need
and preference vocabularies are increasingly relevant for achieving accessible design, in
particular for (i) accommodating the greatest possible range of user abilities by sufficient
adjustment options and value ranges and for (ii) unifying customisation options that can be
consistently applied across platforms and applications. More specifically, standards must
ensure that vocabularies representing preferences such as volume meet the spectrum of
hearing disabilities, screen enlargement options such as font size or screen resolution meet
the spectrum of functioning and disability relating to visual perception, etc. Furthermore,
standards can be useful to facilitate incorporating customisation into ICT by providing
a common vocabulary of settings that can be applied by devices, operating systems or
applications in a unified way. However, a standard addressing both aspects sufficiently
does not yet exist, although there are several efforts which are summarised subsequently.
Pushed ahead by progress made in the field of digital learning support, the standard In-
formation technology - Individualised adaptability and accessibility in e-learning, education
and training – Part 2: “Access for all” personal needs and preferences for digital deliv-
1 http://www.powermapper.com/blog/government-accessibility-standards/
2 http://www-03.ibm.com/able/guidelines/ci162/accessibility_checklist.html
3 http://fluidproject.org/
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ery (ISO/IEC 24751-2:2008) provides a model for describing “user needs and preferences
when accessing digitally delivered resources or services” [ISO08a]. The approach – which
became known as Access For All (AfA) – specifies a common language of accessibility-
related needs and preferences in three categories: (i) presenting and structuring digital
information (display), (ii) operating systems (control) and (iii) alternative or supplemen-
tary content representations (content). The first two levels of the taxonomy are presented
in Table 2.2. In total, 36 preference terms are classified into the category display, 79 into
control and 6 relate to the category alternative content. ISO/IEC 24751-2:2008(E) has
been adopted by the IMS Accessibility working group activities which focus on adapting
learning resources to individual needs (IMS AfA 2.0).
Table 2.2: Summary of the first two levels of the information model specified by ISO/IEC 24751-
2:2008(E). The third and fourth level, which contain the actual preference terms and value ranges
in each category are not presented. The number in brackets indicate the amount of specified terms.
Display Control Content
screen enhancement (14) onscreen keyboard (12) adaptation preference (6)
text reading highlight (6) alternative keyboard (8) colour coding avoidance (-)
braille (5) keyboard enhancement (6) support tool (-)
screen reader (4) alternative pointing (6) hazard (-)
tactile (3) voice recognition (5)
structural presentation (3) coded input (5)
visual alert (-) mouse emulation (3)
prediction (3)
structural navigation (2)
Another standard which has adopted the AfA concept is ETSI ES 202 746 V1.1.1 –
Human Factors (HF); personalisation and User Profile Management; User Profile Prefer-
ences and Information. The standard provides – among the organisation of user profile
content – profile management and profile activation rules, a set of scoped preferences for
ICT services and devices that can be useful for people with disabilities [ETS09]. In parts,
these preferences terms have been adopted by ISO/IEC 24751-2.
EN 1332-4:2007 – Identification card systems - Man-machine interface Part 4: Coding
of user requirements for people with special needs defines user requirements with respect to
kiosk systems that are operated by information cards (e.g. cash dispenser, ticket machine,
vending machine). The standard defines 43 data objects that encode specific preferences
on a byte [EN 07]. As an example, Table 2.3 shows the encoding of preferences with
respect to visual information representations. A specific instantiation of a user profile in-
cluding the requirement of sign language would be represented as the byte 000000100. The
standard ISO/IEC 12905:2011 – Integrated circuit cards; Enhanced terminal accessibility
using cardholder preference interface expands EN1332-4 to context by distinguishing be-
tween global and local (application-specific) information [ISO11c]. Other standards, which
are often cited in the context of AfA are focused on unifying profile formats and organ-
ising content such as ETSI TS 102 334-3 V1.2.2 [ETS06], vCard2.1 [Int11] or ISO/IEC
24756:2009 [ISO09].
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Table 2.3: Example of the data object Symbols defined by EN 1332-4.
b8 b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b1 Meaning
- - - - - - - 1 Text necessary
- - - - - - 1 - Symbols necessary
- - - - - 1 - - Sign language necessary
- - - - 1 - - - Braille necessary
x x x x - - - - Placeholder
For instance, ISO/IEC 24756:2009 describes a framework for specifying Common Access
Profiles (CAP). The primary goal is to define structure and format of platform-agnostic
user profiles representing accessibility requirements of users. The standard is based on the
Universal Access Reference Model and goes back to David W. Fourney [Fou07]. A common
access profile CAPo is composed of encapsulated CAPs specifying so called interacting
components (CAPIC) that again include information about the user CAPUSE , the system
CAPSY S , AT CAPAT and the environment CAPENV in a platform-agnostic manner. Each
interacting component is in turn composed of so called component features (CAPCF ),
which may describe possible communication and processing features; for instance input
receptors (CAPIR), output transmitters (CAPOT ) and processing functions (CAPPF ).
Specific component feature types regard – for instance – modality (CAPM ), capability
(CAPC) and processing. Figure 2.9 shows examples of an CAPIR (a) and an CAPM (b).
Users can specify basic or specialised CAPs when using various applications. The use of
a CAP can be qualified by the operators shall, may or not to specify whether the CAP
is required, optional or shall be excluded for a specific application. Defining CAPs for all
different systems, AT or applications is a tremendous effort and has several limitations;
for instance to reconfigure or manage CAPs.
Figure 2.9: Excerpt of a CAP based on [ISO09]. a) CAPIR (Input Receptor) specifying the audi-
tory modality requirements of a user and links to corresponding lower CAPs. b) CAPM (Modality
profile) defining the concrete modality requirement.
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Aforesaid standardisation efforts towards unifying need and preference vocabularies as
well as user profiles are promising to facilitate implementing personalisation as a means
to achieve accessible but are not properly applied. Settings currently provided by devices,
operating systems or applications lack any unity. For instance, font size on windows is
called text scaling factor on Linux or large text on Android. High contrast settings on
Android devices allow to change the user interface colours to white on black but do not
provide other colour combinations. Screen readers use different scales to represent speech
rate settings and it is not trivial – even for an accessibility expert or person with high
computer literacy – to set an identical speech rate in two different screen readers. As a
result of this, users must be capable to develop a mental model of customisation options
and they must be capable to translate the model from one context to another one. A user
must also be capable to understand the meaning of specific settings and that applications
may use different terms for describing identical things.
Human abilities and design considerations
The third pillar in supporting accessible design by standardisation and other knowledge
base involves describing human abilities and corresponding design considerations. There
exists a multitude of scientific publications describing the effect of impairments on user
interface design. A brief overview of commonly known design considerations is given in
Table 2.4. Accordingly, visually impaired people typically rely on adjustments of the con-
tent presentation such as screen enlargement or even text size reductions because of the
limited field of vision in terms of tunnel vision. Blind people rely on sequential access
to information and text-to-speech technologies such as screen readers. People with motor
impairments often rely on keyboard access, use specialised hardware, generally need more
time to perform input commands and make more errors. For people with hearing impair-
ments, alternatives for auditory information must be provided and people with cognitive
impairments benefit from thoughtful content organisation and different ways to navigate
web pages.
A relevant standard that puts together diverse requirements of people with disability is
the Guide for addressing accessibility in standards – ISO/IEC GUIDE 71:2014(E) [ISO14].
It provides general guidance for addressing accessibility requirements and is not limited
to ICT. In the context of this work, section on human abilities and characteristics is
most relevant because it includes – among others – design considerations associated with
disabilities. According to this references human abilities are classified into four categories:
sensory, physical, cognitive abilities as well as immunological functions. The sensory
systems concerns seeing, hearing, touch, taste and smell. Physical characteristics affecting
design include the body size, upper and lower body movements, strength and endurance
as well as functioning in voice and speech. Cognitive abilities are subdivided into general
and specific mental as well as affective (i.e. emotional) functions. Global mental functions
include intellect, consciousness, energy and motivation. Specific mental functions regard
perception, attention, learning, memory, language, reasoning, problem solving, decision
making and reading.
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Table 2.4: Possible adaptations for people with impairments. Summarised based on [Cla02,
PWF05, Rj09, AZ12].
Class of impairment Possible adaptations
Visual (e.g. colour blindness, low vision,
blindness, deaf-blindness)
screen- and text enlargement or reduction; fonts,
colours and spacing adjustments; text-to-speech
synthesis; audio descriptions of videos;
alternative representations of graphical content
Speech (e.g. apraxia of speech (AOS), cluttering,
dysarthria, speech sound disorder, stuttering,
muteness)
alternative modes for voice-based services;
alternative means of telephone communication
(e.g. e-mail and feedback forms)
Motor (e.g. amputation and deformity, arthritis,
reduced dexterity)
often specialised hardware and software:
specially designed keyboard or mouse, head
pointer, mouth stick, on-screen keyboard with
trackball, joystick, switches; hands-free
interaction by voice recognition or eye tracking
special interface design: large click-able areas,
enough time to complete tasks; error correction
options, highlight current focus
Cognitive and neurological (e.g. attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder, autism spectrum disorder
(ASD), intellectual disabilities)
clearly structured content; more overview and
orientation support; simplified text and
supplementary images; meaningful labelling of
forms, buttons, links and functionality; avoid
distracting content (e.g. blinking, flickering,
flashing)
Auditory disabilities (e.g. deafness, hard of
hearing)
transcripts and captions of audio content;
adjustments captions (text size, colours,
spacing); control mechanisms (stop, pause,
volume, speed, pitch) of audio content
Immunological functions regard the negative effect of allergies or hypersensitiveness to
life-threatening. The latter are excluded from the following analysis because a possible
result on ICT is not depicted by ISO/IEC GUIDE 71:2014(E).
ISO/IEC GUIDE 71:2014(E) gives examples of possible limitations, impairments, de-
sign considerations of products and services as well as assistive products for each of the
aforesaid classes of human abilities. However, Guide 71 is of general nature and not specific
for a certain domain. Consequently, proposed design considerations (87 in total) do not
all concern ICT. Figure 2.10 shows the distribution of design considerations for ICT-rated
and non ICT-related products with respects to sensory, physical and cognitive abilities.
More specifically, 45 of the 87 aspects address better designing physical environments; for
instance by providing additional space in buildings to accommodate wheelchair users. Ob-
viously, design consideration given to improve the physical world regard physical abilities
of the human. In the digital world, design considerations predominately regard sensory
and cognitive abilities. In the following discussions, we only consider ICT-related design
considerations further.
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Figure 2.10: Total number of design considerations given in ISO/IEC GUIDE 71:2014(E) for
(a) ICT-related (42 of 87 in total) and (b) non ICT-related products (45 of 87 in total) with respect
to sensory, physical and cognitive abilities.
Figure 2.11: Total number of all ICT-relevant (n=42) design considerations given in ISO/IEC
GUIDE 71:2014(E) that are potentially useful for user modelling in AIIS (coloured classes) and
those that can be achieved by other dimensions in the accessible design space.
Because Guide 71 is a general source of information, not every design consideration pro-
vides a proper basis for designing user interface differently. More specifically, the spectrum
of ICT-related design considerations can be further subdivided into four classes, which are
illustrated in Figure 2.11.
The first class “AT and ergonomics” comprises specialised solutions; for instance pro-
viding alternative controls for accommodating impairments of upper body movement;
alternative forms of communication such as text, facial expressions, hand movements or
signs, body postures and other forms of body language; alternative and augmentative
communication based on symbols; controls that avoid the need to manipulate multiple
controls at the same time, etc. With respect to the design space introduced in Section 2.3,
those guidances are best addressed by rehabilitation design and are not regarded as a
useful starting point for adaptive systems.
The second class includes “general design principles” which shall be best implemented
by all user interfaces. In parts, aspects named by Guide 71 correspond to general dia-
logue principles defined by ISO 9241-110 [ISO06]; for instance operating sequences must be
error-tolerant. General design aspects do not provide evidence for user-adaptive systems.
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However, other design considerations identified by Guide 71 are clearly relevant for user-
adaptive systems and can be newly classified as follows: (i) multiple means of information
representations or interaction, (ii) specific and redundant information representation and
(iii) individual adjustments.
In addition to the aforementioned design considerations identified by Guide 71, acces-
sible design will benefit from collecting age-related changes of abilities and how UI design
is affected from them. A solid base in this respect provides ISO/TR 22411:2008(E) –
Ergonomics data and guidelines for the application of ISO/IEC Guide 71 to products and
services to address the needs of older persons and persons with disabilities. The standard
specifies design considerations for products, services and environments that are supported
by ergonomic data about sensory, physical, cognitive abilities and allergies [ISO08c]. Age-
related differences are considered and effort is made to support relevant design considera-
tions with empirical data. For instance, the standard describes the spectral sensitivity of
the eye (general visible range of monochromatic light is between wavelengths from about
400 nm to 700 nm) and supports age-related deceases of this ability with empirical data.
As shown in Figure 2.12 (a), the sensitivity to bluish light in short-wavelength region
(400 nm to 500 nm) deceases in older age meaning that bluish light will look darker for
older people (without an artificial eye lens) than for younger people [ISO08c]. Visual acuity
– to name another ability that likely change with age – concerns “detecting spatial reso-
lution and details [which] is one of the most fundamental visual characteristics” [ISO08c].
It is also diminishing with age and affects – among others – viewing distance as shown
in Figure 2.12 (b). The curve shows that visual acuity decreases with shorter distances
for participants aged between 70 and 79 years [ISO08c]. Beyond these foundational infor-
mation on age-related decline of abilities, ISO/TR22411:2008(E) provides concrete design
recommendations to accommodate the specific requirements of older persons.
Q
R
Figure 2.12: Two examples of age-related function of ability loss described by
ISO/TR22411:2008(E) [ISO08c]. a) Function of spectral sensitivity for different age groups. X-
wavelength nm; Y-relative sensitivity; Q – people in their second decade; R – people in their 70s. b)
Function of viewing distance (visual acuity). X-viewing distance(m); Y-visual acuity; age groups:
A 10-19, B 20-29, C 30-39, D 40-49, E 50-59, F 60-69, G 70-79.
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To sum up, ISO/TR22411:2008(E) provides a solid base for designing accessible products
to meet a broad spectrum of human capabilities and diversity. The recommendations go
beyond describing requirements of common groups of impairments. In particular, it is a
useful data source for finding empirical data substantiating different user requirements in
certain stages of age.
2.4 Summary
This chapter elaborated the foundations of accessible user interfaces and who benefits
from accessible design. Accessible products are relevant for a greater number of people
than those having permanent forms of impairments. In particular, people with temporary
and situational disabilities will also benefit from accessible products. However, while
people with permanent disabilities benefit from classical AT, milder forms rather benefit
from built-in accessibility. As a result of this, personalisation approaches embody new
forms of accessible design and produce interesting research questions such as to investigate
correlations between increasing accessibility-related customisation and the accessibility as
well as the usability of UIs. To the authors very best knowledge, this dimension is currently
not considered by the literature.
Based on definitions and current point of views, a quality model was proposed showing
how the quality criteria accessibility and usability can be connected via accessible design.
The model takes up exiting point of views and describes new relations. More specifically,
the model emphasises that accessibility and usability are two distinct quality features of
user interfaces. Based on this, it is shown that usability links with accessibility because
accessible design can effect the usability of a system positively or negatively; for instance
because increased accessibility aids built-in into modern ICT lack unity of terms, value
space and effect. This situation impede customisation for all people – for instance –
because interactive devices or applications use different terms when they use same things.
Furthermore, this chapter described three pillars of accessible design, including devel-
oping AT, personalisation and standardisation. These three pillars complement each other
and can together achieve accessible design for people from a population with the widest
possible range abilities. Subsequent chapters of this thesis focus on user-adaptive systems
as a means to achieve accessible design by personalisation because this approach is not
adequately investigated compared to the other two pillars.
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Chapter 3
Adaptive Inclusive Interactive Systems
Information technologies adapting their behaviour and/or appearance to individual users
have a long research tradition. Jameson [Jam07] distinguishes between two functionali-
ties provided by those systems. The first type of functionality constitutes support with
the actual system usage – for instance – by taking over routine tasks (e.g. to reduce de-
mands on the user’s resources), adapting the user interface to an individual way of working
(e.g.menus), providing adaptive help on how to use an application, mediating interaction
with the real world or individualising conversational agents. The second type of func-
tionality concerns support of information acquisitions – for instance – by finding digital
resources, providing recommendations or computer-supported learning. However, most
prominent examples of user-adaptive systems are adaptive educational systems (AES),
adaptive hypermedia systems and today’s e-commerce sector; in particular information
retrieval and recommender systems [BM07]. People with disabilities are not excluded from
these application areas because the objective is – in any case – to improve the usage of
information technologies for all people. However, considering disability as dedicated user
characteristics is not at the core of the aforementioned domains of user-adaptive systems.
By contrast, state of technological development is focused on general user characteristics
such as knowledge, learning strategies or interests. To better differentiate between exist-
ing approaches, we introduce the domain Adaptive Inclusive Interactive System (AIIS)
to describe user-adaptive systems whose principal focus of research is on enabling access
(accessibility) to or improving usage (usability) of information technologies for people with
disabilities. In the subsequent sections, the basic principles of user-adaptive systems are
explained. This includes to analyse the logical phases of the adaptation process as well as
the innermost part of adaptive systems which constitutes user modelling techniques. This
information clarifies which components are necessary to build user-adaptive systems and
which user characteristics may be generally suitable for triggering adaptations. Against
the background of if this general information, unique features of AIISs are elaborated.
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3.1 Logical layer of user-adaptive systems
Different models have been proposed to explain the basic process of user-adaptive systems.
The general logic described in each model comprises three steps: (i) determining knowledge
about the user and the context of use, (ii) assimilating new information based on existing
knowledge and (iii) utilizing newly inferred information by responding with an appropriate
adaptation of the interface to the user.
Totterdell uses three terms to describe these steps [PP90] as shown in Figure 3.1. In-
teraction cues represent user interaction data that are taken into account by the system.
The user/task model represents a particular need for changing an interface. User interface
variants provide a set of possible adaptations to accommodate a particular user need. The
adaptive theory maps the actual user behaviour to user interface needs.
Figure 3.1: Logical layer of user-adaptive systems [PP90].
Oppermann also defines three parts of user-adaptive systems but he uses the terms affer-
ential, inferential and efferential component [OR94]. However, the meaning of these terms
equals with those defined by Totterdell. The afferential module monitors user behaviour
such as interaction patterns (e.g. key strokes, mouse movements and clicks), frequently
occurring errors, ineffective courses and system reactions. The inferential module draws
conclusions from the input data and decides in which way the system should respond
according to the actual usage profile. The efferential module is responsible for modifying
the actually system behaviour, including object presentation(s), functions, default values
for parameters, dialogue sequences or system messages. Oppermann denotes that the in-
ferential component is the most crucial part of an user-adaptive system. It comprises a
set of rules or heuristics to describe the relationships between systems and users.
By contrast, Paramythis and Weibelzahl decompose the adaptation process into five
steps [PWM10]: collecting input data, interpreting data, modelling the current state of
the world, deciding upon adaptations and applying adaptations. This model is shown
in Figure 3.2. The general logic of this model does not differ from those proposed by
Totterdell or Opperman. However, the first step – which concerns the input data – is
subdivided into collecting and interpreting the data.
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Figure 3.2: The decomposition model illustrated – based on Paramythis and Weibelzahl [PWM10].
Differentiating between the raw data and their interpretation is necessary to evaluate
and expose potential sources of errors, in particular when user-adaptive systems consider
frequently changing interaction data (e.g. pressing a button) or non-interactive sensor data
(e.g. a user’s position). For instance, a positioning system may be uncertain because the
sensing data itself is inaccurate or the data is interpreted in a false manner such as a user
is at home or not. A recommender system – to name another example – might collect the
time a user spends on a web page at the first step. During the interpretation phase, this
data quires meaning; for instance, one could interpret that a user is interested if the time
spent on viewing the page exceeds a critical value.
Tasks of the modelling layer do not distinguish from other models. Accordingly, the
main goal is to derive new information about users and interaction contexts from the
input data. Referring to the example of the recommender system, a strong preference
for a product might be inferred at this stage. Furthermore, Paramythis and Weibelzahl
differentiate between deciding upon (step four) and applying the adaptation (step five).
In the former, an adequate adaptation is selected from a set of possible options. In terms
of the recommender example, one could suggest a specific product, limit the selection to
this product, indicate suggestions without naming it or recommending another product
randomly. The last step comprises lower-level decisions on how adaptations are applied on
the end-user device; for instance by choosing a specific colour to augment product links.
For each of these steps Paramythis and Weibelzahl specify possible methods to evaluate
an user-adaptive system [PWM10].
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3.1.1 The adaptor type of inference
AIISs do not differ from the aforementioned general logic of user-adaptive systems. How-
ever, AIISs differ from other user-adaptive systems because it matters whether changes
of the user interface impact just a single application or the entire system by involving in-
put and output modalities, AT, applications and the interplay between these components.
Accordingly, we introduce the adaptor type of inference that subsumes all components
involved in the adaptation process under one term. In addition, we introduce the follow-
ing three adaptor types of inference which are illustrated in Figure 3.3: (i) integral and
isolated, (ii) central and synthetic and (iii) integral and decentralised.
Figure 3.3: Three adaptor types of inference illustrated. (a) integral and isolated adaptor, (b)
central and synthetic adaptor and (c) integral and decentralised adaptor.
In the first case – which is illustrated in Figure 3.3 (a) – the adaptor is included within
the application. Accordingly, changes of the interface only affect the application itself
without considering other AT or accessibility aids installed on the device. For instance,
a word processor add-on might adapt the UI automatically. In case of an integral and
isolated adaptor, only the configuration and settings of the word processor are considered.
The general setup of the device is disregarded in this case. For people with disabilities
these kinds of adaptations can be ineffective, in particular when basic requirements in
terms of interaction, communication and perception are not satisfied outside of the appli-
cation. More specifically, a word processor supporting text-to-speech does not make the
application accessible for blind users because the login screen of the device or starting the
word processor will not be usable and accessible without having a full-functional screen
reader activated. Accordingly, an AIIS must consider if a user need such as “text-to-
speech” shall be predominantly activated to ensure that a blind user can use a device or
if a specific text-reading functionality of an application itself is sufficient to accommodate
the user need. Moreover, activating accessibility aids such as screen reading in multiple
means can lead to configurations that interfere with one another. An integral and isolated
adaptor does not consider those contradictions because it primarily takes into account
single applications or environmental aspects such as light or noise.
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By contrast, a central and synthetic adaptor (see Figure 3.3 (b)) represents an exter-
nal module determining adaptations of all applications and accessibility aids available on
an interactive device as a whole and considers their interaction within and across differ-
ent configuration layers. More specifically, adaptations applied at different layers such as
operating system, application, web or AT must harmonise with each other to avoid over-
lapping, increasing or lessen adaptation effects. For instance, on many general purpose
devices, the needs and preferences of a user can be satisfied in many different respect. The
need for “large text” could be satisfied – for instance – by using a screen magnifier at the
OS level, using zoom at the browser level or enlarging the font size at the web-application
level. Accordingly, central and synthetic adaptor types of inference must consider that
applying combinations of two or more of these adaptations could lead – for instance – to
a much bigger font size than what the user is expecting. A central and synthetic adaptor
considers those constraints and delivers only combinations of adaptations that accom-
modate the user needs and preferences at all configuration layers. Therefore, a central
component must be aware of all the necessary information and constraints to determine
such a predominant configuration.
An integral and decentralised adaptor (see Figure 3.3 (c)) constitutes the most com-
plex dimension and requires each application to know the constraints of the context. In
this case, the adaptor is enclosed with the application but takes into consideration the
behaviour as well as constraints and effect of other applications on the interactive device.
3.2 Modelling layer
Apart from describing the adaptation process, adaptive systems are often discussed re-
garding the innermost part which involves modelling and maintaining parameters that
affect the adaptation. Based on Norcio and Stanley [NS89] or Benyon [BM93], modelling
aspects commonly comprise the user, the interaction and the domain models as shown in
Figure 3.4. A multitude of approaches and techniques have been investigated along these
areas but it is out of scope of this work to treat the details of all these different areas.
There exits several books and publications that give substantial overviews and details in
this regard. State of technological development of modelling techniques with respect to
adaptive web applications is – for instance – nicely summarised by Brusilovsky, Kobsa and
Nejdl [BKN07]. Totterdell and Rautenbach present foundational and conceptual informa-
tion about adaptive systems and user modelling in general [PP90]. Technical foundations
of task models such as GOMS or ConcurTaskTrees are – for instance – presented in the
work of John [JK96] or Paterno [Pat03]. How well abstract interface representations are
suited for universal access is discussed by Trewin [TZV02]. In the remainder of this chap-
ter, the focus is solely on user modelling aspects as this a crucial part that distinguishes
AIIS from other user-adaptive systems.
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Figure 3.4: User-adaptive systems from the modelling point of view - based on Benyon [BM93].
3.2.1 Background on user modelling and classifications
In the context of HCI and user-centred software development, a user model is typically
created (implicitly) by a designer to describe the users of a system [McT93]. By contrast,
a user-adaptive system must be capable to distinguish between individuals [NS89]. Ac-
cordingly, information about a person is stored and maintained in so called user models
used to decide about the adaptation of behaviour or appearance of the application to
accommodate individual user demands.
The term user model is often used synonymously with user profile because the distinct
meaning of both concepts is not definitely established. Mohamed and Kouroupetroglou
characterise a user model as an abstract representation of user properties in form of vari-
ables, whereas a concrete instantiation of the variables is understood as user profile [MK14].
By contrast, Brusilovsky describes user profiles as a subclass of user models. He states
that a user profile represents interests in form of keywords and concepts, in particular to
power information retrieval and filtering systems [BM07]. In this work, the first perspec-
tive is adopted. Accordingly, a user model constitutes an abstract description to define
user characteristics and value range modelled. A user profile – on the contrary – represents
specific value assignments of one or multiple user models.
User models applied by adaptive systems are hugely diverse and domain-specific. For
instance, natural language systems may need to know the words a user is likely to be
familiar with [FD86]. Planning and decision support systems aim at modelling cognitive
styles as a basis for adaptive support [NH86]. With respect to accessibility, a system that
aims at adjusting the colours of web pages may be interested in modelling the diversity in
perceiving colours. Such a user-adaptive system was proposed by Zhou, Bensal and Zhang
[ZBZ14].
Although there were attempts towards generic user modelling shells which can be used
across different application domains, there is a consensus that only few modelling aspects
can be generalised [Kob07]. Among others, unification is envisaged to foster interoperabil-
ity of user models as – for instance – addressed by the Virtual User Modelling and Simu-
lation Standardisation (VUMS) cluster [KBM+16] or by developing a common modelling
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ontology such as GUMO (General User Model Ontology) [HSB+05] or UPOS (User-Profile
Ontology with Situation-Dependent Preferences Support) [SDD08]. Standardisation and
interoperability of user modelling is also relevant in the accessibility domain [MK14]. More
specifically, common understanding and primary goal is to apply user profiles supporting
several user models and unifying formats (e.g. XML, OWL-based approaches) to specify
the structure of domain-independent user profiles. Accordingly, user models may subsume
information about access rights, access roles, profile management as well es contextual
information and domain-specific aspects in one profile representation [MK14].
Those structural considerations of user modelling aspects are clearly relevant and re-
quire further development. However, investigating fundamental characteristics of user
models to describe human diversity and addressing the broad spectrum of disabilities is
inadequately considered by research. This gap is addressed in the following sections by
discussing intrinsic characteristics of user models in general and elaborating on the spe-
cialities of user model in the domain of AIIS. To the authors very best knowledge, such
an overall view is currently not available by the literature.
A widely used classification of user models was originally created by Elaine Rich [Ric79].
She discussed characteristics of user models along three dimensions: (i) whether canonical
or individual users are modelled, (ii) if models are constructed explicitly by the user or
implicitly by the system and (iii) how long a user models is valid (i.e. short or long term).
Sleeman [Sle85] additionally emphasises the nature of user characteristics itself as relevant
aspect. Several other authors such as Finin [FD86], Norcio [NS89] or Brusilovsky [BM07]
adopted these aspects within their discussions, which are often supported by asking certain
questions; for instance “What information are being modelled”, “How is the information
being represented” and “How is the model being constructed and maintained”. In the
subsequent sections, all these aspects are elaborated. However, particular attention is
given to the nature of user models because we want discuss the kind of user characteristics
that provides sufficient evidence for designing user interfaces differently for people with
disabilities and thus can properly trigger adaptations.
3.2.2 Nature of user models
It was already mentioned in Chapter 2, user-adaptive systems are promising to address the
diversity of end-users who use digital information, applications and devices. However, user-
adaptive systems are only suitable if and only if differences in user characteristics provide
sufficient evidence of designing user interfaces differently. This kind of investigations are
commonly conducted by human factors or diversity research. Considering user-adaptive
system in general, the following classes of user characteristics substantiate different design
considerations:
• cognitive aspects (styles, strategies, abilities), personality factors, learning abilities,
expectations, motives, preferences [PP90],
• user errors and performance [Edm87] as well as
• tasks, background and interests [BM07].
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Describing differences in the knowledge of a user is the dominant user model in domains
of Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) and Adaptive Educational System (AES). Represent-
ing user interests – on the other hand – is the state of technological development in today’s
e-commerce sector, in particular with respect to information retrieval and recommender
systems [BM07]. These domains of user-adaptive systems usually consider only a single
user aspect (i.e. knowledge, interests) but in several forms.
An AIIS – which takes disabilities as starting point for triggering adaptations – must
consider a wide spectrum and the interrelations of user characteristics. Varying user
characteristics that give reasons for different forms of user interface representations can
be subsumed into following classes: (i) impairments, (ii) age, (iii) needs and preferences,
(iv) interaction performance and (v) situational variability. Although these dimensions are
interrelated, we elaborate each aspect separately to present the state of diversity research
with regard to disability. Moreover, the objective is to discuss which user characteristics
are suitable triggers for developing an AIIS.
Design considerations for groups of impairment
Most common approaches of diversity research with respect to accessibility comprises
classifying impairments and deriving design considerations. In Section 2.3.3, we have in-
troduced standard ISO/IEC Guide 71:2014 that puts together potential requirements of
people with many and diverse abilities. Relevant design considerations for an AIIS ap-
ply to the following three classes: (i) multiple means of information representations or
interaction, (ii) specific and redundant information representation and (iii) individual ad-
justments. Figure 3.5 illustrates all design considerations that are named by Guide 71
along these three classes. Guidance to address limited sensory and motor abilities com-
prise to compensate limitations in one sense or body function by another sense or body
function. More specifically, multiple means of information representations involve substi-
tuting or supplementing limited sensory or motor abilities by addressing other modalities.
For instance, limited abilities in seeing can be compensated by presenting information in
auditory or tactile forms instead of visual representations. Reduced hearing abilities can
be compensated by presenting information in a visual or tactile manner. Reduced abilities
in feeling can be substituted by multiple means of control (e.g. by the eye, the voice or
remote control) and additional visual or auditory representations to supplement or sub-
stitute tactile ones. People that are motor-impaired in terms of speaking may experience
barriers with voice-based systems. Accordingly, Guide 71 proposes to provide alternative
control, although concrete approaches are not given.
With respect to cognitive limitations, it is recommended to represent information in
specific and redundant forms; for instance providing easy to understand texts, facilitat-
ing learning by simplified content or incorporating additional overview representation (see
Figure 3.5 for further examples). Beyond this, Guide 71 provides some hints for indi-
vidualisation, in particular with respect to seeing, hearing and thinking (see Figure 3.5).
However, recommendations given by Guide 71 present only a rough exposition and are
neither comprehensive nor complete.
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For instance, Guide 71 makes no mention of audio descriptions necessary for visually
impaired people. Moreover, Guide 71 does not address diversity among different groups
of impairment as well as the needs of multiple impairments.

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


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Figure 3.5: User interface design considerations for sensory, cognitive and motor abilities clas-
sified into three groups of recommendation: multiple means of information representation and
interaction; individual adjustments and specific, redundant information representation. Data were
extracted and analysed from ISO Guide 71[ISO14].
To sum up, state of diversity research in correlating groups of impairments with user
interface design remains currently at a very coarse level and lacks modelling diversity in
depth. More specifically, requirements of people from many other groups of impairments
other than the main top-level classed (see Table 2.4) are not sufficiently investigated.
Moreover, the nature of the data brings its limitations for user-adaptive systems. First
and foremost, because describing the health condition stigmatise humans and is very likely
rejected by a person due to ethical and privacy aspects.
Age-related implications for ICT
Because the prevalence of disability increases with age [Wor11], age-related differences in
requirements, capability loss and accompanied variations in interface design are reasonable
indicators for developing user-adaptive systems. ISO/TR 22411:2008(E) [ISO08c] – which
was also introduced in Section 2.3.3 – is a proper references for diversity research in this
regard.
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Analogous to ISO Guide 71[ISO14], ISO/TR 22411:2008(E) was analysed and infor-
mation extracted that constitute potential triggers for user-adaptive systems. Table 3.1
present the analysis for seeing as an example to others. Some design aspects – for instance
using categorical colours to convey information – can be both useful for general design
recommendations or triggering adaptivity such as to automatically choose combinations
of colours that suit the needs of older people. Other recommendation given in ISO/TR
22411:2008(E) emphasise environmental conditions when user interface variations are use-
ful, for instance with respect of reduced visual acuity. Accordingly, it is recommended to
provide a larger font under low-luminance condition or at near viewing distance. Compared
to design considerations for different groups of impairments (see Section 3.2.2), informa-
tion is much more fine-grained and partially supported by empirical data how and when
abilities are likely to change in accordance to different groups of age. These information
can be a valuable starting point for user modelling in the domain of AIIS.
Table 3.1: Possible design considerations with respect to age-related decrease of abilities in seeing
– data extracted from ISO/TR 22411:2008(E) [ISO08c]
Functions in Seeing Age-related Limitation Design Recommendations
spectral sensitivity of the eye decreased sensitivity to bluish
lights
higher luminance of blue
colour; adjustable luminance
contrast
visual acuity reduction of visual acuity, in
particular, in darken conditions
or near viewing distances
larger font size under low
luminance conditions or at near
viewing distance
span of fundamental colour colour vision defects use categorical colours to
convey information with
colours
useful field of view reduced useful field of view
(e.g. when walking.)
place visual information or
controls near the central part
of field of view; higher contrast,
larger size and larger colour
difference of the target
glare imaired vision and invisible
objects in the visual field;
annoyance or pain without
impairing vision
avoidance of glare hardware
solutions; contrast values for a
certain range
contrast sensitivity (incl. low
vision sensitivity)
fine details at higher spatial
freqencies may be problematic
for older persons
age related multiplier factor for
contrast
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Needs and preferences
Automatically applying individual preferences to tailoring user interfaces or digital re-
sources is not new and generally known as Auto-Personalization from Preferences (APfP).
Contrasting to describing impairments and deriving design considerations or adaptation
theories, modelling needs or preferences of a user is less stigmatizing and allows specify-
ing fine-gained user requirements. In addition, there is already good standard support
in terms of classifying and unifying preferences vocabularies (see Section 2.3.3). How-
ever, foundational research giving insights in translating actual user requirements into
needs and preferences vocabularies as well as deriving consequences for designing AIISs
is inadequately covered. Thus, a foundational study was conducted to investigate what
people with disabilities and elderly know about their requirements when using information
technologies. The study is presented in Chapter 5.
Interaction performance
The third relevant class of user characteristic involves observable interaction data. The
relevance of interaction performance to adaptive systems has been stressed very early in
the field. For instance, Edmonds [Edm87] argued that user performance is a reliable factor
for adaptivity because of the variability. Moreover, Edmonds justified interaction errors
of users as a separate category that does not necessarily correlate with a certain user char-
acteristics. One of the first adaptive systems that considered user behaviour was based on
modelling error frequency and corrections of misspellings [BSTN90]. Other foundational
models are – for instance – the Model Human Processor (MHP) [CMN86] to predict the
time a user likely needs to perform a task with a computer. The basic calculation is simple
and based on the assumption that an operation with a computer is the sum of three pro-
cessors: (i) time necessary to perceive an event (perceptual processor), (ii) deciding upon
responses (cognitive processor) and (iii) performing an action (motor processor). Other
models which aim at predicting the performance time to accomplish a task under certain
conditions constitute the family of GOMS [CMN83]. These models are based on series of
measurements describing average human interaction behaviour such as times to press a
key (0,2 seconds), mouse pointing (1,1 seconds), homing (0,4 seconds) or mentally prepar-
ing (1,35 seconds). GOMS models are commonly applied to predict usability aspects.
Applying these models to measure accessibility issues or adapting a system upon of it
requires to incorporate series of measurements for people with disabilities as – for instance
– investigated by Keates et al. for different groups of motor-impaired people [KLCR02].
The study showed, motor-impaired people are approximately 50% slower than able-bodied
participants. Moreover, they found that there is a larger cognitive effort necessary to plan
and execute physical motions. Keates et al. conclude from their results that linear modifi-
cations of models such as MHP are not sufficient for modelling the performance of people
with motor disabilities. In addition, they emphasised the need for deeply investigating
bands of performances as there is no model suitable to describe the full range of human
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abilities. Currently, these form of diversity research is primarily applied with respect to
motor abilities. However, measuring performance has several practical limitations – for
instance – to achieve statistical significance by small sample sets of people with disabilities.
Situational variability
Aforementioned approaches attempt to describe differences between users who may provide
evidence for user-adaptive systems. These aspects of diversity research can be summarised
as between-group variability. A further relevant dimension that gives reason for user-
adaptive interfaces constitutes situational variability or the diversity of the context of
use.
Context is a reasonable trigger for user-adaptive systems as it belongs to the user [BM07].
In general, user and context-adaptive systems are highly interrelated because user models
may include aspects regarding the context or vice versa. Figure 3.6 illustrates the user-
centred view in user-adaptive systems and the device-centred view in context-adaptive
systems. It shows, contextual aspects are not necessarily different in both fields. However,
although contextual aspects are relevant in user-adaptive systems, it must be ensured that
the adaptation happens with respect to a particular user. Context-sensitive systems that
behave in the same way with all users are not regarded as user-adaptive by an original
view [NS89].
Figure 3.6: Dimensions of context from two views: user-centric and device-centric – based on
Brusilovsky [BM07].
Given that, one can consider several interesting aspects. For instance, some user char-
acteristics such as personality may be valid independently of the context but others factors
such as knowledge may vary greatly in certain situations. In this respect, Benyon and Mur-
ray differentiate between domain-dependent and domain-independent models [BM88]. The
latter concerns user characteristics that are relatively stable and task-independent while
domain-specific user models are highly tasks-related; for instance a user might be an ex-
pert in one system but a beginner in another system. Accordingly, the task model [BM88]
and the user’s work context [BM07] are context-related aspects that influence the need for
adjusting a user interface.
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For AIISs, the concept of situational impairments emerged. Situational impairments
cause problems that are not caused by limitations in the body function but can occur
when interaction with a product is impeded because of specific environmental conditions;
for instance typing on a mobile phone when walking [KWS08], a phone call in noisy sur-
roundings or interacting with a glaring display on a sunny day. Some of these situations
could be avoided by actively avoiding the situation that causes the problem. However,
many forms of situational impairment are not avoidable. Guide 71 provide adverse envi-
ronmental conditions that may produce disabilities (see Table 3.2). In addition, situational
variability does not only apply for classes of impairment. In the user study presented in
Section 3.2.2 we expound that needs and preferences of users also vary broadly for dif-
ferent situations. All of these examples of situational variability are of huge potential for
user-adaptive interfaces.
Table 3.2: Examples of adverse environmental conditions that may disable a person – based on
ISO Guide 71[ISO14].
Adverse environmental conditions Affected ability
high levels of environmental stimuli (e.g. flashing lights, crowds of people) cognitive abilities
wearing shoes that are heavy or have slippery soles or high heels can
impair movement
movement (lower body)
slippery or uneven surfaces, wearing shoes that are heavy, have slippery
soles or high heels
strength and endurance
high levels of ambient noise, can present the same type of effects voice and speech
poor lighting, smoke and fog, can reduce visibility and present many of
the same types of effects listed above for many persons
seeing
noise (e.g. train stations, bars, restaurants) and voice messages in a
foreign language can reduce audibility and present many of the same type
of effects listed above for many persons.
hearing
low ambient temperature, can present many of the same type of effects
listed above for many persons.
touch
having a common cold can present many of the same type of effects listed
above for many persons.
taste
3.2.3 Type and acquisition of user data
After considering the usefulness of building a user-adaptive interfaces to address specific
variability of user characteristics or context features, it is necessary to decide which user
data constitute the basis for constructing the user model, how feasible it is to implement
an adaptive system upon on it and how relevant information about the user is collected.
Starting with the latter, one can gather user data explicitly or detect it implicitly [Ric79].
In the first case, the user itself or another person provides data by answering selected
questions. In the second case, the user behaviour (e.g. interaction pattern) is automatically
observed by the system.
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Obviously, both approaches are not equally suitable for any type of user characteris-
tic. Explicit acquisition techniques are more suitable for collecting domain-independent
data such as demographics (e.g. age, gender or background) [BM07]. The disadvantage of
this approach is that asking many questions is time-consuming and may be rejected by
users. Moreover, humans are not always reliable in describing themselves; for instance in
terms of inherent cognitive processes that happen subconscious or because of social influ-
ences [Ric79]. Inferring information implicitly from the user behaviour can be an obvious
solution to these issues. Data which can be automatically observed and measured are
mostly domain-specific such as expertise, knowledge or interests. However, there are also
limitation when pieces of information about users are automatically collected, in particular
with respect to accuracy and privacy.
Combining explicit and implicit acquisition techniques in a hybrid manner is state of
technological development. With reference to Rich [Ric79], user models combining explicit
information provided by the user, implicit behavioural data and stereotypical assumptions
are defined as User Synopsis. Hybrid approaches can also tackle the so-called cold-start
problem. It describes the situation that a system pre-requisites a minimum set of informa-
tion before it can draw conclusions about the user. In hybrid systems, a user provides some
basic facts or selects an initial model from a set of stereotypes to allow initial inferences
from it [FD86, Ric79] before further information is acquired implicitly.
It shall be further emphasised that specific user characteristics such as goals, person-
ality traits or cognitive styles can be neither convincingly indicated by a person itself
nor directly inferred from user behaviour, although the potential of adaptations according
to these user aspects was shown; for instance by Veer who investigated designing inter-
active help systems differently for impulsive and reflective people [VTWvM85]1 or Tri-
antafillou who investigated designing educational material differently to a certain learning
style [TPDG04]2.
In addition, it was stated by several researches in the fields of user modelling and user-
adaptive systems – in particular by Benyon [BM88], Totterdell [PP90], Oppermann [OR94]
and Brusilovsky [BM07] – complex domain-independent characteristics of a person (i.e. goals,
cognitive or learning styles, personal traits) are potentially unsuited triggers for user-
adaptive systems. This gives reason why complex cognitive user models constitute pri-
marily research endeavours, whereas common success stories of user-adaptive systems are
mainly based on modelling domain-dependent and measurable user characteristics such as
knowledge or interests.
With reference to AIISs, predominant acquisition technique for user models – intro-
duced in Section 3.2.2 – is to obtain information explicitly from the user. In the simplest
form, users express the type and eventually the gradation of their impairment. However,
this pre-requisites a user knows these information and agrees on storing such sensible per-
1 Based on Veer, impulsive people should be actively provided with help and undo features as they make
more errors than reflective people. Reflective people should be enabled to request help features only on
demand [VTWvM85].
2 Triantafillou showed that diverse learning styles can be realised by presenting well-structured lessons
for field-dependent learners, whereas field-independent learners should to develop their own struc-
ture [TPDG04].
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sonal data. It was already mentioned, describing people in terms of impairments lead to
stigmatisation. Apart from few exceptions, detecting and measuring impairments implic-
itly is not sufficiently investigated. Medical apparatus – for instance – to measure hearing
loss in decibels (dB) and creating audiograms do exist but their practicability and cost-
benefit ratio are disproportionately. Camera-based approaches (i.e. time-of-flight camera)
can – for instance – detect and measure body proportions [YXY+11] or age. Eye-tracking
approaches are also used to detect when a user needs help while reading text in a foreign
language [HMAR00].
In the context of AIISs, collecting needs and preferences explicitly is a suitable ap-
proach because most users know their requirements or can at least name difficulties with
ICT (this topic is further elaborated in Chapter 5). However, users might not be willing
or even reliable in specifying their accessibility-related needs and preferences because it is
a time-consuming and it requires being computer-literate as well. Compared to collecting
information about impairments, describing needs and preferences is a rather abstract way
because it primarily describes system-related aspects instead of personal details. More-
over, needs and preferences can be described much more fine-grained, which facilitates
modelling diversity by avoiding stigmatizing people. Besides simply asking users about
their needs and preferences, some researches have developed wizard-based dialogues to ob-
tain basic sets of requirements in a playful manner; for instance the Web-4-All Preferences
Wizard3 or the GUIDE User Initialisation Application4. By contrast, performance data
are predominantly observed implicitly.
3.2.4 Validity period of user models
A further dimension of user models regards their duration of validity. With reference to
Rich [Ric99], we can distinguish between long and short-term user models. Long-term
user models comprises relative stable user characteristics, whereas varying ones such as
knowledge usually form the basis for short-term user models. This differentiation is based
on the assumption that some user characteristics such as cognitive styles or personality
factors are rather monolithic and stable, whereas other properties such as performance
or knowledge change more frequently; for instance depending on gained experiences with
a system, learned abilities or expectations. Examples of both categories are given in
Table 3.3.
Differentiating between long and short-term user models relates to the type of adaptation
provided by the system. Accordingly, adaptations initialising a system (adaptability) are
often based on long-term user models. That is, the user profile and the user model is also
known/inferred prior to the session. Adaptations based on short-term user models are
applied during run-time while the user is interacting with the system (adaptivity).
3 The Web-4-All Preferences Wizard is available on the following web page: http://web4all.ca/html/
english/pwd_e.html; Last time accessed 8 September 2017.
4A GUIDE User Initialisation prototype is available on the following web page: http:
//www.guide-project.eu/index.php?mainItem=Publications&subItem=Project+Deliverables&
pageNumber=1&item=38; Last time accessed 8 September 2017.
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Table 3.3: Human characteristics and their resistance to change – based on Benyon [BM88].
Resistance Dimension Factors
High Personality Introversion/extroversion
Intellectual ability
Cognitive style Field independence
Impulsivity/reflexivity
Perception of own competence Epistemic/heuristic
Low Personal knowledge structure Learning-style (serial/holistic)
Prior knowledge
The user profile is created/updated during an interaction session and thus concerns the
actual context of use and specific tasks. However, a quantitative measurement describing
the crossing between short-term to long-term models is not discussed by literature. Within
this work it is adopted that long-term user models refer to user characteristics that are
not going to change significantly during one session.
Respecting a two-level architecture described by Totterdell (see Figure 3.7), the lower-
level adaptor responds to short-term changes in user interaction patterns and the higher-
level component adapts the lower-level adaptor by monitoring long-term characteristics of
users.
Figure 3.7: Two level architecture of user-adaptive systems [PP90].
Classic user modelling often addresses adaptations to frequently changing user prop-
erties, performance and errors. However, some researcher also argue, adaptivity must be
provided according to aspects where users are least adaptable; for instance in terms of their
personality, cultural features or cognitive styles [BM93]. This explains why early work on
user modelling stressed the need for more complex cognitive models [NS89, PP90].
AIISs predominantly constitute long-term user models. Accordingly, user models rep-
resenting disability are – regardless of how it is represented (i.e. by impairments, age, needs
and preferences or performance) – very likely valid for quite some time beyond a session.
Consequently, AIISs concern types of adaptations that are determined and initialised prior
to the first user interaction because these adaptations are very often valid for the user to
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operate the system. This is one of the main distinguishing features of an AIIS. Short-term
user models are relevant when AIISs target situational variability mainly triggered by en-
vironmental changes. These forms of short-term user models concern all disabilities that
are valid for a short period of time, for instance noise, luminance, fatigue, or attention.
3.2.5 User modelling techniques
Previous sections described common characteristics of user models. Constructing and
maintaining a user model is commonly understood as the actual user modelling. It re-
quires to infer or update a user model based on (explicitly or implicitly) collected data on
user characteristics. This step includes techniques to handle model inconsistencies, truth
maintenance or altering default values [FD86]. A core discrimination involves modelling
individual or canonical users [FD86]. The former is also known as feature-based and the
latter is analogous for stereotype-based user modelling [BM07].
Feature-based user modelling describes a user by a set of individual characteristics.
These features may or may not change while the user is using the system. Accordingly,
feature-based approaches focus on maintaining an up-to-date state of relevant user fea-
tures. The overlay model is – for instance – widely applied in modelling user knowledge
or interests by a subset of an entire domain model [BKN07]. In its simplest form, rel-
evant aspects are stored for each domain concept on a binary scale (i.e. user knows or
does not know a concept). More advanced approaches use qualitative, numerical or un-
certainty weightings to allow fine-grained descriptions of the user. Uncertainty-based user
modelling involves probability propagation and applies techniques such as Bayesian net-
works or Fuzzy Logics. Foundations on modelling uncertainty are nicely elaborated by
Russell [RN09]. Qualitative or simple numeric models can be realised by rule-based or
algebraic approaches respectively. An important aspect of feature-based user modelling
is that each user is represented by individual feature sets. It is commonly applied for
modelling users based on interests, interaction patterns or errors.
Stereotype-based user modelling focuses on clustering users into groups (so called
stereotypes). Primary goal is to provide mappings from combinations of user charac-
teristics to a certain stereotype [BM07] and updating the user assigned stereotype when
the traits have changed accordingly. Techniques to determine the crossing from one stereo-
type to another is at the core of stereotype-based user modelling. A classic but also very
limited technique comprises classification models which categorise the user into a certain
stereotype when a predefined user feature crosses a threshold [NS89]. According to Rich,
an adaptive system building upon of stereotypes requires the following information to be
known [Ric79]: (i) the set of stereotypes supported by the system such as expert or novice
users, (ii) features and possible value ranges characterising a stereotype such as domain
knowledge represented on a qualitative scale (e.g. good, poor) and (iii) triggers when a
stereotype is valid; for instance a user with poor knowledge is categorised as novice. User-
adaptive systems based on stereotype-based modelling only consider the current stereotype
for adapting UIs and ignore individual user features. These systems behave the same for
all people that are categorised into the same user cluster. Obviously, a main issue with this
approach is that individual differences of people within a certain class are not considered.
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Feature-based and stereotypical user modelling can augment each other by hybrid ap-
proaches. Stereotypical user modelling can be used for the initialisation phase by assigning
a user to a certain stereotype. By contrast, feature-based modelling usually requires large
sets of interaction data. Accordingly, this technique can be used in advance to individualise
the user model when sufficient data are available.
Promising user modelling approaches in the domain of AIIS are abstractions of demo-
graphic data because they are inexpensive. Based on few demographic data, one could infer
ergonomic user data and deduce possible adaptations that are – for instance – described
by ISO/TR22411:2008(E) [ISO08c] (see Section 2.3.3). Same applies for inferring classes of
impairments based on needs and preferences or vice versa. User modelling based on needs
and preferences are just right for feature-based modelling techniques. Statistical technolo-
gies (e.g. collaborative filtering) can find correlations between the preferences of different
users to infer a possible configuration for a specific user. This is promising to infer cus-
tomisation when preferences sets are sparse or applications contexts unknown [ALK+15].
Chapter 4 shows, actual user modelling for inferring disabilities, stereotypes or pref-
erences is hardly targeted by current research. Apart from approaches modelling motor-
related performance parameters, most AIISs apply fewer sophisticated techniques by in-
ferring UI adaptations directly from the type of impairment explicitly acquired from the
user. In addition, the accessibility domain brings additional constraints and requirements
for user modelling techniques. One of the most important requirement is accuracy in the
sense that inaccurate adaptation/customisation has a high impact on the user satisfaction
or can even make the system inaccessible and thus unusable for the user.
3.3 Synthesis of relevant use cases
Thus far, basic principles of user-adaptive systems were elaborated and specialities of AI-
ISs compared to common approaches. Among others, we introduced three adaptor types
of inference and discussed design choices with respect to user modelling. Beyond these
aspects, an AIIS can be further differentiated from other approaches by considering differ-
ent forms and usage patterns of ICT, in particular along the dimension: user variability
and device variability.
User variability comprises the question how many users use a device. Personal devices
are usually used by just a single person, whereas public devices are sequentially or even
simultaneously used by many and diverse users. Device variability refers to the flexibility
of the digital by adjusting hardware or software to individual demands. Accordingly, we
can distinguish between information appliances or general purpose devices. Information
appliances such as MP3 players or e-book readers are designed for a single application
which can be more easily used by untrained users. These appliances are usually limited in
their complexity, pre-configured and do not allow users to install new applications or to
adjust the system widely. By contrast, general purpose computers are highly flexible and
configurable and enable users to adapt the device to their individual task and demands.
General purpose computers include – for instance – personal laptops, mobile phones or
tablets.
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The level of user and device variability influences design choices for AIISs because the
complexity of tasks and the time a user spent with the devices is significantly different.
Accordingly, five use cases for AIISs were synthesised to emphasise their specific require-
ments. The five use cases are illustrated in Figure 3.8 and refer to information appliances
in public space (UC I), information appliances in personal space (UC II), general purpose
computers (UC III), multi-user application contexts (UC IV) and migrating user models
or profiles (UC V).
a
Figure 3.8: Potential use cases for AIISs.
UC I – Information appliances in public space
The first relevant use case concerns information and computer appliances used by a mul-
titude of people; for instance ubiquitous services with terminal support such as ATM
or ticket machines, smart traffic lights which intelligently inform vehicles or pedestrians
about speed or changing traffic conditions, home automation devices or public displays in
general. Common ground between these systems is the hugely diverse group of end-users
and the relatively limited spectrum of tasks people can accomplish with these system.
This also involves that end-users do not spend much time with these devices.
AIISs can be very useful for this use case, in particular to ensure accessibility for
many and diverse end-users. Challenges that must be addressed by an AIIS are to rep-
resent the diversity of end-users and to avoid addressing only commonly known groups
of impairments. Stereotype-based approaches modelling long-term user characteristic and
differences in perception, motor abilities or static characteristics of anthropometry are
adequate for this user case.
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Sophisticated feature-based approaches – for instance – by mirroring cognitive strategies
or modelling fine-grained accessibility requirements as well as interaction performance are
inadequate because the spectrum of tasks provided by those systems is limited and the
period of time a user spends with these devices is also short. It is very likely that users can
live with coarse adaptations as long as basic requirements in terms of communication and
perception are satisfied. Explicit acquisition of user data – for instance – by selecting a
specific stereotype are effective to initialise the UI for a user. However, implicit acquisition
techniques are also useful, for instance to infer age-related user models. Moreover, AIISs
addressing this use case must compensate the limited amount of customisations options,
accessibility aids and support of AT. In general, an integral and isolated adaptor type of
inference an appropriate design choice for information applications.
UC II – Information appliances in personal space
The second use case concerns information and computer appliances used most of the time
by a single user; for instance e-reader or music player. For these systems long-term user
models addressing between-group diversity are not a primary design choice and neither jus-
tify adaptability nor adaptivity. More specifically, such personal information or computers
appliances are usually used by a single person which reduces the need for changing the
system automatically to different disability profiles. However, initializing the UI (adapt-
ability) to individual capabilities, needs and preferences of a user is suitable but does
not requires to build complex user-adaptive system with all components introduced in
Section 3.1. Instead, addressing requirements of between-group diversity can be better
achieved here by other accessible design approaches (see Section 2.2) such as standardis-
ation or AT; for instance specialised e-reader for certain user groups or manual forms of
personalisation facilitated by selecting a persona to apply a pre-defined set of configura-
tions. Nevertheless, AIISs can be useful for this use case to target short-term user models
by taking performance aspects or situational variability (e.g. tiredness) into consideration.
UC III – General purpose computers
General purpose computers describe the opposite of information/computer appliances.
They constitute highly flexible devices and are configurable in many different ways. Con-
trasting to UC I and UC II, here we usually have a single user who uses the device for a
great variety of (complex) tasks during a significant longer period of time.
AIISs are very useful for this use case to help users in finding or applying proper and
non-contradicting configurations within and across certain layers (i.e. operating systems,
application, AT and web) to ensure accessibility or to improve the usability. Challenges
that must be addressed are those of an central and synthetic adaptor (see Section 3.1.1).
More specifically, AIISs targeting this use case must take into consideration the interplay,
effects and constraints of many and diverse accessibility aids. They must provide a set of
UI adaptations that do not interfere with one another. Beyond that, the last step in the
adaptation process (i.e. apply adaptations) plays a greater role when designing AIISs.
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In particular, it must be decided if the adaptation shall be applied directly on the system
or is first recommended. The former is appropriate to satisfy the needs of a person and
to ensure accessibility. However, there is an abundance of scenarios when recommenda-
tions are well-suited. For instance, recommending concrete accessibility aids can facilitate
users in exploring what might help them when they can only name difficulties instead of
specifying distinct ICT-related requirements . We conducted a user study [Hil13, LWH13]
to evaluate a proof-of-concept how to present recommendations of accessibility settings to
users, providing preview mechanisms to demonstrate the effect the adaptation as well as
allowing assessments of recommendations. Apart from feedback about the overall presen-
tation and preview of recommendations, results indicate declining or delaying adaptations
is an important feature of AIISs to ensure users can carry on with a task and are not
disturbed by dynamic UI changes. Further results of this study are summarised on the
GPII Wiki [Loi14].
UC IV – Multi-user application
The fourth use case describes situations when several people use ICT jointly. For instance,
this happens when students need to work in pairs, when family members or residents of a
nursing home watch TV together or when visitors of a museum use large-screen interactive
table tops in parallel. This use case is not problematic for people who have no specific
ICT-related requirements. However, people with disabilities may face barriers when those
multi-user interactive devices are inaccessible or when users have contradicting needs and
preferences. These users must make a compromise and find configurations to accommodate
the needs of all users. The following scenario illustrates UC IV.
Malik is a computer literate person and prefers a high screen resolution. Helene prefers a
font size of 18 as she has some difficulties with reading small text. Malik and Helene need to
program a game cooperatively on a computer in the school lab during a seminar. However,
their work is impeded due to the different preferences regarding screen enlargement. Malik
and Helene try to find compromise in setting up the device properly. They play around
with the screen resolution and the font-size settings on the computer but it is a time-
consuming trial and error process to find a solution which accommodates the needs of
both.
AIISs can be hugely useful to facilitate cooperative and simultaneous usage of ICT,
in particular by automatically proposing temporary adaptations to suit the needs and
preferences of all users. This implies AIISs match user profiles of several users, detect
possible contradicting ICT-related requirements and satisfy needs and preferences by a
compromise of customisation. Specific domain knowledge on contradicting preferences,
conflict management approaches for user-adaptive systems with respect to accessibility is
inadequately investigated. This gap is addressed in Chapter 7, Section7.1 by a foundational
study supporting this use case.
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UC V – Migrating user models or profiles
Aforementioned use cases are interrelated because customers increasingly use many and
diverse ICT in different situations and for various tasks. Accordingly, the fifth use case
comprises the consistent migration and transformation of user models/profiles from one
device to another. Because devices and applications do not use same terms when they
mean identical things, a pressing challenge is to either harmonise customisation (e.g. by
standardisation as introduced in Section 2.3.3) or to provide automatic mappings between
platforms and application-specific terms and value ranges of settings. Referring to the
latter, a user model valid in context A must be mathematically translated into a proper
user model for context B. However, this is not trivial as accessibility aids accommodating
a person’s need on systems running Windows must not be equally satisfying on a system
running Linux. Compared to other domains of user-adaptive systems, AIISs must prioritise
continuity and consistency much higher because changes of the UI with respect perception
and interaction can have much more serious consequences than recommending products
based on interests. This use case concerns all forms of devices or applications and thus is
independent of the dimensions user and device variability.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter we introduced a distinctive domain of user-adaptive systems which we call
Adaptive Inclusive Interactive System. AIIS take disability as a starting point for user
modelling and providing UI variants. Against the background of existing classifications
we elaborated the common ground between AIIS and other domains of user-adaptive
systems as well as their distinctive features. Particular attention was given to the logical
phases of the adaptations process and user modelling aspects. Figure 3.9 summarises
discussed dimensions. The schema puts existing classification in order with each other
(not filled boxes) and incorporates new aspects that were introduced in this chapter to
discuss the distinguishing features of AIIS (filled boxes). Accordingly, not filled boxes
represent aspects that are mainly domain-independent but can be used to assess user-
adaptive system systematically. For the logical layer, we refer to the classification proposed
by Paramythis and Weibelzahl [PWM10] introduced in Section 3.1. Correspondingly, the
adaptation process is decomposed into five steps (collect input data, interpret input data,
modelling world, decide upon adaptation and apply adaptation). However, the proposed
schema does not specify actual technologies respecting modelling, reasoning or statistical
inferences. Design choices must be made dependent on the specific characteristics of the
user modelling and use case addressed.
Concerning the overall adaptation process, we introduced the adaptor type of inference
in Section 3.1.1. Accordingly, we distinguish between user-adaptive systems concerning
just a single application and those considering the interplay of all accessibility aids and
customisation features available on an interactive device. Both forms are relevant in the
context of AIISs because information technologies range from information appliances to
general purpose computers.
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decentralised
Figure 3.9: Overall classification schema of user-adaptive systems. Distinctive features of AIISs
compared to user-adaptive systems are emphasised by coloured boxes
Regarding user modelling, it can be summarised that varying user characteristics, in
particular short-term models such as knowledge or interests about a certain domain, are
the main motivation for building user-adaptive systems in general. The feasibility, useful-
ness and practicability of these models has been tried and tested. Moreover, short-term
user-modelling are also most interesting in terms of technical innovations; for instance by
applying techniques from Artificial Intelligence (AI) such as Bayesian network, collabo-
rative filtering, etc. Long-term user models such as cognitive ones are widely recognised
but remain research endeavours because their feasibility and practicability to implement
them into user-adaptive systems must still be proven. A main difference between com-
mon user-adaptive systems and AIISs regards the nature of user models. While common
approaches mostly focus on modelling a single user feature but in different forms, AIISs
must take into account a broad spectrum of user characteristic. As example to others, we
have introduced five common approaches for modelling disabilities and existing diversity
research that substantiate how systems can be adapted accordingly. More specifically,
the nature of the user models with respect to an AIIS constitutes modelling impairments,
age, needs and preferences as well as performance. However, for many user groups ba-
sic requirements are not sufficiently investigated just as precise and subtle modelling of
needs, preferences and ICT-related difficulties/barriers. To address this gap and to further
support user modelling in the domain of AIIS, Chapter 5 investigates what people with
disabilities know about their needs and preferences.
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A user study on requirements of people with dementia is presented in Section 7.2 in order
to contribute to diversity research with respect to cognitive disabilities as there is only few
knowledge available to progress in accessible design – in particular by AIIS – addressing
this heterogeneous user group.
Besides the nature of use modelling, we discussed other characteristics of user models.
As shown in Figure 3.9 existing classifications involve data acquisition techniques, validity
period of use models and user modelling techniques. It was elaborated in this chapter
that AIISs primarily constitute long-term user models, which is a main difference to other
approaches. Accordingly, adaptation theories applied by AIISs are mostly based on user
characteristics that remain very likely unchanged within one session. As a result, AIISs
pre-dominantly concern static forms of adaptations (i.e. adaptability) which are applied
initially, that is prior to user interactions. However, dynamic forms of adaptations (adap-
tivity) are also relevant, in particular when the adaptation theory is based on measuring
interaction performance or situational variability.
In addition to these foundations, five specific use cases were presented to emphasise
functional requirements and challenges in the domain of AIIS. Specialities and potential
design choices of developing AIISs were demonstrated with respect to (i) to information
appliances in ubiquitous or (ii) personal environments, (iii) highly customisable general
purpose computers, (iv) multi-user application contexts and (v) migrating profiles when
moving between these types of digital devices. These use cases show how user and device
variability justify design choices of AIISs. In some cases, manual forms of personalisation
or alternative accessible design approaches are suited better, for instance when personal
information appliances shall be initially adapted to accommodate the requirements of a
single user. In such a situation, the benefit for building a complex user-adaptive system
is rather low because manual forms of personalisation can be more effective, for instance
by selecting a persona or optimising setting dialogues. By contrast, AIISs can be very
useful in situations where the user cannot adapt itself or cope with a barrier such as
when users cannot translate their requirements into proper system configurations or when
AT or accessibility aids are not compatible/available on the device. These situations are
omnipresent because we increasingly use many and diverse digital endpoints in our daily
life and move between various forms of modern ICT. Due to the present heterogeneity of
the digital, users must be capable to translate their requirements, behaviour and expertise
to different devices and tasks.
Chapter 4
Systematic Literature Review of AIISs
Based on the foundations elaborated in Chapter 3, this chapter presents a systematic
literature review of existing AIISs. The main objectives of this survey are to (i) present
related work in the domain of AIIS, (ii) analysing the degree of user diversity addressed
by existing approaches and (iii) identifying gaps to justify research and objectives of this
thesis. To the author’s very best knowledge, there is no comparable survey of user-adaptive
systems – which take people with disabilities as a starting point for user modelling –
available. First the general methodology of the literature review conducted is described
(Section 4.1). Thereafter, results and synthesis of the data are presented to show which
AIIS-specific use cases are addressed by existing systems (Section 4.2) and which user
models are applied in which form (Section 4.3). Finally, results and identified research
gaps are summarised (Section 4.4).
4.1 Methodology of the literature review
Planing and conducting the literature survey followed the steps proposed by Kitchen-
ham and Charters [KC07]. Accordingly, relevant research was identified and selected first.
Thereafter, a quality assessment was performed, the data extraction form defined and
the data with respect to the objectives synthesised. Subsequently, each of these steps is
described.
4.1.1 Identification and selection of research
The search strategy for collecting the literature (identification of research) comprises a
keyword search in the databases ScienceDirect, IEEEXplore, Springer and ACM Digital
Library. These libraries cover relevant proceedings and journals in the field of computer
science and human-computer interaction. To identify the widest possible range of available
publications, the search was conducted with the keyword string adapt* & accessibility. The
search was applied in title, abstract and keyword section.
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By using the asterisk (*) wildcard, any possible variation of the term adapt[+any character]
was included, for instance adaptive, adaptation, adaptivity, adaptable, etc. The keyword
accessibility limited the amount of search results to indicate only those publications that
belong to the area of interest. First, the asterisk wildcard was also applied for accessibility
(access*) but the number of results was too large and broad. It was analysed for samples
of this search that relevant papers always use the keyword accessibility either in the title,
the abstract or in the keyword section. The author is confident, all relevant publication
were discovered in the selected data bases with the final search term adapt* & accessibility.
The search was limited further to publications appeared between 2006 and 2016, al-
though research on AIIS started earlier. The AVANTI Web browser [SPS+98] developed
in the late-1990s is one of the first systems to take advantage of the fields of rehabili-
tation design and automatic system adaptation [Ste01a]. Since then, a multitude of ap-
proaches have been developed. However, initial research in the field focused on investigat-
ing technical foundations of task models [Pat03, JK96], abstract interface representations
(an overview of approaches is given in [TZV02]) or process-oriented design methods to
facilitate diversity-based interface artefacts [SS04]. Publications appeared after 2006 were
more focused on applied systems and prototypes of user-adaptive systems.
Search results were checked in march 2016 for the last time. Papers appeared afterwards
are not included in the review. Table 4.1 summarises the number of search results and
the details of each data base query.
Table 4.1: Number of search results and details of each data base query.
Database Results Filter
Science Direct 29 29 results found for pub-date > 2006 and TITLE-ABSTR-KEY(adapt)
and TITLE-ABSTR-KEY(accessibility) [All Sources(Computer Science)].
IEEEXplore 104 Displaying results 1-25 of 105 for ((adapt) AND accessibility) and refined
by Publisher: Conference Publications & Journals & Magazines Year:
2006-2017
Springer 277 277 Result(s) for ’adapt* NEAR accessibility’ within Computer Science
+HCI 2006 - 2016; excluding preview-only content (+42)
ACM DL 167 Searched for recordAbstract:(+adapt +accessibility) AND
keywords.author .keyword:(+accessibility); published since 2006; ACM
Publications: Proceeding (159) + Journals (8)
The next step (study selection) involved a review of the 577 abstracts in order to assess
the relevance of the research. A publication was judged to be relevant if an adaptive UI
for people with disabilities was at the core of a publication. 466 publication were excluded
at this step because others aspects were focused such as adaptable systems or simulating
the effect of user models on interface design. The remaining 131 publications were judged
to be relevant and further analysed to performed a quality assessment.
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4.1.2 Quality assessment
With reference to the foundations presented in Chapter 3, user-adaptive systems include
at least 3 parts: (i) determining knowledge about the user and the context of use, (ii) as-
similating new information based on existing knowledge and (iii) responding to the user
by appropriate adaptations of the system. Accordingly, the quality assessment process
selected paper that provide sufficient information about user characteristics triggering
UI changes, applied modelling techniques and corresponding adaptation theories. By
this quality criteria, excluded were – for instance – frameworks giving only conceptual
insights (e.g. [RPG07, BKMP09, LWM+09]). Moreover, publications focusing on iso-
lated aspects of UI adaptation such as abstract UI representations [PSS09] or ontolo-
gies [MOD+10, CGV11, HY07] were precluded. Research was also disregarded when it
does not directly address ICT, for instance by adapting physical living environments to
people with disabilities [KMGA08]. The quality assessment resulted in the final selection
of primary research which comprises about 60 publications describing 28 different AIISs.
4.1.3 Data extraction and synthesis
The fourth step comprised designing the data extraction forms, in particular to specify
information required to answer the research question of the study. With reference to the
classification schema presented in Chapter 3, the original data extraction form comprised
gathering information about the user data that trigger the adaptation, how the input
data are collected or interpreted as well as which user modelling technique and adaptation
theory (e.g. heuristics) are applied. Unfortunately, many of the reviewed publications
do not provide sufficient details about each of these aspects. As shown in Figure 4.1,
the majority of research (60%) describes the overall architecture of the proposed AIIS to
demonstrate how universal access can be achieved by user-adaptive systems. In particular,
39% of the analysed AIISs (i.e [MMG+13, AW08, DMDN14, AAAE11, MAJS13, ODA13,
MLF+11, GPRFGR+08, STB14, TXK07, ZBZ14]) do not elaborate on a specific aspect
of the adaptation process. More specifically, information how user data are collected,
interpreted, modelled and how adaptations are decided and applied was not sufficiently
extractable for these AIISs.
Only few approaches (7%) provide – in addition to the general architecture – infor-
mation on the modelling layer (MW layer in Figure 4.1), for instance by elaborating on
applied interaction simulation [BL11] or cost optimisation [GWW10] algorithms. 14% of
the analysed AIISs – which embed their description in an architectural context – addition-
ally elaborate on decisions upon the adaptations, for instance by investigating substantial
sets of adaptation rules on the layer decide upon adaptation (DA layer in Figure 4.1)
[AAC+11b, PSS11]. However, information about other layers were not extractable for
these systems. 36% of the analysed AIISs focus on modelling aspects but do not elabo-
rate on other functionalities of the proposed AIIS, for instance how information about the
user are gathered (explicit or implicit), which features represent the user model or how
the adaptation is applied.
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Figure 4.1: Research focus of selected AIIS. Number of selected research describing the overall
architecture of an AIIS and those that provide (additional) information with respect to interpreting
input data (ID), modelling aspects of the world (MW) or deciding upon the adaptation (DA).
Missing unification in reporting on user-adaptive systems makes a systematic analysis
and assessment of the existing AIISs more difficult. Correspondingly, the data extraction
form was limited to two aspects. First aspect involved the addressed application do-
main and AIIS-specific use case1. Second aspect involved the applied type of user model
(i.e. impairments, needs and preferences, age and performance) and its representation.
These pieces of information were extracted from the primary literature. If necessary, it
was searched for additional resources to collect the required data, for instance by consid-
ering deliverables, project web pages or source code. This complementary resources were
identified by following links in the primary research or mining websites of corresponding
authors/projects via common search engines. Table 4.2 presents the identified AIISs and
the used primary and complementary references. In the subsequent sections, an AIIS is
reference by using its identifier which is given in Table 4.2 in the first column. Concrete
citations are only made when a specific aspect of an AIIS shall be emphasised.
The data synthesis is presented in the subsequent Section 4.2 to summaries the state
of the art in accordance to the user cases and in Section 4.3 to show which user models
are applied.
4.2 Overview of exiting AIIS and supported use cases
A central question of this survey comprises which AIIS-specific use cases are addressed by
the identified research. The result of this analysis show that only eight AIISs address one
or several of the challenges that were synthesised in form of the introduced use cases in
Section 3.3.
1 Five AIIS-specific use cases introduced in Chapter 3 emphasise the specialities of AIIS with respect
to information appliances in public space (UC I) as well as the personal space (UC II), general purpose
computers (UC III), multi-user application (UC IV) and migrating user models or profiles (UC V).
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Table 4.2: Selected research of the literature review on AIISs. The ID refers to the acronym of
an AIIS (if available) or to the corresponding author (highlighted in italic). All selected primary
and complementary reference are given in the second column.
Identified AIIS References
AALuis [MMG+13, SMM+14]
Access2Graphics [AW08]
AdaptNow [DB14]
Asiry et al. [ASC15]
De Alenca et al. [DMDN14]
Alharthi et al. [AAAE11]
AngelMouse [WFL+09]
APMLS [MAJS13]
EGOKI [MAC+10, AAC+11a, AAC+11b, MAA+11, MA12]
ExTraS [FMPS16]
Good et al. [GJS07]
GPII [VTU+12, CBMZ13, CBBM14, LSS+13, ALK+15]
GUIDE [BL11, CDBL11, CD11a, CD11b, CD11c, FD11, HHJ+11, BLT+12]
Koester et al. [KML+11, KM12b, KM12a]
MyUI [HLSS11, PHS11, PSS11, PHJS12, PJS12, PEw13, PZHS13]
OliveiraI et al. [ODA13]
REMOTE [MLF+11]
SADIe [BHL06, Dar05, LBH08]
SEELE [GPRFGR+08]
Bautista et al. [BS14, BHGR17]
Sunkara et al. [STB14]
SUPPLE [GWW07, GWW08, GWW10]
TrueKeys [KWHJ08]
Tsonos et al. [TXK07]
Vis-A-Wis [San09]
Yang et al. [YS07, YZH+08]
Zhou et al. [ZBZ14]
Zouhaier et al. [ZHA14]
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The first use case and accompanied challenges (compensate rigidity of information
appliances in the public space) was already recognised and addressed by the means of
so-called remote controlled interfaces. For instance, Abascal et al. use the Universal
Control Hub (UCH) framework for interoperability and communication between devices.
They developed the EGOKI system, which generates an individual mobile UI to operate
ubiquitous services such as ATMs, vending machines or information kiosks by indirect
interaction. Remote controlled interfaces allow users to interact with ubiquitous interactive
services by personal devices such as smart phones. More specifically, an individual UI is
generated on the mobile device in order to facilitate a person who rely on AT to operate a
public device by using accessibility features available on the smart phone. This approach
is suitable to compensate missing accessibility features of information appliances in the
public space. De Alenca et al. [DMDN14] developed a prototype that adapts a public
display in a bus sequentially to individual needs and preferences of three persons with
different requirements. However, they focus on providing a low cost architecture and
consider privacy aspects. Situations when several persons want to access the device at the
same time are not discussed.
The second, third and fourth use cases are not addressed by the selected research.
The fifth use case comprises challenges that occur because consumers increasingly spread
between multiple media devices and in various contexts. Accordingly, multi-device and
context-sensitive adaptations address migrating consistent UIs and configurations of acces-
sibility aids and AT across devices. This use case is addressed by five AIISs. UI generation
is a common technique in this respect and demonstrated – for instance – by SUPPLE,
MyUI or the work of Zouhaier et al. SUPPLE generates WIMP interfaces to different de-
vices and varied motor abilities and applies run-time adaptations according to interaction
patterns. The approach requires a functional and abstract description of device capabil-
ities and UI aspects that are modelled as a set of available widgets and device-specific
constraints such a screen size. The user model is created by observing the sequence of
elements manipulated by a user (so-called set trails). Based on these data, SUPPLE gener-
ates the UI by a decision-theoretic optimisation function (cost function) which is formally
described in [GWW10]. The user modelling is based on preference elicitation [GW05] as
well as measuring the pointing performance of motor impaired people [GWW07]. The
MyUI infrastructure also applies UI generation for multi-device usage [PHJS12]. They use
a design-pattern approach for specifying the adaptation theory [PSS11]. More specifically,
they proposed 27 individualisation pattern bundles and patterns that encode rules how
to adapt a UI. An example of a MyUI adaptation rule is: “If visual acuity and sensi-
tivity impairment < 2 then set title font size to 55 points and set body text font size
to 34 points and set complementary text font size to 21 points” [PHS11]. Moreover, the
patterns contain a decision rationale and link to related patterns. The work of Zouhaier
et al. also focuses on generating accessible multi-modal UIs. Providing tailored services
and auto-generating personalised UIs in the context of Ambient Assisted Living (AAL)
is just as omnipresent and based on common UI generation methodologies as for instance
demonstrated by AALuis or REMOTE.
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However, details on the adaptation theory or rules are not given by these authors. A
distinctive feature of AALuis is the linking to CURE-Elderly personas [SMM+14], although
it is not described how the personas are used in the adaptation process.
Contrasting to generating UIs based on abstract user interface models is the concept of
the GPII personalisation infrastructure, which enables APfP of modern ICT. More specif-
ically, accessibility aids of common operating systems, applications, web pages and AT
can be automatically launched, stopped and auto-configured to accommodate the needs
and preferences of a user. The GPII personalisation architecture facilitates developers
of modern ICT and AT to incorporate adaptability and adaptivity capabilities into their
products without changing their usual development methodologies. Vendors of ICT must
share pieces of information about supported settings of their products and – if necessary
– how the application can be launched and killed. Given this, the personalisation in-
frastructure is capable of auto-configuring applications automatically. In particular, the
personalisation framework enables adaptations within and across four configuration layers:
the operating system, applications (incl. AT), browser and web pages. This capability to
adapt within and across several configuration layers was not targeted before and requires
carefully to decide upon settings that shall be configured at each layer, in particular to
avoid configurations which make the system unusable for a user. Accordingly, the GPII
personalisation infrastructure is the only system that constitutes a central and synthetic
adaptor type of inference. However, the framework primarily makes the architecture
available to auto-configure interactive devices and applications. An approach to solve the
complexity of matching user needs with customisation features and accessibility aids is
addressed by this work and described in Chapter 6.
The remaining 21 AIISs do not address specific challenges accompanied with the five
use cases introduced in Section 3.3. More specifically, these approaches focus on adapting
a single application or a media type to specific user needs or disabilities. Correspondingly,
these AIIS represent isolated adaptor types of inferences. These AIISs can be subdivided
into six application areas, which are briefly summarised subsequently.
Attentive user interfaces
Attentive user interfaces are a relatively young area of research that aims at adapting a
UI with regard to the attention state of the user. For instance, Asiry et al. investigate
tracking eye movements and interpreting the attention state of a user. If the system
notices a shift in the attention off the area of interest for a specific period of time, it will
automatically adapt the UI to help re-attracting the user to the task by automatically
adjusting colours of on-task information and blurring off-task information.
Adaptive digital media
Numerous adaptive systems aim at providing adaptive digital media, for instance to gen-
erate tailored graphics (Access2Graphics), simplify text (Bautista et al.), personalise dig-
ital talking books (Tsonos et al.), deliver individual educational material (Alharthi et al.,
APMLS) or adapting the order of search results according to how accessible a web page is
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for a certain user (Good et al.). Apart from the work of Bautista et al., which focuses on
natural language processing to model text simplification, approaches in this sub-domain
focus on describing conceptual architectures. However, details of user models and the
adaptation theory are rarely provided.
Adaptive input
Other user-adaptive systems such as AngleMouse, TrueKeys or the work of Koester et al.
specifically focus on adaptive input. Accordingly, approaches in this application area
aim at improving the performance of people with motor disabilities when using an input
device such as a computer mouse or keyboard. The focus here is mostly on the modelling
of performance aspects. To give an example, AngleMouse aims at improving the target
acquisition of people with motor impairments when using a computer mouse by tracking
the pointing movements. When the user begins to focus on the target, the Control-Display-
Gain is dropped. Dropping the gain means that moving the physical mouse will result
in a proportionally smaller cursor movement on the screen. In this case, Angle Mouse
automatically adjusts the gain setting on the device. Koester’s work focuses on classifying
user’s double-click behaviour to derive adjustment of the double click time and double click
distance (Windows settings) in order to accommodate difficulties in performing a mouse
click [KM12a]. Recommendations are given to the user and the settings are automatically
configured [KML+11]. True Keys focuses on automatically detecting and correcting typing
errors of people with motor impairments. They auto-replace corrected strings, underline
word corrections and provide correction alternatives [KWHJ08].
Web transcoding
AIISs are also widely applied in the field of web transcoding (or adaptive hypermedia).
We use the term web transcoding because the adaptations are mainly applied by injecting
new HTML elements or substituting original tags or attributes with customised values.
The application area ranges from web page enhancements based on a multivariate regres-
sion by considering explicit user preference adjustments (zoom, font size, mouse pointer)
and web page characteristics (resolution, page height, number of words) (AdaptNow), a
reinforcement learning algorithm to automatically determine adaptations of a web page
regarding readability and legibility (ExTraS), semantic reasoning to transcode web pages
for visually impaired people (SADIe), expert systems using fuzzy logic to infer transforma-
tion instruction for different adjustments (size of elements, high contrast, replacing images
with alternative texts) and user profiles (low visual accuracy, blue colour-blindness and a
combination of both) (SEELE), rendering a system for mobile browsers that adapts a web
for visual impaired people (Sunkara et al.), modelling adaptive systems for people impaired
by hypo-sight and colour-blindness by defining three accessibility metrics (Readable Font
Proportion, Readable Size Proportion and Contrast Ratio to assess the readability of web
pages) (Vis-A-Wis), automatically adjusting colours of a web page to accommodate peo-
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ple with colour vision deficiency by estimating the cost of replacing for a set of candidate
replacement (Zhou et al.) and a rule-based approach to adapt web pages for five user
profiles: normal, blind, deaf, visual and hearing impaired (Yang et al.).
TV-applications
Approaches aiming to improve the accessibility of TV applications for elderly and disabled
people are developed – for instance – in the GUIDE (Gentle user interfaces for elderly peo-
ple) project by considering multi-modal UIs and their automatic generation [CD11a]. The
GUIDE framework is based on modelling and simulating different interaction patterns by
predicting eye movements of people with colour blindness during search tasks or pointing
time of motor impaired people when using a mouse [BL11]. Coelho et al. have shown,
elderly people want to use several modalities to interact with TV applications [CDBL11].
Moreover, the work of Oliveira et al. describes an early prototype that is capable of
auto-adjusting the UI of an IPTV application according to user preferences.
4.3 Nature of user models applied by existing AIISs
As discussed in Chapter 3, innermost part of user-adaptive systems constitute the user
model. Accordingly, a relevant research question of the presented survey is to investigate
types of user models applied by AIISs and to which degree user diversity is represented.
More specifically, it was analysed which type of user model (i.e. impairments, needs and
preferences, age and performance) is supported in which form. As shown in Figure 4.2,
the majority of surveyed approaches (52%) base the adaptation theory on modelling im-
pairments, 48% consider needs and preferences, 21% performance aspects, 7% apply
age-related adaptations and 10% stated other approaches such as barriers, virtual char-
acters and interests. We could not extract information about the user model for two
systems REMOTE and Tsonos et al. Many of the analysed systems (28%) follow a hybrid
approach by taking several user models into account. Access2Graphics, De Alenca et al.,
EGOKI , GUIDE and Zouhaier et al. combine information about impairments with needs
and preferences. Supple primarily considers interaction behaviour but also preferences to
generate individual UIs. Subsequently, the analysis of the selected AIISs is presented to
show how different types of user models are represented.
4.3.1 User models describing impairments
User models describing impairments are most commonly applied by AIISs (see Figure 4.2),
although it is often represented on a simple binary scale. Accordingly, it can be just de-
scribed whether a user has a certain type of sensory, cognitive or motor-related impairment.
Table 4.3 summarises the user model and the classes of impairments addressed by the se-
lected research – the terminology of impairments corresponds with the terms used by the
selected research. The extracted data shows that a common vocabulary is not applied
among the analysed AIISs. For instance, Access2Graphics addresses the following user
groups: blind, visual impaired, deaf and people with cognitive restrictions.
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Table 4.3: Model and classes of impairments supported by analysed AIISs. Abbreviations: s:
sensory, c: cognitive, m: motor-related impairment. n/a stands for supported but no details given.
Identified AIIS Model Class of impairment
AALuis n/a n/a; based on CURE Personas
Access2Graphics binary s: blind, visual impaired, color deficit, deaf
c: n/a
m: n/a
Alharthi et al. n/a s: visual, hearing impairments
c: mild cognitive impairments
De Alenca et al. binary s: visual impaired, low vision
c: attention deficit, memory problems
EGOKI no,high,low s: visual, auditory
c: n/a
m: general, speech
Good et al. binary s: blind, short sighted
c: dyslexic
m: motor restricted
GUIDE misc s: n/a
c: n/a
m: n/a
MyUI misc s: hearing, field of vision, visual acuity
c: attention, hand-eye coordination, ICT literacy, language
production, long term memory, processing speed,
understanding abstract signs, working memory, language
reception
m: arm precision, clench grip, contact grip, finger precision,
hand precision, pinch grip, speech articulation
SEELE n/a s: low visual accuity, blue colour blindness
Bautista et al. n/a c: n/a
Sunkara et al. binary s: myopia, hyperopia, tunnel-vision; colour blindness
c: n/a
Vis-A-Wis binary s: slight, medium and serious hypo-sight, achromatopsia,
protanopia, deuteranopia, tritanopia
c: n/a
Yang et al. binary s: normal, blind, weak-sighted, deaf, weak- hearing
Zhou et al. binary s: colour vision deficiency
Zouhaier et al. binary s: vision and hearing impaired
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Figure 4.2: Number of supported user models by analysed AIISs (in percentage).
Zouhaier et al. name hearing and visual impaired people as starting point for the adapta-
tions. Yang et al. consider the classes normal, blind, weak-sighted, deaf and weak-hearing.
De Alenca et.al. differentiate between visual impaired people and people with low vision,
although details which parameters describes the one or the other user group are not given.
Good et al. classify users at a similar rough level, in particular by considering blind, short-
sighted, motor-restricted or dyslexic people. Other systems address specific sub-classes.
For instance, Zhou et al. consider users who have colour vision deficiency. Vis-A-Wis
distinguishes between the following vision-related characteristics: slight, medium, seri-
ous hypo-sight, achromatopsia, protanopia, deuteranopia and tritanopia. Sunkara et al.
consider the following conditions of vision: myopia, hyperopia, tunnel-vision and colour
blindness. Again other systems do not provide specific information on the user model.
This is indicated by n/a in Table 4.3. For instance, Bautista et al. only refers to people
with cognitive impairments.
Only few AIISs apply a precise and subtle model to describe users by impairments.
For instance, the EGOKI system models impairments by five variables (vision, auditory,
cognitive, motor, speech) that can be assigned each by the values no, high and low.
Accordingly, it is possible to represent 125 different user profiles. Table 4.4 shows an
example of an instantiated user model and the corresponding set of adaptation rules for
this profile. The represented user has no visual capability. The adaptations theory for this
user involves providing text alternatives for all media types as well as additional support
for the structure of content (e.g. by headings).
A MyUI-specific user model comprises nineteen different parameters in order to spec-
ify sensory, cognitive and motor-related user characteristics. Sensory-related parameters
describe – for instance – how limited the field of vision of a user is or how well the ability
is to perceive displayed information (visual acuity). Table 4.5 shows cognitive-related pa-
rameters included in the final MyUI-specific user model. The value range represents the
degree of limitation with respect to a specific parameter. For instance, zero means that
the user has no limitation. The MyUI-specific user models is partially based on standards,
in particular ICF [Wor01] and ISO/IEC 24751-2:2008(E) [ISO08a].
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Table 4.4: Example of an instantiated user model including the adaptation theory proposed by
EGOKI [AAC+11b]. Abbreviations: user model (N: no; H: high; L: low;), media type (A: audio;
V: video; I: image; T: text) layout (B: background colour; S: structure).
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Table 4.5: Cognitive-related parameters included in the final MyUI-specific user model part that
describes impairments – based on [HLSS11].
Parameter Desciption. Ability to ... Data type Value space
language perception understand written and spoken words [0,4] float
language production speak and write language [0,4] float
understanding signs understand abstract signs [0,4] float
attention handle multiple things at the same time [0,4] float
processing process information fast [0,4] float
working memory remember a sequence of steps [0,4] float
long term memory learn and remember [0,4] float
ICT literacy use modern information technology [0,4] float
hand-eye coordination speak [0,4] float
Other AIISs do not provide concise descriptions of the final user model which have
made data extraction more difficult. For instance, GUIDE-related research is mainly
focused on constructing user models and simulating user interaction [BL11], in particular
to predict the fixation duration based on eye movement patterns [BR09b], analysing cursor
traces of motor impaired users and relating the hand strength of users with their pointing
performance [BR09a]. However, the final user model applied by the multimodal adaptation
techniques of GUIDE [CD11a] is not given.
To sum up, the majority of the analysed impairment-related user models are neither
based on standardised classifications nor are the differences, similarities or dependencies
among the applied classes of impairments as well as corresponding adaptations sufficiently
discussed. A solid base in this regard is the standard ISO/TR 22411:2008(E) [ISO08c]
because it provides extensive information on sensory, physical and cognitive abilities as well
as effects on UI design and variants (section see 2.3.3). Respecting the selected research,
only EGOKI and MyUI provide sufficient information on the user model, although MyUI
solely refers to existing standards. GUIDE-related research is sophisticated in terms of
user modelling techniques but the final user model could not be extracted from primary
and complementary research.
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Other AIISs predominately apply simple user models allowing to represent commonly
known groups of impairment (e.g. blindness) or visual-related limitations on a binary scale.
These AIISs support rigid adaptations for a specific stereotype such as provide high con-
trast for visually impaired people. However, these approaches are not scalable to address
the widest possible range of disability. Moreover, actual user modelling is rarely specified
by the selected approaches which means that the adaptations are directly inferred from
the user-defined impairment. It was already elaborated in Chapter 3, these approaches
can be better implemented by adaptable UIs allowing users to select a specific stereotype
manually. Under this conditions, adaptive approaches are not necessary.
In addition, diversity within certain classes of impairments is also rarely addressed by
the selected research. For instance, people experiencing mild forms of disabilities such as
dyslexia, multiple impairments or elders, which may experience disability in later life, are
not at the core of the analysed AIISs. An alternative approach, which already progress in
terms of standardisations, constitutes modelling needs and preferences of users.
4.3.2 User models describing needs and preferences
As shown in Figure 4.2, the number of AIISs that take into account needs and preferences
to provide individual UI adaptations is similar to the number of AIISs that model users
by describing impairments. However, modelling needs and preferences is very promising
to address diversity and individual requirements and thus reduces stigmatizing people
with disabilities. One objective of this literature review was to analyse the range of
needs and preferences applied by the selected AIISs, in particular to derive a level of user
diversity covered. More specifically, approaches were examined in terms of (i) the amount
of supported preference terms and the covered spectrum of options, (ii) the conformance
with preference standards and (iii) the supported level of granularity to specify needs
and preferences. Results of the analysis are summarised in Table 4.6 and subsequently
described.
The results show, the number of supported preferences is rather low compared to the
numerous means to customise modern ICT. As summarised in Table 4.6 (second column),
only four systems support more than five preferences. The GPII personalisation frame-
work supports the largest number of preference (52 in total). The covered spectrum of
customisation is also very limited. Supported by most approaches (at least four AIIS,
see Table 4.6) are settings relating to screen enlargement, colour and contrast, directly
followed by font adjustments and settings related to alternative input, output or con-
tents. The latter include preferred input (keyboard or voice) and output (sound or text)
modalities (De Alenca et.al.), audio description-related adjustments such as voice, volume,
language (OliveiraI et al.) or simplified UI representations (GPII). Apart from EGOKI
– which supports size and type – only font size is supported by AdaptNow and GPII.
Text-related adjustments relevant for people with learning disabilities are not covered by
the selected AIISs. Colour and contrast-specific preferences range from high contrast,
which is supported by all AIISs in this group, RGB values (Access2Graphics), brightness
(Access2Graphics) or saturation (Access2Graphics, GPII).
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Table 4.6: The range of needs and preferences applied by AIIS. Column total summarises the
overall number of supported preferences, column preferences spectrum summarises supported types
of preferences. Column conformance represents the assessed level of conformance with preferences
standards and column level of granularity indicates whether the AIIS allows prioritizing needs and
preferences.
Identified AIIS Total Preferences spectrum Conformance
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AALuis n/a
Access2Graphics 6 5 1 0 2 4
AdaptNow 3 1 1 1 1 2 0
De Alenca et al. 2 2 0 1 1
Alharthi et al. n/a
APMLS n/a based on IMS ACCLIP
EGOKI 3 1 2 2 0 1
GPII 51 7 5 2 1 2 1 6 14 7 6 8 12 31 high
GUIDE 7 3 1 3 3 0 4
OliveiraI et al. 8 5 2 1 1 4 3
SADIe 4 4 0 0 4
SUPPLE 1 1 0 0 1
Zouhaier et al. n/a
Screen enlargement is supported by four AIISs and involves scaling images to a spe-
cific factor (Access2Graphics), zoom (AdaptNow) and magnifier-specific settings (GPII).
Similar to user models describing impairments, analysed AIISs use heterogeneous terms
and value ranges describing preferences. However, data types and value spaces could be
hardly extracted from the surveyed AIIS. For instance, screen enlargement supported by
OliveiraI et al. is specified by the term “magnification”, whereas Access2Graphics uses
“zoom” and AdaptNow “scale”. Other preferences applied – for instance – by SADIe
involve non-standardised terms such as “concertina”, “de-fluff”, “reorder” and “menu”
to specify whether the contents of a web page shall be collapsed, removed, reordered or
whether the menu shall be displayed at the top of a web page.
To assess the conformance with preference standards – in particular with ISO/IEC
24751-2:2008(E) – it was analysed whether a preference term supported by an AIIS is
specified by the standard. The result is summarised in Table 4.6, column conformance.
Accordingly, code 1 means that the preferences terms are specified by ISO/IEC 24751-
2:2008(E). Code 0.5 means that the number of preference terms are partially specified by
ISO/IEC 24751 and code 0 means that the preferences applied by an AIIS are not specified
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by ISO/IEC 24751. The numbers in Table 4.6 summarise the total amount of preference
terms in each category. A comparison of data types and value spaces supported by AIIS
and specified by ISO/IEC 24751-2:2008(E) was not possible because this information could
not be extracted from the primary and complementary publications.
Unification by following preferences standards is supported by the GPII and AIIS that
focus on adapting learning material, in particular APMLS. Both systems follow the stan-
dard ISO/IEC 24751-2:2008(E). However, APML only refers to the standard itself (IMS
ACCLIP) and makes no statements about actual supported terms. Although GPII is based
on ISO/IEC 24751-2:2008(E), the majority of supported preference terms go beyond the
standard. More specifically, GPII applies a much more fine-grained approach to specify
the needs and preferences of users. For instance, screen reader-related settings supported
by GPII involve announcing capitals, echoing keys/words or verbosity of punctuations.
All these settings are crucial for screen reader users as it will be shown in Chapter 5.
Apart from GPII, the level of granularity to specify needs and preferences is not further
discussed by the analysed AIISs. GPII supports a numeric value to specify priorities of
user preferences, applications or contexts. This approach increases the expressiveness of
user models. For instance, users can specify their requirements for different situations
such as applying alternative colours when they are tiered or when luminance conditions
change. In general, the GPII-related user model provides a sophisticated approach to
specify individual user needs compared to the other analysed AIISs.
4.3.3 User models describing interaction performance
Modelling interaction performance is a classical approach in user-adaptive systems and
results in dynamic forms of UI adaptations (adaptivity). Six of the selected AIIS model
the interaction performance of users to infer individual adaptation. AngleMouse, the work
of Koester et al., Supple and TrueKeys model motor-related performance aspects. More
specifically, AngleMouse observes the mouse movements of users and calculates angular
deviation of a mouse path. The adaptation theory is based on the assumption that angular
deviation is high when users make correcting movements, for instance when the mouse
is close to the target. In this case, the AngleMouse adjusts the Control-Display-Gain
on Windows systems to facilitate the target acquisition. Figure 4.3 shows the angular
deviation in terms of coherent and divergent mouse movements.
The work of Koester et al. comprises modelling double-click behaviour as a function of
time and distance. Accordingly, they developed a classification model of average double-
click behaviour for derivations that indicate a need for changing the interface [KM12a].
Other approaches involve modelling the attention state of the user by measuring eye
fixation (Asiry et al.) or tracking and modelling customisation adjustments performed by
the user (ExTras).
Although research in this area has made good progress, the approaches are currently
limited to motor-related disabilities. Implicitly measuring the performance of other groups
such as visual or hearing impairment is not strongly addressed in current research, whereby
in particular reliable information on user models and the evidence to provide UI variants
is missing.
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Figure 4.3: Angular deviation when moving a mouse to a target [WFL+09]. a) low angular devia-
tion in term of coherent movement and b) high angular deviation provoked by irregular movement.
4.4 Discussion and summary
This chapter presented a systematic literature survey of AIISs. The objectives involved
(i) presenting related work in the domain of AIIS by showing which AIIS-specific use cases
are addressed, (ii) analysing the degree of user diversity addressed by existing approaches
and (iii) identifying gaps in order to justify the research and objectives of this thesis.
Although all selected AIIS aim at improving the accessibility for people with disabilities,
the majority of approaches do not address the specific challenges of AIIS elaborated in
Section 3.3.
The first use case, which involves the problem that information appliances in the public
lack accessibility and customisation is only addressed by two AIIS, although the remote-
control approach by EGOKI is promising. The second, third and fourth use cases are not
addressed by the selected research. The fifth use case addresses migrating user profiles
from one device to another and is frequently targeted, in particular by auto-generating
UIs. However, the complexity and speciality of AIIS, in particular to consider the interplay
of many and diverse accessibility aids and customisation available on general purpose
computer is not targeted by these approaches. To the author’s very best knowledge, only
the GPII personalisation infrastructure takes the interplay of accessibility functionalities
and customisation within and across several configuration layers and applications into
account. However, the framework primarily enables architecture for APfP.
This gap is addressed in this thesis by a knowledge-based approach to UI adaptation
from preferences and for special needs described in Chapter 6. In addition, this the-
sis contributes to use case IV by a foundational study investigating contradicting needs
and preferences of users to facilitate adaptations in multi-user application contexts (Sec-
tion 7.1).
Respecting the second objective of the literature survey, the degree of user diversity
applied by AIIS was analysed. The results show, a unique definition of user models is cur-
rently not available to treat the complexity and heterogeneity of people with disabilities.
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Crucial negative aspect among the analysed AIISs is the lack of qualitative user mod-
els (i.e. impairment, needs and preferences) to apply standardised terms or value ranges.
Moreover, user models describing impairments are very often only used for drawing as-
sumptions about propositional changes of the interface. Accordingly, the behaviour itself
is modelled and not the user. The majority of existing AIISs formulate propositional rules
such as “If a user is blind than activate a screen reader” and do not apply user modelling
techniques such as to infer that a user is blind depending on a set of stereotypical traits.
The evidence for building an adaptive systems is not demonstrated by these AIISs since
users explicitly indicate to which group they belong. Correspondingly, the majority of ex-
iting AIISs could be better addressed by adaptable systems as there is no need for building
complex user-adaptive systems when the behaviour of the system and the moment when
the UI shall be changed is explicitly modelled.
A further main issue with user models describing impairments is that individual dif-
ferences of people within a certain class are not addressed, although it is unquestionable
that individual differences within groups of impairments provides sufficient evidence for
advanced UI adaptations as it will be shown in Chapter 5. Such within-group diver-
sity cannot be handled easily by stereotype-based user models. A solution to this can be
feature-based approaches by applying techniques from the field of AI. In general investigat-
ing user diversity is hardly focused by AIISs investigated. More specifically, the analysed
publications do seldom involve a requirement analysis or diversity-based research in order
to support the applied adaptation theory. Instead, adaptation rules are mostly based on
common design considerations for groups of impairment. A contribution to this gap is
addressed by foundational studies that support modelling diversity of users (Chapter 5
and Chapter 7). This kind of research is essential to make progress with user modelling
in the domain of AIIS.
In addition, the results of the survey show, the diversity of AT functionality is not
addressed by the analysed AIISs. This concern both AT supporting indirect and direct
access. Many AIISs only adapt limited customisation features to accommodate a certain
need. For instance, representing high contrast is usually applied by setting white fore-
ground on black background, whereas other colour combinations are regarded seldom. As
already mentioned in Section 2.3.3, this gap can be addressed by advances standardisa-
tion efforts of preferences vocabularies. However, promising are also intelligent approaches
by automatically mapping user needs to system capabilities including approximation to
requirements.
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Chapter 5
User Study on Individual Needs and Preferences
As elaborated in the previous chapters, auto-personalisation from preferences (APfP) is
a common approach of adapting UIs to individual, ICT-related requirements. Describing
needs and preferences allows fine-grained, feature-based user modelling and is generally less
stigmatizing compared to user models describing impairments. In addition, the approach
is already well supported by standards, in particular by Access For All (AfA) and ISO/IEC
24751-2:2008 as described in Section 2.3.3. However, diversity-based research on individual
needs and preferences, problems that users potentially face when using modern ICT or
barriers triggered by the technical environment are not sufficiently addressed, although it is
important to design AIIS properly. Thus, we conducted a foundational study to investigate
what people with disabilities know about their ICT-related needs and preferences. This
study is published in [LCBW14]. Subsequent sections follow the structure and content of
this publication, although the text was considerably reworked for this thesis in order to
improve the description.
5.1 Purpose and research question
The presented user study aims at collecting qualitative data about ICT-related require-
ments and difficulties of individuals with disabilities. This study does not focus on re-
ceiving user feedback on how to personalise specific devices, applications or services to
each one individually. Instead, the study gathers difficulties and limitations users face
when they require AT or accessibility settings. The overall objective involves to investi-
gate whether users can specify their ICT-related needs and preferences. The results of
this user study shall help designing AIISs that base the adaptation theory on needs and
preferences. More specifically, specific research questions involve two aspects:
(i) What are common accessibility-related settings required among various user groups?
(ii) What are difficulties when users attempt to describe individual needs and prefer-
ences?
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5.2 Procedure and participants
The user study comprised a two-staged process. First, we conducted interviews with a
small group of blind and visually impaired people (n=6) who had good digital literacy.
More specifically, these participants were familiar with their personal computers, AT and
accessibility. The purpose of these interviews was to review whether asking users with
disabilities about their needs and preferences is adequate and result in meaningful data
to answer the research questions. It could be confirmed by the initial interviews that the
methodology provides meaningful results. Correspondingly, we continued with the second
stage of the user study by asking a larger number of people with diverse disabilities. In
total, 91 people from three countries (Greece, Spain and Germany) participated in the
interviews which were conducted during the first pilot test of the Cloud4all project1. The
nature of disabilities involved blindness, low vision, elders, cognitive impairment, dyslexia
and low digital literacy. The distribution of participants is summarised in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Number and distribution of participants.
Initial interviews Questionnaires
Participants Total: 6 Total : 91
Blind: 6 Blind: 29
Low vision: 2 Low vision: 29
Elderly: 16
Cognitive disabilities: 6
Dyslexia: 5
Low digital literacy: 5
Method Structured interviews Questionnaires
According to the objective of this user study, which involves capturing known require-
ments or difficulties of the participants instead of opinions or expectations for user-adaptive
systems, participants were asked the following two open questions: “What are your ICT-
related needs?” and “What are your ICT-related preferences?” Moreover, it was explained
what we mean by needs and preferences by corresponding examples. Accordingly, we ex-
plained that needs refer to ICT-related settings or AT without which a participant might
not be able to work with the system such as speech output, magnification, high contrast
and large font. By contrast, preferences refer to ICT-related settings or AT that improve
working with interactive devices, applications or web pages within a certain context; for
instance, speech output when reading long texts, individual foreground or background
colours of certain applications, individual speech rate when reading specific literature, etc.
Compared to needs, preferences are no prerequisite to operate ICT.
It was intended to avoid complex questions about the usefulness of certain customisation
functionalities as well as allowing users to answer as freely as possible. During the initial
interviews, it turned out participants understand the meaning of both questions and know
whether they rely on a specific accessibility feature or not.
1 The Cloud4all project was founded by the European Commission and implemented the major parts
of the personalisation infrastructure of the GPII. Further information are given in Chapter 6
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This can be supported further because only one participant stated that the understanding
of the questions is unclear. Experiences from the initial interviews also showed both
questions are adequate to receive qualitative information about a possible prioritisation
of individual needs and preferences. Answers of the questions were collected and written
down by test facilitators from three countries (Greece, Spain and Germany). Thereafter,
all raw data were analysed, classified and encoded by the author of this thesis.
5.3 Results
Results of the user study involve a set of highly prioritised accessibility settings on which
participants rely to interact or communicate with modern ICT products as well as a set
of lower prioritised accessibility settings that are additionally desired for various contexts.
The collection of user-indicated needs and preferences is presented in Table 5.2. The data
combine the results from initial interviews and questionnaires from the pilot study. Due
to the study design, which allowed participants to give free answers, feedback given by
the participants varied broadly. Therefore, the raw data were transcribed into common
settings according to perception, input and specific content characteristics. Some settings
were subsumed as follows:
• “Font adjustments” include remarks on type face, font size and font weight.
• “Simplification” regards information and navigation.
• “Alternative content” includes the following remarks: more icons in relation to text,
screen elements presented in lists or grids, alternatives for pop-up information.
• “Change settings easily” applies to zoom level, recover cursor by shortcuts, speech
rate, individual short gestures or shortcuts for punctuation and language.
5.3.1 Analysis of needs
Answers we received to the first question “What are your [...] needs?” are presented in
columns with headings N of Table 5.2. These data include all settings participants want
to be configured either from the first moment of interaction with specific ICT products or
in a certain context of use. All blind participants (n=35) named at least one accessibility
setting required to interact or communicate with ICT as shown in the second column
of Table 5.2. As expected, text-to-speech (TTS), Braille or combinations of both are
commonly known requirements for this user groups, although some blind participants
stated that visual settings are needed as well. However, more interesting is that TTS-
related configuration such as speech rate or voice adjustments are just as essential for
some participants of this user group.
All participants with low vision (n=31) also specified at least one high prioritised
accessibility setting in order to compensate reduced capabilities in seeing. For instance,
screen enlargement options stated by the participants comprise magnification or zoom.
Text enhancements-related configurations named by the participants primarily refer to
fonts.
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Table 5.2: Total number of (1) high prioritised settings required to interact with ICT (N: needs)
and (2) low prioritised settings that are additionally preferred (P: preferences). Abbreviations: B:
blindness, LV: low vision, CD: cognitive disability, LL: low digital literacy, D: dyslexic, E: elderly.
Settings B LV CD LL D E
N P N P N P N P N P N P
Non-visual
TTS 32 1 7 10 2
Braille 11 5
voice adjustment 1 12 1 1
speech rate 3 19 2 2
punctuation 1 8
echo 6
pitch 2 1
announce capital 1
permanent reading 3
synthesiser 1
short mode 2
Visual
magnification 3 2 19 7 1
magnifier position 1
cursor/caret tracking 2
various zoom options 1 2 3
high contrast 3 1 2 1 1
individual colors 3 1 2
word spacing 1
colour inversion 1 1 2
font adjustments 2 6 6 1 1 2 1 1 3 5
large icons or images 2 1 1
brightness 1
screen resolution 2
Audio
volume 2 2 1
Pointing and typing
simplified keyboard 1
keyboard layout 1 1
single hand control 1
mouse pointer adjustments 3 1 4
Input
speech input 2 1
Content
simplified information 2 2 1 1
captions and subtitles 2
alternative content 1 1 1
Others
change settings easily 3 3
No requirement 5 3 8 5 4 3 3 3 9 8
Question unclear 1 1
Total 40 81 45 55 7 6 7 7 8 9 17 20
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However, adjustments related to visual perception vary stronger among participants with
low vision than configurations stated by blind people. More specifically, several partici-
pants described that they need different screen enlargement options for different contexts.
Participants with cognitive impairments (n=6), low digital literacy (n=5) and elderly
people (n=16) replied that they do not have specific ICT-related needs. Regarding people
with dyslexia (n=5) participants mentioned requirements that range from using TTS over
font adjustments to the keyboard layout.
5.3.2 Analysis of preferences
Answers we received to the second question “What are your [...] preferences?” are pre-
sented in columns with heading P of Table 5.2. Accordingly, these data comprise all
settings that participants find helpful when they interact with ICT. Compared to high
prioritised accessibility settings (needs), interacting with devices or applications would be
still feasible if these settings are not applied, although performance with tasks could be
affected. The third column shows the answers of blind participants. They named – in ad-
dition to needs – a broad spectrum of preferred TTS-specific configurations; for instance,
voice adjustments, speech rate, punctuation and echo, etc. The answers of participants
with low vision are presented in the fifth column. They specified a multitude of prefer-
ences in order to configure magnifier software; for instance magnifier position or tracking
options. Regarding elderly people (n=16), five participants mentioned preferences, in par-
ticular with respect to the visual perception. Preferences stated by participants from other
user groups were rather unspecified. This aspect is further elaborated in Section 5.4.
5.3.3 Analysis of supplementary remarks
Many participants (n=27) gave additional remarks on conditional needs or preferences.
Although these qualitative answers varied broadly, they could be subsumed into a small
set of conditions presented in Table 5.3. Accordingly, it can be first differentiated between
activating accessibility settings from the first moment of interaction or conditionally, in
particular with respect to TTS or Braille. Moreover, participants need/prefer activating
or deactivating specific configurations conditional upon – for instance – content-related
attributes such as the length or the language of a text . More examples of content-
related conditional preferences are given in Table 5.3. In addition, participants stated
strong preferences for certain products of AT and they emphasised interrelations between
preferences. As an example among many, we received the following comment from a
participant with low vision who requires specific accessibility configurations but prefers
to use screen reader technologies: “If voice is not appropriate for me, I read it visually
as I can do it”. He further noted that “If web sites are not accessible, then I zoom
the screen by shortcuts without a magnifier”. Although the given example is not very
specific, it indicates a necessity for fine-grained preferences modelling in order to allow
users specifying a gradation of needs and preferences for specific situations.
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In this example, a screen reader is needed but magnification is also used, in particular
when the voice setting of the screen reader are not appropriate or web pages are not
accessible. Those constraints are currently not considered by AIIS as we have shown in
Chapter 3.
5.4 Discussion and summary
The results of the user study show some people can clearly specify what they require to
interact with ICT, whereas others have no specific requirements. However, the results
reflect current user opinions and do not allow to draw conclusions whether or to which
degree AT or accessibility settings are refused or not helpful for users. It might be also
the case that some user groups such as elders do not know very much about using AT.
With respect to the first research question, results of our study show that visually
impaired people have a basic understanding of AT and accessibility settings. Moreover,
results show, we must differentiate between needs indicating that an accessibility setting
must be applied from the first moment of interactions or only for specific contexts and
complementary (conditional) preferences that help users in specific situations. This can
be substantiated because 96 of 97 participants gave different answers to both questions
(see Table 5.2). Moreover, the results of the study give insights into conditional prefer-
ences, in particular with respect to content, applications, devices, preferred products and
interrelations between preferences.
Furthermore, results of the user study implicitly show that recommendations of ac-
cessibility settings are promising to help people who cannot specify possible ICT-related
requirements. This can be substantiated by the study results because participants with
cognitive disabilities, low digital literacy, dyslexia as well as elderly people stated only few
requirements compared to visually impaired participants. More specifically, the majority
of these participants (62%) indicated that they have no specific need and even 46% stated
not having any preferences. These participants use ICT in their default configuration.
However, instead of specifying needs or preferences, these participants stated a multitude
of problems or difficulties. For instance, we received comments such as: “I do not know
many things about PCs but I would like the access to be simpler with just pressing a few
buttons or talking to the PC” or “I cannot spend much time with PCs because it is tiring.
If someone shows me speech activation then it would be less tiring”. These users have less
experience with what might improve the interaction with modern ICT and are unfamiliar
with finding and applying proper adjustments. Even if these findings are not surprising,
they show a potential use case for AIIS by inferring well-directed recommendations of
possible accessibility options to accommodate ICT-related difficulties in interaction, com-
munication, perception or understanding. In an early concept study [Hil13], we showed
that recommending accessibility settings make users more sensitive for customisation by
presenting solutions or possible improvements. Recommending accessibility settings can
also be a solution to the drawback of adaptivity because fully automated approaches have
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a negative impact on the overall user’s awareness of customisation [FM10]. The balance
between adaptive, adaptable and semi-automatic approaches (e.g. by recommendation)
should be aspired and further researched in this regard.
In addition to the aforementioned aspects, we received meaningful remarks of ICT-
related difficulties which should be supported by advanced user modelling and well thought-
out AIIS. For instance, blind users who require auditive information representation stated
that language constitutes a main barrier. This means that even if they have the proper
AT installed on their devices, they may not be able to use some applications because the
language setting is inadequately configured. Another example applies to screen reader
users who are familiar with shortcuts of specific products. Using another screen reader is
not trivial for blind people, in particular because they must first learn the shortcuts as well
as the interaction concept to familiarise with the screen reader before they can accomplish
a task effectively. As a result, AIIS adapting AT must consider users’ prioritised family
of products and not solely screen reading functionalities.
Concerning screen enlargement, we also collected numerous issues stated by partic-
ipants. People with low vision mentioned that they combine various magnification and
zooming functionalities because a single solution seems inadequate for them in many differ-
ent situations. For instance, a participant emphasised two important issues with magnifiers
and zooming capabilities of applications. First, it was mentioned that orientation (e.g. an
overview of an entire web page) and navigation is not supported by magnifiers. It was
further stated, magnifying web content is complex and not needed for a single UI element.
Enlarging only parts of a web page would be more effective in this regard. Another par-
ticipant who did not specify a certain need, proposed that magnifying content should be
based semantically on the type of information the user is searching for. Such comments
are useful for improving the design of specific assistive functionalities (i.e. magnification,
zooming) by means of accessible design. Advanced AIIS could also base the adaptation
theory on the personalisation effect, the usefulness as well as the acceptance by users.
Such knowledge is currently not considered by existing AIIS shown in Chapter 4.
An overall remark from the participants was that customisation should be made more
easy. For instance, it was stated several times, configurations should be changed very
easily and with the help of keyboard shortcuts. This implies that AIIS must allow users
to tailor adaptations by proper dialogues and control options.
To sum up, this chapter presented a foundational user study about individual needs
and preferences. The results show how user models describing needs and preferences can
be extended to better address end users diversity of ICT. Moreover, the study emphasised
challenges that individuals are facing when interacting with user interfaces. The research
questions comprised if users can specify their ICT-related needs and preferences. Corre-
spondingly, the study design focused on capturing data about what users actually know.
Thus, we avoided gathering expectations for customisation and AIIS. Results presented
show further that existing needs and preferences standards must support more fine-grained
specification of ICT-related conditional requirements for certain contexts. Moreover, a
large number of individuals will benefit from investigating and developing recommender
systems for accessibility aids and customisation in general, including UI design to present
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suggestions of customisations. AIIS show great promise for improving accessibility by
inferring customisation of AT and accessibility settings to individual needs, preferences
and difficulties. An approach to this is at the core of this thesis and described in the
subsequent chapter.
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Chapter 6
Knowledge-based Approach to UI Adaptation from
Preferences and for Special Needs
This chapter presents a knowledge-based approach to user interface adaptation from pref-
erences and for special needs. It was implemented as the Rule-based Matchmaker, a
component of the GPII that automatically maps the needs and preferences of a person
with respect to accessibility with customisation features and accessibility aids available
on the interactive devices that the person is using in a certain context. The proposed
approach takes into consideration the interplay of adaptations at the operating system
layer, on applications and web pages.
By combining expert-based and semantic reasoning, the approach facilitates scalabil-
ity in terms of the plenitude of ways in which user preferences can be expressed and the
multitude of accessibility aids provided by today’s information and communication tech-
nologies (ICT). In particular, the mechanism to detect and resolve conflicting accessibility
poylicies as well as recommending preference substitutes are the main features elaborated
in this chapter. Contrasting to auto-generating UIs, adaptability and adaptivity is based
on auto-configuring available customisation capabilities of devices, applications and AT.
The capability to automatically start and stop an application or accessibility aid as well
as auto-configuring its settings is provided by the GPII personalisation infrastructure for
accessibility [CBBM14]. The focus of this chapter is on the developed knowledge-based
approach to determine configuration instructions applied by the GPII personalisation in-
frastructure on the user’s device.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. First, an overview of the GPII
personalisation infrastructure is given (Section 6.1). Second, the developed knowledge-
based approach is presented by describing the reasoning task, the domain ontology and
logical assertion allowing to reason about preferences and customisation features (Sec-
tion 6.2). Thereafter, the evaluation of the approach is presented (Section 6.3) and the
chapter summarised with a detailed discussion (Section 6.4).
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This chapter has been submitted to the journal of personalisation research User Model-
ing and User-Adapted Interaction (UMUAI) and was recently published there (see [LWK+17]).
Accordingly, the subsequent description corresponds with the main parts of this publica-
tion.
6.1 Overview of the GPII personalisation process
The GPII personalisation infrastructure enables auto-personalisation from preferences.
The core components of the framework are illustrated in Figure 6.1 and a detailed de-
scription is given in [CBMZ13, CBBM14].
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Figure 6.1: Primary components of the GPII framework illustrated – based on [CBMZ13]. The
matchmaker component is at the core of this chapter and emphasised violet in the figure.
The provided personalisation process works as follows: when a user logs in on a device,
the auto-personalisation process is triggered. The login is supported by several user lis-
teners such as USB or NFC. After the login, the flow manager – which orchestrates the
whole personalisation process – fetches the user preferences from a cloud-based preferences
server, the information about the device (e.g. operating system, installed solutions) from
the device reporter and the environmental data from the environment reporter. These
pieces of information are passed on to a matchmaker, which assembles a complete list of
solutions and features that shall be configured on the device. These configuration instruc-
tions are then passed on to the lifecycle manager to perform the actual adaptation of the
device. It is possible to start and stop applications (via the lifecycle handlers) as well as
applying settings (via the setting handlers). The solutions registry is the main data source
about GPII-enabled accessibility solutions. It holds information such as the solution name
(e.g.Windows Magnifier), the solution id (e.g. “com.microsoft.win7.magnifier”), instruc-
tions for the lifecycle manager about the corresponding setting handler (e.g. based on ini
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files) and capabilities transformations. The latter constitute rules that must be provided
by vendors to make a solution GPII-compatible. More specifically, these rules describe
application-specific settings (e.g. “text-scaling-factor” in Linux) that shall be translated
into common terms (e.g. “font size”) and vice versa. Common terms are registered in the
preference terms dictionary (PTD)1. They represent a standardised vocabulary to facili-
tate talking about user needs and preferences in the context of heterogeneous interactive
devices by using the same terms when describing identical things. The transformer com-
ponent uses these rules to transfer back and forth between terms and data formats of
different applications. For instance, it provides a translation from “font size” in com-
mon language to “font scale” in Android and vice versa, from “theme” in eCmobile2 to
“highContrastTheme” in Cloud4Chrome3, etc.
Prior to user login, which triggers the auto-personalisation process, users must cre-
ate their profiles for the definition of their individual needs and preferences. A set of
tools have been developed in the context of GPII to support user profile creation and
management. For instance, the Preferences Management Tool (PMT) enables users to
define specific preferences/preferred adjustments for any device, application or context.
A Personal Control Panel (PCP) additionally provides users with the means to adjust
their needs and settings on the fly while they are using a device (after the login process).
This PCP also presents feedback of the auto-personalisation applied on the device and
context-specific recommendations [Clo15]. Feedback of the auto-personalisation includes
– for instance – a message dialogue to inform the user about preferences that cannot be
applied on the device and to represent adjustments that were configured alternatively.
Moreover, the interface provides options to the user when decision made by the system
do not suit the user (see Figure 6.2). Beyond this, the so-called first-time discovery and
exploration tool is being developed to help people to ascertain what their needs are or
to explore new features, accessibility aids or technologies. While discovery tools mostly
target new users (new to GPII or new to computers at all), exploration tools also tar-
get more computer-proficient end-users. When end-users have specified their needs and
preferences (by themselves or with the help of some assistant), a profile is stored on the
preferences server. The next time when a user logs in on a device where GPII is installed,
the run-time component of GPII auto-configures a device according to the user’s profile
retrieved from the preferences server. Therefore, the GPII auto-personalisation process is
based on explicit profile acquisition. Other techniques such as inferring user preferences
based on the interaction cues are not targeted by GPII.
End-users can specify global preferences as well as conditional preferences. Global
preferences constitute a user’s default preferences set that can be applied consistently
across different devices and independently of the current user context. In the context of
GPII, each user has exactly one default preferences set. Beyond this, an end-user can
define conditional preferences that are only valid under a certain condition.
1 The preference terms dictionary (PDT): https://terms.raisingthefloor.org/about
2A GPII-enabled solution: http://www.omnitor.se/products/ecmobile/
3A GPII-enabled solution: https://github.com/GutiX/chrome4cloud
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Figure 6.2: Examples of the auto-adaptation feedback represented in the PCP [Clo15].
Most prominent examples of conditional preferences include increasing the font size late
in the day (time condition), changing the colour contrast when it is bright (luminance
condition) or increasing the volume when a user is in a noisy environment. With refer-
ence to the personalisation flow described at the beginning of this section, applications
of conditional preferences sets are handled by two modules, the context aware server
(CAS) and the context evaluator. The CAS aggregates multiple sources of environmental
data (e.g. sensors) and informs the flow manager about normalised sets of environmental
changes in a periodic manner. The context evaluator evaluates whether a preferences set
scoped by a certain condition is valid by taking into account the relevant context data
preprocessed by the CAS as well as the condition that specifies the preferences set. In case
of a successful match, the preferences of the valid conditional preferences set are applied
on the user device. More information on this contextual adaptation in GPII can be found
in [IPPCOM13, IPLK+14]. Examples of the preference conditions format can be found on
the GPII Wiki4.
In the remainder of this chapter focuses on the process of matching user preferences with
customisation options of devices, applications and accessibility solutions. The presented
knowledge-based approach (i.e. the Rule-based Matchmaker) was designed and developed
by the author of this thesis.
4 The conditional preference format: https://wiki.gpii.net/w/Preference_Conditions_Format
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6.2 Matching user needs with accessibility solutions
Matching user needs with accessibility solutions is the task of a matchmaker in the
GPII personalisation framework. A matchmaker infers instructions on how the user’s
device shall be configured to best suit individual needs and preferences of the user. The
GPII personalisation architecture includes several matchmaking strategies, in particular
a knowledge-based, a statistical and a hybrid approach [LSS+13], as well as one that
implements a fitness measurement algorithm based on weighting the proximity of solu-
tions [Bas12]. The focus herein is on a knowledge-based matchmaking strategy that was
implemented as the RBMM of the GPII personalisation infrastructure. The RBMM de-
scribed subsequently was designed and developed by the author of this thesis.
The RBMM is a classical expert system comprising an inference engine and a knowl-
edge base. The reasoner of the inference engine applies a set of rules (or axioms) to the
knowledge base to deduce the relevant information according to the reasoning task. From
a technical perspective, the RBMM is written in Java and is built upon Apache Jena5,
which is an open source framework for developing semantic web applications. More specif-
ically, the Jena inference subsystem processes RDF data and provides APIs to use several
reasoners such as a transitive reasoner, a RDFS rule reasoner or (non-complete) OWL rea-
soners. The RBMM presented in this section uses the generic rule reasoner, which allows
the execution of domain-specific axioms necessary to accomplish the reasoning task. The
axioms applied by the RBMM are described in Section 6.2.3. The generic rule reasoner
supports forward chaining, tabled backward chaining and hybrid execution strategies. In
the RBMM, the inference proceeds by the forward chaining RETE engine. The source
code6 is available on GitHub.
In the remainder of this section, details of the knowledge-based matchmaking strategy
are given by following the steps included in the general process of knowledge engineering
(based on Russell [RN09]). According to this process, the reasoning task and the questions
that the system must be capable of answering are described. Subsequently, the scope of
the knowledge is formulated and the vocabulary terms used presented. The result of
this step constitutes the domain ontology. Thereafter, the logical assertions necessary to
accomplish the reasoning task are elaborated.
6.2.1 Basic requirements of the reasoning
First and foremost, the reasoning task of the RBMM involves deducing device configura-
tions that satisfy user’s needs and preferences. Therefore, the core question supported by
the RBMM is: “What are suitable device configurations for a user?” A simple example –
shown in Figure 6.3 – illustrates the basic matchmaking task. The RBMM takes as input
user preferences (represented as P1-P4 in Figure 6.3) and pieces of information about the
current device, including a list of locally-installed solutions, which are represented as S1-
S3 in the example. P1 could be a preference related to magnification such as “I require
magnification of 150%”.
5 Apache Jena: https://jena.apache.org/
6 The RBMM: https://github.com/claudialoitsch/RuleBasedMatchMaker_RESTful_WS_Maven
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Figure 6.3: The basic reasoning task of the RBMM illustrated. P1 to P4 represent user preferences
and S1 to S3 represent solutions available on the device. F1 to F4 shall depict settings supported by
a solution. The RBBM takes as input lists of both preferences and solutions. The RBMM matches
preferences with solutions and sends back as output a list of solutions with matched user preferences
that shall be configured on the device.
P2, P3 and P4 could be screen reader-related user preferences such as “I need text-to-
speech”, “I prefer a speech rate of 400 words per minute (wpm)” and “I prefer word echo”.
It is not uncommon for visually impaired people to combine screen magnification with
text-to-speech synthesis. S1-S3 shall depict installed solutions; for instance, AT supporting
various accessibility settings. S1 could be NVDA, a screen reader that supports settings
such as “speech.espeak.rate” or “speak typed words”. S2 could be Windows Magnifier and
S3 may be the on-screen keyboard solution built into Windows. Primarily, the task of the
RBMM is to find mappings between generic user preferences (e.g. common-speechrate)
and application settings (e.g. NVDA-speech.espeak.rate). A match means that a user
preference can be adequately accommodated by device settings. In terms of the very basic
example given in Figure 6.3, the RBMM deduces that P2-P4 can be satisfied by S1 and
P1 by S2. S3 is not considered further as the RBMM does not indicate a match with the
corresponding user preferences. Consequently, the RBMM reports to the flow manager
the list of solutions including their corresponding settings to be configured in a way that
reflects the user needs and preferences. Accordingly, NVDA shall be activated and speech
rate and word echo shall also be automatically configured according to the user preferred
values. The Windows Magnifier shall also be launched and the magnification value shall
also be set. The function T (F, P ) is responsible for translating the preference vocabulary
into settings/adjustments supported by an application. The output produced by the
RBMM is called configuration instructions. The presented example is quite simple as each
user preference can be satisfied by exactly one solution. Real scenarios are obviously much
more complex in terms of both user preferences and solutions that shall be selected for
activation and properly configured. Thus, further requirements of the reasoning task must
be considered.
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First, the logical deduction of the RBMM must scale with an increasing number of pref-
erence terms as well as applications and accessibility aids supported by the GPII personal-
isation framework. Consequently, rules following the form “If a user is blind then activate
a screen reader” are not suitable and not maintainable. Systems applying those concrete
rules are bounded by rigid adaptations for common disability classes such as providing
screen enlargement or reduction respectively for visually impaired people, text-to-speech
and audio description for blind people, specialised input devices for motor impaired peo-
ple, clear structured content and simplified text for cognitive impaired people, transcripts
and captions of audio content for people with auditory disabilities, etc (see Chapter 4).
As introduced in Chapter 3, such stereotype-based systems behave the same for all people
who are categorised into the same user cluster. Obviously, a main issue with this approach
is that individual differences of people within a certain class are not considered, although
it is unquestionable that individual differences in needs and preferences provide sufficient
evidence for advanced interface adaptations. For instance, the needs and preferences study
described in Chapter 5 showed the diversity of what people with disabilities and elderly
actually need or prefer in dealing with ICT. Among others, it became clear that it is not
sufficient to solely consider basic assistance functions such as text-to-speech in terms of
blind people. The study clearly highlights that other configurations such as voice adjust-
ments, speech rate or punctuations are equally important for some people of this group,
although it broadly varies between individuals which settings are assessed as essential or
desirable. Such within-group diversity cannot be handled easily by rigid low-level rules
such as those used in the example. Beyond this, there are several other issues with this
form of rules. As also emphasized in Chapter 3, stereotype-based approaches encour-
age discrimination, tend to oversimplify the world, do not consider situation-dependent
variations in user requirements or leave out multiple impairments. Moreover, instead of
building complex adaptive systems, one can realise such a simplified rule base by creat-
ing standardised preference sets for specific (sub)types of disabilities and support users
in customisation. Attempting to model diversity and complexity of the needs and prefer-
ences of people with disabilities by concrete rules such as the one used in the example is
awkward to manage in terms of scalability and maintainability. The number of necessary
rules for addressing as many people, solutions and context as possible would be indefinite.
Therefore, one objective of the presented RBMM is to provide precise vocabulary and
concise logical assertions to ensure maintenance of the knowledge base. More specifically,
high level rules shall model accessibility requirements at a more generic layer to support
indefinite numbers and combinations of user preferences and accessibility solutions.
Second specific requirement of the reasoning task is to deduce adaptations for applica-
tions within and across different configuration layers and to harmonise them (see adaptor
type of inference described in Section 3.1.1). Overlapping, increasing or lessen effects of
configurations must be carefully selected. On many devices, the needs and preferences of
a user can be often satisfied by multiple accessibility solutions. For example, the need for
“large text” could be satisfied by using a screen magnifier at the os level, using zoom at
the browser level or enlarging the font size at the web-application level.
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Consequently, the combination of two or more of these adaptations can lead to a much
larger font size than the user actually prefers. Other examples are to launch two screen
readers at the same time, activate a screen reader and a self-voicing application in parallel
or enable screen resolution at the operating system level and set the browser zoom. As a
result, the reasoning task involves detecting whether a user need/preference can be satisfied
by multiple accessibility options and – if necessary – it must resolve those contradicting
situations.
The third requirement of the reasoning task is to deduce alternative configurations
when a user requires an accessibility aid unavailable on the target device. Usually, users
of interactive devices have different prioritised requirements with respect to accessibility.
The needs and preferences study presented in Chapter 5 shows, people with severe dis-
abilities can clearly distinguish between their needs and preferences. A need characterises
requirements to be definitely and immediately satisfied when the user starts using the
device. Without having available a required accessibility aid, interacting with information
technologies would be worse or even impossible. By contrast, user preferences describing
desired configurations would not make the device inaccessible if corresponding accessibility
aids are not activated on a device, although performance with tasks could be concerned.
Obviously, there is much more variety between these two ends. For instance, a person
who definitely requires text-to-speech to operate interactive devices may also specify that
a speech rate of 450 word per minute is essential for them. However, it is very likely that
this person will accept a little lower or higher speech rate while not enabling text-to-speech
would have catastrophic consequences for the user. Consequently, the RBMM must de-
duce alternatives if and only if a user has specified explicitly a need for an accessibility
aid. For all other user preferences, which cannot be precisely satisfied, deviations from
a perfect match are allowed. Hence, the system must be capable of detecting when a
need cannot be accommodated by the device, when it is appropriate to recommend an
alternative adjustment and the system must propose an recommendation accordingly.
6.2.2 The domain ontology
Let us delve into details of the domain ontology, which describes the relevant vocabulary
on which the reasoning process is based. An illustration of the domain ontology is given in
Figure 6.4. The domain elements, which are necessary to accomplish the reasoning task,
are described in the following paragraphs.
The knowledge is represented as logic-level names following a First-order Logic (FOL)
syntax, comprising constants, predicates and functions. Constant symbols represent ob-
jects, which are the central domain elements. Predicate symbols stand for relations among
objects or properties of objects. Function symbols are interpreted as relation with exactly
one value for a given input. All objects are named by a unique constant symbol, e.g. C and
we can assert that C is a certain object with Object(C). Constant symbols are represented
as upper-case letters. In the RBMM, constant symbols are represented as a Uniform Re-
source Identifier (URI). For instance, http://registry.gpii.net/common/font-size is
a common preference term.
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Figure 6.4: Representation of the domain ontology as graph. Objects are represented as circle,
predicates as connecting lines between objects and functions are lines to a literal. The following
labels are used: PrefSet for PreferenceSet, Pref for Preference, ComPref for CommonPreference,
AppPref for ApplicationPreference, Config for Configuration, CustomFeature for Customisation-
Feature, MSC for MultipleSolutionConflict, NSC for NoSolutionconflict,PrefSubstSet for Prefer-
enceSubstituteSet, PrefSubst for PreferenceSubstitute and SubstRatingList for SubstituteRatingList.
Facts represented as green objects are asserted along with a match request. Inferred knowledge is
represented as purple circles.
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Due to readability reasons, using URIs in the ontology description is avoided. In the
examples given in the subsequent paragraphs, gpii stands for the URI http://registry.
gpii.net and rbmm stands for the URI http://rbmm.org/schemas/. Objects, predicates
and functions will begin with an upper-case letter.
In principle, we want to talk about user preferences, accessibility solutions and we want
to deduce configurations that accommodate the requirements of a user in a certain context.
The definition of these core concepts is influenced by the design and architecture of the
GPII personalisation infrastructure.
Concepts relating to user preferences
The matchmaker receives preferences collections of a user along with a match request.
Users may indicate several preferences sets to describe requirements for different situations.
For instance, a person may have a general preferences set, which specifies the need for
magnifying the screen around 120% and a specific preferences set, which describes the
need for increased magnification about 160% when illuminance is above or equal to 700
lux. A user profile comprising these two preferences sets is illustrated in Figure 6.5. We
refer to this examples in the subsequent descriptions.
Figure 6.5: Illustration of conditional preference sets, including the concepts of common and
application-specific preferences and the meta data object.
Generally speaking, a preferences set contains 1 to n preferences and the condition
when it is valid, although the general preferences set has no condition. The reasoning
task treated by the presented knowledge-based approach considers conditional preferences
only in a very limited manner. More specifically, configurations for all preferences sets
are inferred at the moment of the matching request. The evaluation of the context and
decision concerning which preference set is valid and applied at the user’s device is handled
by the context evaluator of the GPII as described in Section 6.1. Thus, conditions (context
parameters) of preferences sets are not relevant to accomplish the matchmaking task and
thus they are not considered further in the ontology specification.
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We first define the object PreferenceSet to assert that a constant (e.g.PS1) is a
preference set with, for instance, PreferenceSet(PS1). We further define the predi-
cate HasPref to describe that a preference set (e.g.PS1) has a preference (e.g.P1) with
HasPref(PS1, P1). Preferences can be expressed in a general manner (e.g.“I prefer high
contrast”) or application-specific (e.g.“I want cursor size in Linux GNOME Interface Set-
tings to be 90”). These examples are illustrated in Figure 6.5, lines four and six. In
accordance, we define the object CommonPreference to assert that P1 is of common na-
ture with CommonPreference(P1) and the object ApplicationPreference to assert that
P2 is application-specific with ApplicationPreference(P2). Both objects are subclasses of
the object Preference. Properties of preferences (i.e. id, name and value) are represented
each by a function (i.e. Id, Name, V alue). Accordingly, a preference has exactly one value
for each of these properties.
A preferences set can be stated more precisely by specifying metadata. The GPII
uses metadata to describe the general behaviour of the personalisation, for instance to
indicate that the systems shall not change/adapt within a certain period. Relevant meta-
data for the reasoning tasks described in this chapter concern modelling how much a
preference is required or whether certain products are prioritised by a person. Users
shall be enabled to indicate that a preference (e.g.magnification) is a pre-condition for
interacting with a device. In addition, users shall be allowed to say that they primar-
ily want to use a certain magnifier product such as ZoomText. In Figure 6.5 line 9-15,
it is shown how metadata of preferences are represented in a user profile. To represent
these kind of information in the domain ontology, we define the object MetaData and
the predicate HasMeta to say a preference set (e.g.PS1) has metadata (e.g.M1) defined,
e.g. with HasMeta(PS1,MetaData(M1)). A metadata object contains three properties
Type, Scope and V alue, which are each represented as a function. Obviously, the prop-
erty Type specifies the type of the metadata object, which is represented by the constants
REQUIRED or PRIORITY ′. The property Scope indicates the actual preference(s) or
solution(s) to which the metadata object refers. These properties only allow making some
preferences as a pre-condition to use ICT and rate other preferences as less important.
The value of the metadata object “REQUIRED” allows an integer range with fixed upper
bound of 100, which means that the system cannot be used without an appropriate setting
being activated. By contrast, the value of the metadata object “PRIORITY” supports
an unbounded float range defining the relative importance of applications or contexts.
Consequently, the preferences set illustrated in Figure 6.5 describes that the user relies on
magnification as it is required with a value of 100. Moreover, the preferences set indicates
that the end-user priorities the application ZoomText. However, the connection between
the preference magnification and the solution ZoomText, which is a common magnifier, is
not explicitly modelled in the preferences set. This interrelation must be inferred implic-
itly by the matchmaker. In addition, the profile presented in Figure 6.5 shows that the
user prefers high contrast and a cursor size of 90 when the user is using Linux, although
it is not indicated how much the user relies on these two preferences as no meta data are
specified.
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Concepts relating to to solutions
The second range of concepts concern accessibility solutions that are available on the user
device and shall be matched with the user preferences. Applications, add-ons, accessibility
aids and AT are subsumed under the term solutions in the context of GPII. The list of
solutions installed on a user’s device is reported to the matchmaker along with a matching
request. Semantic descriptions, information on how to start and stop an application and
provided settings are stored in the solution registry. According to the reasoning task,
the relevant pieces of information are the id, the name and adjustments supported by a
solution. Accordingly, we define the object Solution to say that S1 is a solution with
Solution(S1). We further define the functions Id and Name, the predicate HasFeature
and the object CustomisationFeature. Thus, we can assert that a solution (e.g.S1) sup-
ports a feature (e.g.F1) with HasFeature(S1, F1). For instance, Windows Magnifier is
an application built into Windows that provides enlargement of (parts of) the screen. In
GPII, this solution is represented by the unique id com.microsoft.windows.magnifier
and the name “Windows Built-in Screen Magnifier”. Among other settings, it supports the
customisation feature “magnifier mode” to adjust, which part of the screen is being mag-
nified. Many applications support identical features but vendors mostly use their unique
setting names and value ranges. For instance, the term “font size” is used on Android
devices but on Linux the term “text-scaling-factor” is applied; however, in both cases we
mean the same kind of setting. The “magnifier mode” of the Windows Magnifier – to name
another example – is called “Zoom Windows Types” in ZoomText, another solution pro-
viding similar functionalities as the built-in solution of Windows. A semantic relation be-
tween customisation features of one solution and another solution is realised by translating
application-specific setting names and value ranges to common preference terms registered
in the PTD. We make use of these pieces of information, which are stored in the solution
registry and define the function IsAlias to describe which common preference term refers
to a application-specific customisation feature. Therefore, we can assert that the customi-
sation feature “magnification mode” of the solution com.microsoft.windows.magnifier
is an alias for the common term “magnifier position”. As we can assert that solution
com.zoomtext supports the customisation feature “Zoom Windows Types”, which is also
an alias for the common term “gpii:common/magnifierPosition”, a semantic relation be-
tween these two solutions is realised.
In addition to these properties, we want to classify solutions according to their purpose,
which describes whether the solution provides accessibility improvements for a certain task
or is task independent. The latter regard specific configurations that affect the entire user
device such as alternative input or output modalities. For instance, conventional screen
readers such as JAWS7, NVDA8 or ORCA9 are classified as task-independent solutions as
their main purpose is to provide a (complete) alternative user interface representation of a
system. Moreover, there exists numerous products that aim at improving the accessibility
for certain tasks and user groups.
7 http://www.freedomscientific.com/Products/Blindness/JAWS
8 http://www.nvaccess.org/
9 https://help.gnome.org/users/orca/3.4/
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Those solutions are classified as task-specific, as their provided assistance does not affect
the entire system. For instance, people with dyslexia can use conventional technologies
but they can benefit from solutions such as read&write10 which incorporates text reading
functionality into MS Word. However, read&write is not a fully functional screen reader
allowing a blind person to explore the desktop. Consequently, applications such as JAWS,
NVDA, ORCA or read&write are similar in their reading functionality but they vary in
purpose of the provided functionality. This discrimination between task-dependent and
independent solutions is crucial when applying preferences to interactive devices. However,
this concept has not been incorporated into standards related to AT such as ISO 9999:2011
[ISO11b]. To represent the purpose of a solution in the domain ontology, we define the
object Purpose and the predicate Supports to say that a solution (e.g.S1) supports the
purpose, e.g. with Supports(S1, Purpose(P1)). Supported purposes are the constants
TASKSPECIFIC, ALTERNATIV EINPUT and ALTERNATIV EOUTPUT .
Apart from specifying the purpose of a solution, it is essential to consider the con-
figuration layer at which a solution operates/works. This is crucial to fulfil the second
requirement of the reasoning task, according to which the inferred adaptations must har-
monise within and across configuration layers and that increasing or lessening effects of
the auto-adaptation must be avoided (see Section 6.2.1). Consequently, we define the ob-
ject Layer and the predicate WorksOn to express at which configuration layer a solution
works. The constants OS, APP , BROWSER and Web are supported and we can assert
that a solution (e.g.S1) works at the operating system layer with WorksOn(S1, OS). An
application available in several versions – for instance, in a desktop and a web version – is
represented by different solutions in the GPII personalisation infrastructure. Accordingly,
a solution can only work on one layer in our domain. Configuration layer and solution
purposes can be each ranked, represented by the function Ranking. Thus, we can assert
that customisation features, which have an effect on the entire system, shall be considered
prior to other features. As that is mostly the case for settings applied at the operating
system we can assert that the configuration layer OS ranks ahead of WEB. This further
means that in case of having multiple options to satisfy a user need for magnification, a
solution that works on the operating system layer is activated prior to a web solution,
which would magnify only parts of the user interface.
Solutions can also be assessed according to their provided functionalities by a cor-
responding ranking. For instance, we might want to say that screen reader JAWS is
more commonly used than NVDA or that the magnification functionality of Supernova is
not that often used as ZoomText but the screen reader of Supernova is compatible with
Window-Eyes. To describe this assessment of solutions with respect to their provided
customisation features in the ontology, we define the object SolutionRanking and the
functions Id and V alue. The Id corresponds to the relevant customisation feature of the
solution and the V alue represents the actual ranking. The predicate IsRanked defines
that a solution (e.g.S1) is ranked according to its supported feature with; for instance,
HasRanking(S1, SolutionRanking(SR1)).
10 https://www.texthelp.com/en-gb
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Existing standards such as ISO 9999:2011 [ISO11b] do provide some sort of information
regarding the purpose of an accessibility aid but they do not incorporate information
with respect to the configuration layer nor are statistical information about the usage of
a product supported. However, these pieces of information are useful to decide about
configurations that satisfy the same user needs.
In addition to the concepts explained thus far, we define the object InstalledSolution to
assert that a solution S1 is locally installed with InstalledSolution(S1). This information
is reported to the RBMM along with a matching request.
Concepts relating to configurations
Third concept constitutes configurations to express that a solution (e.g.Windows Magni-
fier) can accommodate a user preference (e.g.magnification). This knowledge is inferred by
the RBMM to accomplish the reasoning task. Hence, we define the object Configuration
to assert that a constant (e.g.C1) is a configuration with Configuration(C1). Moreover,
we define the predicate RefersToSol to say that a configuration C1 refers to a solution
S1 with RefersToSol(C1, S1). Accordingly, a configuration object describes a concrete
instantiation of a solution with settings relating to preferences of a user. As already
mentioned, users can have several preferences sets, for instance a default one and con-
ditional ones to describe context-related preferences. The proposed matchmaker infers
configurations for all preference sets of a user. Consequently, it must be described that
a configuration (e.g.C1) belongs to a certain preference set (e.g.PS1), which is repre-
sented by the predicate BelongsToPrefSet. We further define the predicate HasConfig
to express that a preference (e.g.P1) can be satisfied by a configuration (e.g.C1) with
HasConfig(P1, C1). Properties of a configuration include an Id and a Name (both rep-
resented as function), which corresponds to the referred solution.
Moreover, we define the predicate ApplySetting and the object Setting to describe
that a solution feature shall be finally configured with the preferred value of the user
(e.g.ApplySetting(C1, Setting(Set1))). Properties of settings (id, name and value) are
represented each by a function (Id, Name and V alue). The difference between a cus-
tomisation feature of a solution and the setting of a configuration is that settings are
concrete instantiations of customisation features with respect to the user preference. For
instance, the solution “Windows Magnifier” may support the customisation feature mag-
nification, which enlarges the screen on a scale greater than 100%. A configuration of
the Windows Magnifier can prescribe to set the property magnification at about 120 %
to satisfy the user profile presented in Figure 6.5. Furthermore, a function IsActive is
defined to express that a configuration (e.g.C1) shall be automatically activated or not,
for instance with IsActive(C1) or ¬IsActive(C1). This is a crucial design decision as it
must be possible to assert that some configurations (e.g. related to a screen reader) shall
be activated from the first moment of user interaction (e.g. the login screen) while others
shall be not automatically activated (e.g. task-specific applications such as read&write).
A configuration that is asserted to be not active is pre-configured on the device but it is
not launched when the user logs in.
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The vocabulary described thus far is essential for the core reasoning task, which is to
automatically deduce configuration instructions for interactive devices including installed
applications and accessibility aids. To accomplish the second requirement of the reason-
ing task, which is to ensure harmonisation within and across configurations layers (see
Section 6.2.1), a concept to express that a preference (e.g.magnification) can be satisfied
by multiple solutions (e.g.Windows Magnifier, ZoomText) is required. In some cases, ac-
tivating similar solutions contradicts, for instance when activating two magnifiers on one
device. In other cases, activating similar solutions may be desired or even required – for
instance – when the high contrast Windows theme is applied on the operating system
level, although it does not affect the web applications accessed through the web browser.
Therefore, we additionally need a concept for expressing that preferences do have overlying,
increasing or lessen effects when activated several times and thus may trigger contradict-
ing configurations. Consequently, we define the object MultipleSolConflictTrigger11 to
qualify preference terms and restrict the triggers for multiple solutions conflicts. For in-
stance, we can assert that the common preference term gpii:common/magnification is
a MultipleSolConflictTrigger. This knowledge facilitates to deduce that several mag-
nifiers are not automatically activated. We define the object MultipleSolutionConflict
and the predicate affectsConfig to assert Configuration(C1) and Configuration(C2)
are affected by a MultipleSolutionConflict(MSC1) with affectsConfig(MSC1, C1) ∧
affectsConfig(MSC1, C2). In other words, the property TriggeredBy indicates, the
user preference provokes a MultipleSolutionConflict.
Similar to situations where preferences can be satisfied by multiple solutions, we must
also be able to reason about preferences not satisfiable by applications and accessibil-
ity aids available on the interactive device. Thus, we must first identify whether a user
preference is required, second we must deduce that the need cannot be satisfied by in-
stalled solutions and third, we must infer an alternative configuration to accommodate
the user need. Consequently, we define the object NoSolutionConflict and the predi-
cate BelongsToPref to assert that there is no primary configuration for user preference
(e.g.P1) with BelongsToPref(NoSolutionConflict(NSC1), P1). Whether a user prefer-
ence is required by a user can be inferred by the knowledge about preferences meta data of
type REQUIRED. To deduce alternative configurations for those situations, we reason
over preferences substitutes, which are elaborated in the subsequent paragraph.
Concepts relating to preferences substitutes
Preference substitutes describe alternative ways of how accessibility requirements can be
accommodated. For instance, we might want to express that either changing the screen
resolution to medium or increasing the font size to 18 pt in combination with a cursor size
of 0.9 may be alternative ways to accommodate the need for magnifying the screen by a
factor of about 1.2, although changing the screen resolution would be higher prioritised.
11The object is not represented in Figure 6.4. It would be a green circle that is not connected to any
other objects.
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Figure 6.6 illustrates a simple set of preference substitutes for magnification and high-
lights the core elements. To describe this concept in the domain ontology, we define the
objects PreferenceSubsituteSet and PreferenceSubsitute to describe a set of possible
alternatives for a certain user preference.
1.5 - 2.01.1 - 1.4
font size = 18
cursor size = 0.7
screen resolution
= medium
font size = 24
cursor size = 0.9
screen resolution
 = small
100
1000
100 1000
magniﬁcationPreferenceSubstituteSet
PreferenceSubstitute
Input
Rating
Recommendation
Figure 6.6: Illustration of concepts related to preference substitutes. The example shows two spe-
cific preference substitutes for magnification. One preference substitute (marked with doted lines)
is valid when the user prefers a magnification between 1.1 and 1.4. It describes two recommenda-
tions: If possible, a medium screen resolution shall be applied at first as it ranks ahead of the other
recommendation. Font size and cursor size can be applied together as second choice; for instance,
when the device does not support the feature screen resolution.
A preference substitute set relates to a certain preference term which is represented as func-
tion Id. We define the predicate HasSubst to express that a PreferenceSubsituteSet
(e.g.SbstSt1) has a PreferenceSubsitute (e.g.Sbst1) with HasSubst(SbstSt1, Sbst1). In
addition, we must be able to specify for which preference value the substitute applies.
Thus, we define the object Input and the predicate DefinesInput to assert that a prefer-
ence substitute (e.g.Sbst1) defines an input (e.g. In1) with DefinesInput(Sbst1, In1). An
input can be of type literal or interval. This allows describing substitutes for either a single
preference value (e.g. high contrast = true) or a value range (e.g.magnification 1.1-1.4).
Furthermore, we define the object Recommendation and the predicate DefinesOutput to
assert that a preference substitute (e.g. Sbst1) defines what exactly shall be recommended
(e.g.RC1) with DefinesOutput(Sbst1, RC1). A recommendation (e.g.RC1) is a subclass
of a Preference and is qualified with a rating.
Knowledge about preference sets, preferences, meta data, solutions, customisation fea-
tures, installed solutions and preference substitutes is asserted along with a matchmaking
request to the RBMM. All knowledge about configurations, conflicts and recommendations
is deduced during the reasoning process. Detailed descriptions of this process is provided
in the Section 6.2.3.
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Relations to other ontologies
The aforementioned domain ontology focuses on modelling configurations that can be au-
tomatically applied by the GPII personalisation process. Presented concepts emphasise
the relation between needs, preferences and accessibility solutions as well as configuration
conflicts, constraints and dependencies among inferred configuration. These specific as-
pects are not addressed by existing ontologies, although there is related research, which is
presented subsequently.
An indicative example of related research is the VUMS Exchange Format proposed by
the Virtual User Modelling and Simulation Standardisation (VUMS) projects [KBM+16]
because it enables the formal definition of user needs and preferences. The VUMS Ex-
change Format includes a preferences container describing user preferences and concepts
related to user interface adaptation such as font colour, font size, pointer size, etc. How-
ever, the primary focus is on modelling disabilities based on impairments – for instance –
with respect to anthropometric, speech and hearing. This approach is not directly rele-
vant to the work presented herein. Ontologies developed in the ACCESSIBLE12 and the
AEGIS13 projects also describe user needs and preferences together with technical charac-
teristics of AT. However, the adaptation theory – which is based on existing accessibility
guidelines – does not consider the interplay of accessibility aids.
Other ontologies such as UPOS (User-Profile Ontology with Situation-Dependent Pref-
erences Support) [SDD08] are related because of the context-aware aspects. However,
context-related aspects involved in the presented ontology are limited to conditional pref-
erences and the purpose of a solution. In terms of the latter, our work follows in parts
the semantic description of AT and categorisation of products proposed by the standard
ISO 9999:2011 as well as the EASTIN taxonomy [GAA+12, KVG+14, KVGT14]. How-
ever, we introduced the purpose of an accessibility aid as it is not yet represented by ISO
9999:2011. Another popular ontology for describing users and context is the GUMO ontol-
ogy [HSB+05, HSM+07]. GUMO focuses on describing a general user model, whereas the
domain ontology proposed herein focuses on modelling ICT-specific needs and preferences
as well as concepts relating to AT, accessibility functionality of ICT and its customisation.
In addition, the current version of our domain ontology does not incorporate any class-
es/properties of GUMO, in particular because describing concepts such as user’s emotional
and physiological state are not yet addressed by the GPII personalisation process.
Except from the accessibility domain, there are also related research efforts coming
from other domains such as intelligent Web Information Systems (WIS). For instance,
Frasincar and Houben [FH02] presented a methodology based on the RDF(S) metadata
language supporting different kinds of hypermedia presentation adaptation such as static
adaptability based on a user profile comprising device capabilities and user preferences
as well as dynamic adaptivity based on a user model that stores interaction behaviour.
Currently, the GPII personalisation process is limited to static forms of adaptations based
on needs and preferences.
12 http://www.accessible-eu.org/index.php/ontology.html
13 http://www.aegis-project.eu/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=107&Itemid=65
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Modelling interaction data is not yet addressed and not included in the presented domain
ontology. In the mobile applications domain, Alia et al. [AEP+07] proposed a utility-based
adaptivity model that separates the adaptation concern from the application logic, by also
separating different aspects of adaptivity, such as adaptation decision making, adaptation
polices, context dependencies and user preferences.
6.2.3 Logical Assertions
Logical assertions of the RBMM are written in Jena forward rules14. In this section, the
rules are represented in FOL but their accordance to the implemented Jena rules is kept.
For this reason, we only use existential quantification (∃) as the universal quantifier (∀)
is not supported by the Jena rule syntax. In accordance to the Jena rule syntax, we only
use the operators ¬, =, ∧ and =⇒ . Variables are represented as lower-case letters.
The first reasoning task of the RBMM is to map all user preferences with customisa-
tion features of installed solutions. This is achieved by three core matching rules: one
that matches preferences of type common, one that matches recommendations and one
that matches application-specific preferences. Exemplary for all three rules, axiom 6.1
shows the rule that matches all common preferences with customisation features of the
installed solutions. If a match is found, we assert that a configuration exists and add
corresponding sentences to the knowledge base by using TELL. The rule says: “If a pref-
erence set ps has a preference p that is of type common and the preference id (Id(p)) is
equal to the alias of a feature (Alias(f)) supported by a solution installed on the device
(HasFeature(InstalledSolution(s), f)), then add to the knowledge base that c is a con-
figuration and s is a setting that shall be configured”. By these core rules (only one is
given in this section), the RBMM can match any combination of user needs and prefer-
ences with customisation features of digital devices, applications and accessibility aids. It
is not necessary to add further rules to address the diversity and specialities of certain
user groups due to the avoidance of stereotype-based modelling, which facilitates the scal-
ability of the RBMM. However, specific accessibility constraints, which were introduced in
the Section 6.2.1 (requirements of the reasoning tasks), make it essential to apply further
rules on top of configuration knowledge, which is deduced by a core matching rule – one
is shown in axiom 6.1.
∃ps, p, s, f HasPref(ps, p) ∧ CommonPreference(p)
∧Id(p) = Alias(f) ∧HasFeature(InstalledSolution(s), f)
=⇒ TELL(KB, ∃c, s Configuration(c) ∧ Setting(s)
∧ApplySetting(c, s) ∧ Id(s) = Id(p) ∧ V alue(s) = V alue(p))
∧IsActivate(c) = true ∧BelongsToPrefSet(c, ps)
∧HasConfig(p, c) ∧RefersToSol(c, s))
(6.1)
The second logical assertion (axiom 6.2) detects cases where a user has indicated that a
certain preference is required but a configuration cannot be deduced by a core matching
rule. If the rule is fired, a NoSolutionConflict (nc) is added to the knowledge base and
14 https://jena.apache.org/documentation/inference/
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it is asserted to which preference the conflict belongs. The rule says: “If meta data m
of type required are available for a preference set ps and no configuration exists for the
required preference, then add to the knowledge base that there is a no solution conflict nc
that belongs to preference p”.
∃ps, p,m, c HasPref(ps, p) ∧HasMeta(ps,m)
∧Type(m) = REQUIRED ∧ V alue(m) = 100
∧Scope(m) = Id(p) ∧ ¬HasConfig(p, c)
=⇒ TELL(KB, ∃nc NoSolutionConflict(nc)
∧BelongsToPref(nc, p))
(6.2)
To resolve no-solution conflicts, we reason over preference substitutes, which were in-
troduced in Section 6.2.2. The conflict resolution procedure involves two steps. First,
all suitable recommendations for a preference that is affected by a NoSolutionConflict
are matched with customisation features of installed solutions (equally as we did for
deducing configurations). Based on the type of input (e.g. literal, interval), different
rules were implemented to evaluate if a recommendation is applicable. As an exam-
ple, axiom 6.3 shows how the RBMM deduces a recommendation for numeric inter-
vals. The rule says: “If there is a NoSolutionConflict nc that belongs to a prefer-
ence p and if there is a PreferenceSubstituteSet sbstset for the affected preference term
(Id(p) = Id(sbstset)) and if the PreferenceSubstituteSet sbstset has a concrete substitute
sbst which defines an input (e.g. in) of type interval (IsInterval(in)) and the preference
value of the user is less than the maximum and greater than the minimum of the input
value (V alue(p) < Max(in))∧V alue(p) > Min(in))) and if there is also a solution match
(installed solution s has a feature f that supports the recommendation recom), then add
to the knowledge base that the recommendation recom is a substitute for preference p
(with MatchedSubstituteFor(recom, p))”. In addition to the rule for interval input, the
RBMM supports rules (not described in the section) to match literal input both for sin-
gle values and elements of enumerated types. Different input types of substitutes enable
the provision of flexible recommendations. Without this, it would be required to define
recommendations for each possible preference value.
∃nc, p, sbstset, sbst, recom, s, f
NoSolutionConflict(nc) ∧BelongsToPref(nc, p)
∧PreferenceSubstituteSet(sbstset)
∧Id(p) = Id(sbstset) ∧HasSubst(sbstset, sbst)
∧DefinesInput(sbst, in) ∧ IsInterval(in)
∧V alue(p) < Max(in) ∧ V alue(p) > Min(in)
∧DefinesOutput(sbst, recom)
∧Id(recom) = Alias(f) ∧HasFeature(InstalledSolution(s), f)
=⇒ TELL(KB,MatchedSubstituteFor(recom, p))
(6.3)
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A preference substitute can have several recommendations and each one has a specific
rating (see Figure 6.6) indicating how well it is assessed by experts, end-users or both.
If a number of recommendations are applicable to substitute a user preference, the one
with the highest rating is applied as shown in axiom 6.4. The rule says: “If there is
a matched substitute recom for a preference p and the rating of the recommendation
Rating(recom) is the next one that shall be applied (ApplyOutputWithRating(sbst)),
then add to the knowledge base that the corresponding preference set ps has a recommen-
dation recom.” The newly-asserted fact that the preference set ps has a recommendation
recom (HasRecom(ps, recom)) fires a core matching rule (one was shown by axiom 6.1)
to deduce configurations for a recommended preference.
∃recom, p, sbst, ps MatchedSubstituteFor(recom, p)
∧HasPref(ps, p) ∧DefinesOutput(sbst, recom)
∧Rating(recom) = ApplyOutputWithRating(sbst))
=⇒ TELL(KB,HasRecom(ps, recom) ∧Applied(sbst))
(6.4)
The function ApplyOutputWithRating(sbst) returns the rating that shall be applied next.
By default, this value corresponds to the highest rated recommendation of the preference
substitute. In the example shown in Figure 6.6, the highest rated recommendation is
“screen resolution”. This means the first choice to recommend a substitute for magnifi-
cation is to enlarge everything on the screen by reducing the resolution on the device.
However, there are two deviations from this default behaviour. Obviously, the property
ApplyOutputWithRating must be updated with a lower rated recommendation if the
highest rated one cannot be satisfied on the device. With respect to the example shown in
Figure 6.6, this situation may occur on a mobile phone or smart TV as screen resolution
is usually not supported on these devices. Another situation, which triggers updating the
property ApplyOutputWithRating, is when end-users do not like the substitution and
want to try another auto-adaptation. The first trigger is supported by the current version
of the RBMM. The second scenario, which requires to support evaluating the knowledge
base with respect to end-user feedback on the applied auto-adaptations, is supported only
in a rudimentary form. However, the mechanism to assess and improve the rating based
on real user assessments would be a vital extension.
As explained in the requirements Section 6.2.1, multi-layer adaptations must be har-
monised and selected carefully. This issue is addressed by the logical assertions to detect
and resolve a MultipleSolutionConflict and will be explained next. Similarly as for a NoSo-
lutionConflict, we first must be able to assert when a preference can be satisfied by multiple
solutions, which equates with a MultipleSolutionConflict. As not all preference terms have
overlying, increasing or lessen effects when multiple configurations are applied simultane-
ously, we only want to detect a MultipleSolutionConflict for relevant preferences (by using
the concept of a MultipleSolConflictTrigger). The corresponding rule (axiom 6.5) can be
translated as follows: “If there are two different configurations c1 and c2, both belonging
to the same preference set ps and both configurations apply the same setting s1, which
triggers a multiple solution conflict (Id(s1) = Id(MultipleSolConflictTrigger(t))), then
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add to the knowledge base that there is a MultipleSolutionConflict mc that affects c1 and
c2”. Moreover, the term by which the conflict is triggered is added to the knowledge base
with IsTriggeredBy(mc, Id(t)).
∃ps, c1, c2, s1, t Configuration(c1) ∧ Configuration(c2)
∧BelongsToPrefSet(c1, ps) ∧BelongsToPrefSet(c2, ps)
∧¬Equal(c1, c2) ∧ApplySetting(c1, s1) ∧ApplySetting(c2, s1)
∧Id(s1) = Id(MultipleSolConflictTrigger(t))
=⇒ TELL(KB, ∃mc MultipleSolutionConflict(mc)
∧affectsConf(mc, c1) ∧ affectsConf(mc, c2)
∧IsTriggeredBy(mc) = Id(t)
(6.5)
Several approaches have been developed to resolve a MultipleSolutionConflict, each of
which depends on what knowledge is available. One resolution approach is based on
product priorities, which users can formulate in their preference sets (via meta data of type
priority). Three logical assertions are required to resolve a MultipleSolutionConflict based
on user indicated product priorities. First, it is asserted that a MulitpleSolutionConflict
is resolvable by product priorities (with IsResolvedBy(mc) = priority), if priorities are
available for the affected configurations. The corresponding rule (axiom 6.6) says: “If
a configuration c is affected by a MultipleSolutionConflict mc and meta data m for the
preference set ps are available and the meta data specify a priority for the solution referred
by the configuration c (Scope(m) = Id(c), whereas Id(c) is a short cut to the referred
solution id), then add to the knowledge base that conflict c is resolvable by priority.
Moreover, the prioritised value is added to the configuration c with HasPriority(c) =
V alue(m”.
∃mc, c, ps,m MultipleSolutionConflict(mc)
∧AffectsConf(c) ∧BelongsToPrefSet(c, ps)
∧HasMetadata(ps,m) ∧ Type(m) = priority ∧ Scope(m) = Id(c)
=⇒ TELL(KB, IsResolvedBy(mc) = priority
∧HasPriority(c) = V alue(m)
(6.6)
If a MultipleSolutionConflict can be resolved by product priorities, then a configuration,
which is not prioritised, is deactivated (¬IsActive(c)) as shown in axiom 6.7.
∃mc, c, pr MultipleSolutionConflict(mc)
∧IsResolvedBy(mc) = priority ∧AffectsConf(mc, c)
∧IsActive(c) ∧ ¬HasPriority(c, pr) =⇒ TELL(KB,¬IsActive(c))
(6.7)
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Finally, if multiple products are prioritised, the configuration with the highest priority
remains the only active one. All other configurations, which are affected by the conflict,
are deactivated (axiom 6.8). The rule says: “If a MultipleSolutionConflictmc is resolved by
priority and two of the affected configurations (c1 and c2) are active and if c1 has a priority
that is greater than the priority of c2, then assert that c2 is not active (¬IsActive(c2))”.
∃ mc, c1, c2 MultipleSolutionConflict(mc)
∧IsResolvedBy(mc) = priority
∧AffectsConf(mc, c1) ∧AffectsConf(mc, c2)
∧¬Equal(c1, c2) ∧ IsActive(c1) ∧ IsActive(c2)
∧HasPriority(c1) > HasPriority(c2)
=⇒ TELL(KB,¬IsActive(c2))
(6.8)
If a user has not indicated priorities for a certain product, a MultipleSolutionCon-
flict is resolved by applying solution rankings (axiom 6.9). For this purpose, the object
SolutionRanking was defined in the domain ontology (see Section 6.2.2). The corre-
sponding rule (axiom 6.9) says: “If a MultipleSolutionConflict (mc) cannot be solved by
priority and two of the affected configurations (c1 and c2) are asserted to be active and
if c1 refers to solution s1 and c2 refers to solution s2 and s1 ranks ahead of s2, then it
is asserted that c2 is not active (¬IsActive(c2))”. The rule fires only if the ranking of
s1 and s2 refer to the same functionality and both equate with the trigger of the conflict
(Id(sr1) = Id(sr2) = IsTriggerdBy(mc)).
∃mc, sr, c1, c2 MultipleSolutionConflict(mc)
∧¬(IsResolvableBy(mc) = priority)
∧AffectsConf(mc, c1) ∧AffectsConf(mc, c2)
∧¬Equal(c1, c2) ∧ IsActive(c1) ∧ IsActive(c2)
∧RefersToSol(c1, s1) ∧RefersToSol(c2, s2)
∧IsRanked(s1, sr1) ∧ IsRanked(s2, sr2)
∧Id(sr1) = Id(sr2) = IsTriggerdBy(mc)
∧Greater(V alue(sr1), V alue(sr2))
=⇒ TELL(KB,¬IsActive(c2))
(6.9)
Some solutions, which trigger a MultiSolutionConflict, will never be ranked, in partic-
ular due to the multifaceted range of accessibility features available today. This aspect
is considered by the following two logical assertions. Axiom 6.10 considers the layer at
which a solution works and deactivates – in case of a MultipleSolutionConflict – the so-
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lution which works on a lower ranked configuration layer. This is based on the object
ConfigurationLayer(L), the predicate WorksOn(SOL,L) and the function Ranking(L)
that were defined in the domain ontology.
∀ mc, c1, c2, s1, s2, lr1, lr2
MultipleSolutionConflict(mc)
∧¬(IsResolvableBy(mc) = priority)
∧AffectsConf(mc, c1) ∧AffectsConf(mc, c2)
∧¬Equal(c1, c2) ∧ IsActive(c1) ∧ IsActive(c2)
∧RefersToSol(c1, s1) ∧RefersToSol(c2, s2)
∧WorksOn(s1, lr1) ∧WorksOn(s2, lr2)
∧Greater(Ranking(lr1), Ranking(lr2))
=⇒ TELL(KB,¬IsActive(c2))
(6.10)
In some cases – for instance, when a MultipleSolutionConflict is affected by solutions
that are not ranked and work on the same layer – the logical assertions described thus far
do not fire for resolving the conflict. For this reason, we also consider the purpose of a
solution (based on the defined object Purpose(P ), the predicate Supports(S1, P and the
function Ranking(P )). Axiom 6.11 presents the corresponding rule which deactivates – in
case of a MultipleSolutionConflict – the solution that works on a lower ranked application
purpose. For instance, we can specify that task independent solutions such as a screen
reader have a higher priority than task dependent solutions such as read&write. Assuming
this behaviour of the RBMM shall be reconsidered and eventually be changed. This can
be done by modifying the priorities of already defined purposes or adding new purposes
to the knowledge base. Correspondingly, the inference rule that considers the purpose of
a solution to solve a MultipleSolutionConflict (see axiom 6.11) must not be changed in
such a situation.
∃mc, c1, c2, s1, s2, pp1, pp2
MultipleSolutionConflict(mc)
∧¬(IsResolvableBy(mc) = priority)
∧AffectsConf(mc, c1) ∧AffectsConf(mc, c2)
∧¬Equal(c1, c2) ∧ IsActive(c1) ∧ IsActive(c2)
∧RefersToSol(c1, s1) ∧RefersToSol(c2, s2)
∧Supports(c1, pp1) ∧ Supports(c2, pp2)
∧Greater(Ranking(pp1), Ranking(pp2))
=⇒ TELL(KB,¬IsActive(c2))
(6.11)
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The axioms 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11 complement each other and address a wide range of solution
characteristics. For instance, when a solution ranking is not provided, the MultipleSolu-
tionConflict is further attempted to be resolved by considering the configuration layer.
If there are multiple solutions available that work on the same configuration layer, the
configuration purpose is considered to solve the conflict, etc.
6.3 Evaluation
As the RBMM is an expert system that emulates decision-making of domain experts, a
primary goal was to examine if the configurations deduced by the RBMM match actual
decisions made by accessibility experts. For this reason, we invited ten experts with
advanced knowledge on disabilities, configuration options and/or AT to act has a human
matchmaker. This means that a device is configured manually with selected accessibility
solutions according to different user needs. Four experts were from Germany, one from
Spain and five from Greece. The experts who participated in the experiment were not
involved in the design and development of the RBMM nor were they consulted in creating
the test cases. The developer of the RBMM created the study design, prepared the
materials and trained the test facilitators from the three pilot sides to conduct the test.
The developer of the knowledge base were not involved in the actual test to guarantee
correctness and independence. In particular, we wanted to know if the RBMM performs
in situations when preferences of a user cannot be satisfied or can be satisfied by multiple
accessibility aids.
6.3.1 Test Cases
We created eleven test cases, whereby each test case represents a different challenge ac-
cording to the reasoning task (see Section 6.2.1). Table 6.1 summarises the specification
of each test case by describing the input (user preference and installed solutions) and the
amount of possible configurations (output) for all eleven test cases. In the following, the
specialities of each test case are briefly explained in order to demonstrate the complexity
of the auto-personalisation problem addressed by the RBMM.
Test cases TC1 - TC8 refer to the MultipleSolutionConflict. Accordingly, multiple so-
lutions that support the same assistive functionality are installed on the user device and
the matchmaker must decide which solution or combination of solutions suits the user
needs best. In test case TC1, the user has indicated eleven preferences, which refer to
the assistive functionality “screen reading” such as speech rate, cursor tracking, format
announcements as shown in Table 6.1. Metadata, which specify a concrete prioritised
screen reader product, are not indicated by the user in this test case. The solutions in-
stalled on the device constitute three different screen reader products (see Table 6.1). All
solutions work on the same configuration layer (i.e. APP) and pursue the same purpose
(i.e. ALTERNATIVEOUTPUT). More specifically, the installed solutions represent con-
ventional screen reader technologies providing a non-visual user interface for people with
visual impairments.
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Table 6.1: Summary of the matchmaker input for all eleven test cases, including preferences and
possible solutions. Abbriviations: P - User preferences (p), IS - Installed solutions (n) and possible
combinations of configurations (2n)
TC Description
TC1
p ttsEnabled (text-to-speech), speechRate, trackingTTS, keyEcho, wordEcho, pitch,
announceCapitals, speakTutorialMessages, punctuationVerbosity, readingUnit,
auditoryOutLanguage
n Jaws, Supernova, NVDA; 23 = 8
TC2
p ttsEnabled (text-to-speech), speechRate, trackingTTS, keyEcho, wordEcho, pitch,
announceCapitals, speakTutorialMessages, punctuationVerbosity, readingUnit,
auditoryOutLanguage
n Jaws, Supernova, NVDA, WebAnywhere; 24 = 16
TC3
p ttsEnabled (text-to-speech), speechRate, trackingTTS, keyEcho, wordEcho, pitch,
announceCapitals, speakTutorialMessages, punctuationVerbosity, readingUnit,
auditoryOutLanguage
n Jaws, Supernova, NVDA, read\&write, Cloud4chrome; 25 = 32
TC4
p ttsEnabled (text-to-speech), speechRate, trackingTTS, keyEcho, wordEcho, pitch,
announceCapitals, speakTutorialMessages, punctuationVerbosity, readingUnit,
auditoryOutLanguage, magnifierEnabled, magnification, tracking, magnifierPosition,
invertColours, showCrosshairs
n Jaws, Supernova, NVDA, Windows Magnifier; 24 = 16
TC5
p ttsEnabled (text-to-speech), speechRate, trackingTTS, keyEcho, wordEcho, pitch,
announceCapitals, speakTutorialMessages, punctuationVerbosity, readingUnit,
auditoryOutLanguage
n Jaws, Supernova; 22 = 4
TC6
p ttsEnabled (text-to-speech), speechRate, trackingTTS, keyEcho, wordEcho, pitch,
announceCapitals, speakTutorialMessages, punctuationVerbosity, readingUnit,
auditoryOutLanguage, magnifierEnabled, magnification, tracking, magnifierPosition,
invertColours, showCrosshairs
n Jaws, Supernova, NVDA, Windows Magnifier; 24 = 16
TC7
p fontSize
n GNOME Interface Settings, GNOME Keyboard Settings, On-Screen Keyboard, Orca,
GNOME Magnifier/Zoom, Cloud4Chrome, Google Chrome, EASIT4All; $28ˆ=256$
TC8
p magnification
n Windows Magnifier, Windows High Contrast Theme, Mouse Properties, On-Screen
Keyboard, Cloud4Chrome, Google Chrome; 26 = 64
TC9
p magnifierEnabled, magnification
n Windows High Contrast, Windows MouseTrailing, Windows Screen Resolution, Windows
Cursors; 24 = 16
TC10
p magnifierEnabled, magnification
n GNOME Font Scaling; GNOME Cursor Size; GNOME GTK\& ICON theme; GNOME
Keyboard Settings; 24 = 16
TC11
p highContrastEnabled, highContrastTheme
n GNOME Font Scaling, GNOME Cursor Size, GNOME GTK\& ICON theme, GNOME
Keyboard Settings, GNOME Orca, GNOME Magnifier; 26 = 64
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Consequently, one may give all three screen reader solutions equal treatment, which ex-
plains the first challenge that a matchmaker must come up with just one screen reader
configuration. Accordingly, a matchmaker must recognise that activating multiple of the
installed solution would make the system inaccessible for the user. The second challenge
is to come up with the most suitable product for the user. In particular, it is interesting
to see on which basis the participants (human experts) make their decisions. In its cur-
rent state, the RBMM incorporates statistical data about screen reader usage gathered by
studies such as the “Screen Reader User Survey”15, which was conducted by the WebAIM.
However, as it is not validated if the approach is suitable for the presented rule-based ap-
proach, we included this test case to gain more insights from the choices made by the
experts. Overall, there were eight different combinations of solutions, albeit only three
were appropriate.
TC2 and TC1 are identical in terms of the use preferences. However, in contrast to
TC1, installed solutions considered in TC2 work on different configuration layers (i.e. APP,
WEB) and also pursue different purposes (i.e. ALTERNATIVEOUTPUT, TASKSPE-
CIFIC). More specifically, installed solutions in TC2 represent conventional screen readers
operating on the entire system as well as solutions that solely provide screen reading func-
tionality on web pages. This means that, in contrast to TC1, installed solution cannot
be treated equally. Although all solutions provide the same type of assistance (screen
reading functionality), they do not satisfy the need for a screen reader in the same man-
ner. A web-based screen reader does not operate on the OS level, which makes several
parts of the system inaccessible for the user, for instance, the login screen. In contrast,
a full-functional screen reader converts all elements of the user interface into synthesised
speech or Braille and can also operate on the web page. Test case TC3 is identical to TC2
in terms of user preferences and challenges addressed. However, there are some differ-
ences regarding the examples of installed solutions, the configuration layer of the solutions
(i.e. APP, BROWSER) and the purpose of the solutions (i.e. ALTERNATIVEOUTPUT,
TASKSPECIFIC). More specifically, the solutions installed on the user device represent
a fully functional screen reader, an accessibility extension of the browser Chrome and a
self-voicing application that read aloud office documents.
The speciality of test case TC4 is that the user has indicated preferences for different
assistive functionalities (A and B) and that the matchmaker must find appropriate com-
binations of solutions that address the requirements of both types of assistance. More
specifically, the user preferences set comprises eleven preferences that point to screen
reading (functionality A) and six preferences regarding magnification (functionality B).
Solutions installed on the device do not provide distinctive features likewise. Instead,
some solutions provide both functionalities in one solutions (i.e. screen reading and mag-
nification) and other solutions simply provide a single functionality (e.g. screen reading).
In particular, Supernova and Cloud4Chrome provide both screen reading and magnifi-
cation functionalities, whereas Jaws, read&write and NVDA only provide screen reading
functionality.
15 http://webaim.org/projects/screenreadersurvey6/
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In all test cases described thus far, no metadata regarding product priorities were in-
dicated in the user preference set. Thus, it was the task of the matchmaker to come up
with the prioritisation which product suits the user needs best. The next two test cases
(TC5, TC6) address the problem that product priorities are given by the user but the
solutions preferred by the user are not available on the current device. Accordingly, the
matchmaker must come up with an alternative solution based upon what is alternatively
installed on the device. In a similar way as the RBMM performs for TC1 (based on statis-
tical data), solution rankings are taken into consideration to decide upon the alternative
solution. This seems to be a plausible solution, but we added this test case to see whether
the experts may come up with another decision making. Therewith, test case TC5 is
obvious: product priorities are indicated but the preferred solution is not among the in-
stalled solutions. TC6 is more advanced in that the user prioritises a product relating
to assistive functionality A, which is among the installed solution, but the user has not
indicated, which product is preferred for preferences relating to assistive functionality B.
The interesting part to be investigated concerns the connection between TC6 and TC4.
Both test cases include so-called AT suites, namely solutions providing several assistance
functionalities in one solutions. Therefore, the question is: will the experts consider the
AT suites prior to single solutions or do they stick to more commonly-used solutions even
if the user will have to use several assistive applications? Activating and configuring two
separate products has the disadvantage that users must familiarise themselves with two
different products. TC6 and TC4 complement each other in answering these questions.
While TC4 does not consider user priorities, TC6 consider product priorities for a screen
reader but not for a magnifier.
Thus far, test cases TC1 to TC6 support a limited amount of solutions and they are
focused on specific aspects such as on which layer the solutions operate, which purpose
do they pursue, the use of explicit product priorities and the use of AT suites. The
range of possible configurations a matchmaker can come with ranges from 8 to 32. This is
indented by design as the first six test case concern the usage of AT and their prioritisation
over other, task-specific solutions. In test case TC7 a greater variety of solutions and
combinations of configurations are targeted (in total 256, see Table 6.1). In TC7, diverse
solutions are available to satisfy the preference font size. A matchmaker must select
carefully combinations of solutions to accommodate the font size preference best. For this
purpose, we choose font size as the representative, because it refers to the most widely
supported setting in almost all solutions. However, it cannot be generally stated which font
size settings have the best effect on the user interface. Similar to font size, magnification
and zoom capabilities are commonly supported. Therefore, test case TC8 complement TC7
but target diverse magnification and zooming solutions, which work on all configuration
layers (i.e. OS, APP, BROWSER, WEB).
Test cases TC9 - TC11 refer to the NoSolutionConflict. Each of the three test cases
specify that a preference is required by the user but no solution is installed to satisfy this
need. It is the matchmaker’s responsibility to come up with an appropriate alternative
solution. In TC9, the user requires magnification and the target device is a system running
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on Windows, where no magnifier is installed. In TC10, the user requires magnification and
the target device is a system running on Linux. In TC11, the user requires high contrast
(yellow on black) and the target device is a Linux system.
6.3.2 Materials
Based on the test cases, corresponding input was created trigger matchmaking performed
by the RBMM. This includes the user preferences and the installed solutions for each test
case. For the RBMM this information is represented using JSON format. An example for
test case TC8 is shown in Listing 6.1. For the human experts, we created a human read-
able version of the corresponding description in plain text. For instance, the explanation
for TC8 was the following: “The user of this preference set needs screen magnification
about factor 1.2. The magnification can be set at several levels: the Windows Magni-
fier, the screen resolution, Google Chrome’s own zoom or font scale settings or using the
Cloud4Chrome extension. Moreover, the options for changing high contrast, adjusting
cursor size, activating mouse trails or on-screen keyboard are available solutions.”
Listing 6.1: The input of the RBMM for TC8. Line 6 shows the user preferences. Installed
solutions are listed in the solutions block (lines 12-20). Information that are not relevant for the
example are removed and marked with “...”.
The term “gpii” stands for the URI http: // registry. gpii. net/ .
1 {
2 "preferences ": {
3 "contexts ": {
4 "gpii -default ": {
5 "name": "Default preferences",
6 "preferences ": { "gpii/common/magnification ": 1.2 }
7 }
8 }
9 },
10 "deviceContext ": {
11 "OS": {...} ,
12 "solutions ": [
13 { "id": "com.microsoft.windows.magnifier" },
14 { "id": "com.microsoft.windows.highContrast" },
15 { "id": "com.microsoft.windows.mouseTrailing" },
16 { "id": "com.microsoft.windows.displaySettings" },
17 { "id": "com.microsoft.windows.cursors" },
18 { "id": "com.microsoft.windows.onscreenKeyboard" },
19 { "id": "com.ilunion.cloud4chrome" },
20 { "id": "com.google.chrome" }
21 ]
22 },
23 "environmentReporter ": {...} ,
24 "solutionsRegistry ": {...} ,
25 "activeContexts ": [...] ,
26 "inverseCapabilities ": {...} ,
27 "rematch ": {...}
28 }
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6.3.3 Test Procedure
The evaluation comprised two independent parts. First, we run the RBMM for all eleven
test cases. For each test case, the RBMM produced a JSON file with instructions on how
the device should be configured to meet the user requirements. For instance, the output
produced by RBMM for TC8 is presented in Listing 6.2 (the input was shown in List-
ing 6.1). Second, we conducted the test with human experts. Each of the experts received
the description of the matchmaker input in textual form and was asked to configure the
device accordingly. The devices have been prepared beforehand and all solutions needed
for each test case were installed on the device. The test facilitators took all of the config-
urations made by the expert in a spreadsheet. Each expert acted as a matchmaker for at
least 2-3 test cases and the assignment was made randomly.
Listing 6.2: The output of the RBMM for TC8. One can see that three configurations were
deduced to satisfy the need for magnification (line 4, 8, 12) but only the Windows Magnifier will
be activated for the user (line 13). The settings for each solution are represented in common
language. The transformer uses the capability transformations to translate these settings into the
application-specific language, which happens after the RBMM performed the matchmaking.
1 { "inferredConfiguration" : {
2 "gpii -default" : {
3 "applications" : {
4 "com.google.chrome" : {
5 "active" : false ,
6 "settings" : { "gpii/common/magnification" : 1.2 }
7 },
8 "com.ilunion.cloud4chrome" : {
9 "active" : false ,
10 "settings" : { "gpii/common/magnification" : 1.2 }
11 },
12 "com.microsoft.windows.magnifier" : {
13 "active" : true ,
14 "settings" : { "gpii/common/magnification" : 1.2 }
15 }
16 }
17 }
18 }}
6.3.4 Results
To validate the results derived by the RBMM against the configuration chosen by the
human matchmakers, we defined the three following success criteria:
1. Meet general user requirements. For instance, this means launching a screen reader
when there are preferences that point to such a need. Matchmakers have to consider
several possibilities how a user requirement can be expressed (e.g. a need is explicitly
indicated as meta data or implicitly given by a set of related preferences; product
priorities are indicated).
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2. Avoid contradicting settings. All deduced configurations shall complement but shall
not contradict with each other (e.g. activating font size on the operating system level
and the browser level might be the desired result to ensure consistent enlargement
across these layers, whereas activating a specific magnifier in combination with zoom
capabilities of the browser might intensify the enlargement effect and should be
avoided hence).
3. Choose the most suitable product. In addition to satisfy the user needs and prefer-
ences generally (1st and 2nd success criteria), it is relevant to choose an adequate
product for the user, in particular if explicit priorities have not been expressed by
the user or cannot be satisfied. Specifically, users relying on AT usually tend to use
a specific product. Using unfamiliar products is a main barrier for them [LCBW14].
The outcome of the RBMM was compared with the configurations collected from the
expert-based matchmaking task and a matching score was calculated for each test case.
The matching score is a metric between 0 and 1, where 0 represents a total mismatch and
1 a full agreement between the configurations derived by the RBMM and the solutions
provided by experts. A matching score was calculated per test case. More specifically,
a matching score mc of a test case t represents the average value of the sub-matches
ascertained for all three success criteria (sci):
mc(t) = 13
3∑
i=1
sci (6.12)
The following rules were applied to ascertained a match according to the success crite-
ria (sc1, sc2, sc3):
• Success criteria 1 (sc1) – meet general requirements: When the RBMM selects the
same type of solution that was selected by a human matchmaker, this counts as a
valid match.
• Success criteria 2 (sc2) – avoid contradicting settings: When the RBMM selects
the same combination of solutions within and across configuration layers that was
selected by a human matchmaker, this counts as a valid match.
• Success criteria 3 (sc3) – choose most suitable product: When the RBMM selects
the same product that was selected by a human matchmaker, this count as a valid
match.
The formula and rules described above are applicable for all test cases, where the experts
agree among themselves, namely when several human matchmakers choose the same con-
figuration for a test case. However, in some test cases, the experts disagreed on how to
configure the device according to the specific user needs and preferences. Accordingly, they
choose different configurations for one test case. It shall be emphasised that the experts
did not exchange views or experiences about a test case and possible configurations. Each
expert performed the task by themselves.
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In case of an disagreement between the experts, two additional rules were applied to
determine a match or mismatch:
• If the majority of experts agreed on a configuration, then this was the reference value
for the comparison with the RBMM results.
• In cases where all experts had chosen different solutions for a test case, a match of
the RBMM is achieved when an agreement with at least one expert exists.
The calculated match scores for each test case are illustrated in Figure 6.7. On average,
the RBMM performed with a matching score of 0.82 in the evaluation. In the following
paragraph, the results are discussed in detail.
Figure 6.7: Match score (x-axis) of the RBMM in accordance with the expert-provided solutions
for all eleven test cases (y-axis).
6.3.5 Discussion of the evaluation results
Taken as a whole, the matching score of the RBMM was high (0.82). For three test
cases (TC6, TC8, TC9), the RBMM achieved an agreement with the experts in all three
success criteria. For test cases TC1 to TC5, the RBMM score is poor (0.67). However, the
RBMMmet success criteria one and two for all five test cases. This means that the deduced
configurations met the correct type of AT and the detection and resolution of multiple
solutions conflicts also corresponded to the selections of the experts. The poor result arose
from success criteria three. The majority of experts selected the screen reader NVDA while
the RBMM deduced JAWS in all five test cases. However, it has to be noted that there was
also a disagreement within the experts’ choices. Participants from Germany chose JAWS
whereas experts from Greece and Spain chose NVDA. Accordingly, we can attribute the
poor matching score for TC1 - TC5 to the geographical distribution of experts as more
experts from Greece and Spain than from Germany conducted these test cases. Figure 6.8
shows the distribution for TC1 - TC5. The result shows that demographic aspects must
be incorporated in the domain ontology as the usage of accessibility solutions differs from
one country to another. This aspect is worth to be further investigated – empirically but
also technically.
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Explicit knowledge about the different use of accessibility solutions based on demographic
aspects can be acquired and added to the knowledge base. On the other hand, learning
techniques can be applied to feed and adjust the knowledge base during usage.
Figure 6.8: The diagram shows which expert (DE_1, DE_2, GR_1, GR_1, GR_3, GR_4,
ES_1) conducted which of the test cases TC1 - TC5. The expert id encodes the country where the
expert came from.
Test cases TC7, TC10 and TC11 show also a deviation from the expert-provided configu-
rations. In test case TC7, a suitable combination of settings for font size on Linux had to
be matched across three configuration layers. Both, the RBMM and the experts came up
with configuring the font size at the OS layer as the resulting enlargement has an effect on
the entire system. This agreement supports the generalisation encoded in the knowledge
base of RBMM, which says that settings at the OS layer shall be generally prioritised over
application settings.
However, there was also a disagreement among the expert decisions and the output of
the RBMM. The experts chose to configure the font size on the Chrome web browser while
the RBMM did not. A general explanation is that some applications such Google Chrome
do not adopt settings (e.g. font size, high contrast) that are applied at the OS level or to
the web content, while in other applications this is the case. These application constraints
are not considered in the current version of the RBMM. This limitation will be further
discussed in the Section 6.4.
The matchmaking challenge of task TC10 and TC11 was to come up with appropri-
ate alternative configurations, which satisfy the user need for magnification in TC10 and
contrast theme yellow on black in TC11. For test case 10, the RBMM and the human
experts selected increased font size and cursor size. In addition, the human experts also
selected to change the colour theme. For test case eleven, both the RBMM and the human
matchmaker selected to activate high contrast white on black (the preference was yellow
on black, but this is not supported on Linux) and the human matchmaker selected to
activate the magnifier. In both test cases, the logical assertions of the RBMM performed
as expected for success criteria 1.
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Therefore, the need to deduce an alternative solution was successfully detected. A pref-
erence substitute and the corresponding configuration were also deduced in both test
cases. The deviations between the RBMM and the expert’s choices concern the combina-
tion of selected configurations. Reason for the disagreement is that the RBMM encodes
only few instances of possible preference substitutes (recommendations) in its current ver-
sion. However, a productive system would require several sets of preferences substitutes.
Nonetheless, new preference substitutes sets can be easily maintained via the domain
ontology without changing the logical assertions.
The presented evaluation is based on a comparison between configurations deduced
by the RBMM and human experts. The advantage of this methodology is that we could
systematically measure a matching score along success criteria. The results presented here
allow us to claim that the proposed knowledge-based approach can perform in compatible
quality as accessibility experts would do (for overall limitations and necessary extensions
of the approach see Section 6.4). This result is promising in that we may better ad-
dress future challenges accompanied with increasing diversity of ICT as well as end-users
by investigating more effort on automatism towards increased usability and accessibility.
However, the presented evaluation results do not allow drawing conclusions about the de-
gree to which the proposed system meets the actual needs and preferences of end-users.
An interesting question for future evaluations with end-users is, which configuration they
like best and what range of setting values they find acceptable. Such an investigation could
be used for advanced user preferences modelling. A sophisticated evaluation is necessary
here, although the study design is not trivial. In two of the three pilot evaluations of the
GPII personalisation approach, we invited end-users to assess the configurations applied
by the GPII. In particular, the focus was on comparing the configuration results of different
matchmaking strategies. Although the RBMM did well compared to other matchmaking
strategies [Clo15], we primarily received feedback on the quality of the capability trans-
formation and not on the solution selection or preference substitutions. These results,
which are summarised in [Clo15], are important to evaluate preferences matching in gen-
eral. However, in the context of this work, we were interested in more specific questions
with respect to the RBMM. Therewith we presented here a specific analysis of the data
of the 3rd pilot phase, in which we evaluated with experts.
6.4 Summary and discussion of the knowledge-based approach
Automatically adapting UIs to the needs of people with disabilities is targeted by a multi-
tude of research projects and application domains as we have shown in Chapter 4. However,
auto-configuring all accessibility aids and applications available on an interactive device by
considering their interaction within and across different configuration layer (i.e. operating
system, application, web) is not yet properly targeted. This chapter presented the Rule-
based Matchmaker component of the GPII, which is an architecture to facilitate the auto-
configuration of mainstream ICT such as desktop computers running MS Windows or
Linux, Android-based mobile devices or public terminals such as ATMs. The main task of
the RBMM is to decide about customisation features that shall be activated on a device
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to accommodate the needs and preferences of a user with respect to accessibility. This
reasoning task is accompanied by several challenges. For instance, the RBMM must come
up with a solution in cases where a user need cannot be satisfied by the device. The
RBMM must also handle situations when a user need can be satisfied by a multitude of
accessibility aids, which may have inconsistent effects if they are all activated at the same
time.
The novelty of the proposed approach compared to the state of the art is that the adap-
tation theory is not based on propositional statements as it is the case for the majority of
existing approaches analysed in Chapter 4. More specifically, designing rules for certain
user groups or accessibility aids was avoided. Instead, general requirements were formu-
lated to address specialities in setting up interactive devices for people with special needs
including those with disabilities. Moreover, the knowledge was formalised in a generic and
feature-based manner to facilitate scalability of the reasoning about diverse user demands
and heterogeneous accessibility aids. The formalisation of the domain knowledge and the
logical rules to fulfil the reasoning task are the main contributions of this part of the
thesis. However, a completeness of the domain ontology is not claimed as discussed in
the next paragraphs. Beyond scalability, strength of the proposed approach is that it can
perform with a great deal of precision to satisfy the variety of constraints with respect to
accessibility. Moreover, the encoded knowledge and the transparent logic facilitate includ-
ing an explanation feature to make decisions about adaptations transparent for the user.
However, the knowledge and expert-based approach also has disadvantages.
The main weakness of the proposed approach involves the acquisition, maintenance
and accuracy of the knowledge bases. In the presented version, the RBMM presupposes
a minimum of information to fulfil the reasoning task. In particular the RBMM requires
information about GPII-compatible solutions and a repository of preferences substitutes.
In the subsequent paragraphs, limitations and extensions to applications and preference-
related knowledge are discussed.
6.4.1 Limitations and extensions of application-specific knowledge
Information about GPII compatible solutions is mainly provided by vendors. This is
both an advantage and disadvantage. Obvious advantage is to decentralise the effort
necessary to acquire and maintain solution registry entries as the task is mainly allocated to
developers. This step could be further facilitated by automatisms, for instance by detecting
user interface tool kits or libraries. However, the drawback here is that the data provided
by vendors are non-qualified with respect to reliability and accuracy. When information
about applications and accessibility aids are imperfect or even incorrect, configurations
applied on the system will be not the one a user was expecting. The following two examples
of knowledge require specific assessment.
Most crucial knowledge, which requires assessment concerns the accuracy of capability
transformation rules which were briefly introduced in Section 6.1. These rules provide
a translation between application-specific settings and common preferences terms. An
example shall emphasise the problem: “The screen reader NVDA supports adjustments of
the rate of the speech synthesis at an individual scale between 0% and 100%, where 30%
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is the default value and 100% represents the highest supported speed. The corresponding
common preference term is speech rate and the standardised format is words per minute
(wpm). Accordingly, the vendor of NVDA must provide the formula that maps the current
NVDA rate to words per minutes, for instance by (nvdaRate/100) ∗ 310 + 80 = wpm 16.
This formula must be as accurate as possible to ensure that a user, who has specified a
preference of 350 wpm, will experience such a speech rate when using NVDA. Manually
reviewing those capability transformations according to their accuracy is not efficiently.
However, it is promising to apply alternative techniques from the field of AI. For instance,
one could infer those capability transformations based on collaborative filtering techniques.
A statistical matchmaker was also developed in the context of GPII. It constitutes a step
in this direction because application-specific user preferences are inferred from other user
preferences [LSS+13]. However, establishing a large base of preferences sets – which is
a prerequisite to train statistical algorithms sufficiently and infer accurate configuration
results – remains the most challenging part and has not yet been solved. Involving users
by assessing and re-adjusting applied adaptations on the fly seem promising approaches
to review and improve capability rules semi-automatically.
In addition to evaluating the accuracy of capability transformation rules, it is important
to assess the usefulness of an accessibility aid because it is important to know the benefits
and limitations of a solution as well as that it does not introduce new barriers. For instance,
a browser extension may provide zooming capabilities for web pages but is clipping the
content when the enlargement exceeds 200%. A knowledge-based approach such as the
one proposed in this thesis reaches its limits when any possible limitation or barrier of a
solution must be explicitly modelled and satisfied by the logical assertions. Such a rule base
is obviously neither efficient nor maintainable. However, the addressed problem is of more
general nature and very likely not solvable by automated solutions. More specifically,
the accessibility domain does not yet have defined metrics to assess the usefulness of
an accessibility aid, although their necessity increases because the amount of built-in
accessibility aids is expanding. Databases such as EASTIN provide a platform for finding
assistive products but they do not provide reports about the usefulness or even limitations
of a product in a certain context of use. Nonetheless, this information is necessary to
facilitate the decision process concerning which accessibility aid will be appropriate for
a certain user. In its current version, the proposed rule-based approach does not take
into consideration how useful an accessibility aid is or not, although this would be a
vital extension. Provided that this information is available, the proposed approach could
sharpen the decision to choose the best of a multitude of similar solutions, for instance by
considering reports of users about the actual usage of a product. Again, it is promising to
apply AI techniques such as retrieving and aggregating information about the usefulness
of an accessibility aid from forums or comments made by users.
16An example of the transformation rule of speech rate supported by the screen reader NVDA to the
corresponding common term can be found on the GPII repository on GitHub https://github.com/GPII/
universal/blob/master/testData/solutions/win32.json5#L917-L965.
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Nonetheless, for some application constraints, explicit modelling would be viable, in
particular if an application setting requires settings of another configuration layer such as;
for instance, starting the Windows Magnifier in “full screen” or “lense” mode presupposes
that the Windows AERO design setting at the operating system level is activated. Both the
Windows Magnifier and Windows AERO Design are different solutions and the described
unidirectional dependency must be modelled somehow. Such constraints are only partially
addressed by the RBMM by encoding explicit propositional rules for selected examples of
application constraints. Obviously, this approach is not scalable to meet the heterogeneity
of applications, their prerequisites as well as barriers eventually produced by developers
of solutions. An extension of the solution description in the domain ontology would be to
describe application constraints explicitly. Furthermore, it would be necessary to extend
the RBMM by corresponding algorithms such solving constraint satisfaction problems as
for instance proposed by [RN09, Chapter 5]. To sum up, the RBMM supports currently
the following three application-related concepts.
• capability transformations to common preference standards
• purpose of an application or accessibility aid
• configuration layer of a solution
All three concepts are clearly relevant to accomplish the reasoning task. Supporting
those features in standards such as the [ISO11b] would enrich approaches such as the one
proposed in this thesis. In addition to these concepts, plausible extension of the domain
ontology would be the following three aspects.
• the accuracy of capability transformations (expert or user assessed)
• the usefulness (expert/user-assessed) or conformance with standards (expert-assessed)
• application constraints in terms of system prerequisites
6.4.2 Limitations and extensions of preferences-specific knowledge
A weakness of the proposed system is that extensive domain knowledge about preferences
substitution is presupposed. Although there are currently a multitude of recommendations
that might help people with disabilities when using interactive devices, knowledge is scat-
tered over a wide area (e.g. accessibility standards, research work, services of accessibility
consultants, web pages etc.) and extracting the relevant information is a time consum-
ing process. Future research can address this issue by investigating intelligent knowledge
acquisition mechanisms in the accessibility domain. For instance, we have demonstrated
how problems or recommendations provided by end-user at social web platforms can be
automatically extracted and reused via case-based reasoning techniques [LRGW14].
A second issue concerns the trigger when preference substitutes must be deduced. In its
current version, the need for preferences substitutes is asserted if and only if the user has
expressed a need17 that cannot be directly satisfied by the solutions available on the device
(see axiom 6.2). Not directly satisfied means that a preference such as text-to-speech is
not supported by applications or accessibility aids available on the device.
17A need can be expressed by metadata of type “REQUIRED” set to a value of 100.
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In this case, the RBMM tries to compensate the need by deducing alternative solutions
(see axioms 6.3 and 6.4). However, the rules are not fired in cases where a setting is
available but the value range does not suit the user specified value. For instance, a screen
reader supports adjusting the speech rate but not up to the user’s required rate. This
behaviour is intended. The proposed rule-based approach works together with the capa-
bility transformation provided by vendors and applied by the Transformer component of
the GPII framework. More specifically, capability transformation provided by vendors en-
able approximation of a concrete user preferences value (expressed in common languages)
to application-specific settings. Accordingly, if a screen reader developed by vendor x is
limited to a speech rate of 300 words per minute and the user prefers 500 words per minute
the final configuration is mapped to the upper bound of the supported value range, which
would be 300. This functionality is already in place, supported by the GPII personifi-
cation infrastructure. Apart from solving the problem technical by approximation is the
fact that accessibility aids do not always provide banding of customisation options that
address the full spectrum of human abilities; for instance, volume settings must meet the
spectrum of hearing abilities. Advanced preferences standardisation could help vendors
to better understand sufficient value ranges to address diversity and not to set limits on
users capabilities by insufficient customisation options.
Another limitation of the proposed system concerns missing specifications in a pref-
erences sets which can introduce new accessibility problems if not properly detected and
considered. The problem arises when a preference indicated by a user implies another
preference which was not explicitly specified by the user. For instance, a user might ex-
press a preference for text-to-speech but not a preference for the system volume, although
enabling text-to-speech implicitly requires enabling the operating system volume at a no-
ticeable level. Another example in this category concerns the language in which a screen
reader speaks to the user. While some screen readers automatically detect the language
of a document or an application, others do not provide this functionality which makes it
necessary for the user to indicate the preferred language of the speech synthesiser. These
problems can be addressed at different stages in the personalisation process. Obviously,
preferences management tools could fill those gaps semi-automatically and pro-actively
by involving the user in an additional preference specification process. Matchmakers such
as the one described in this thesis can also come up with an automatic solution here.
In terms of the RBMM, one must introduce a new set of knowledge concepts describing
pre-conditions of user preferences as well as a new rule that deduces if a preference con-
straints is not satisfied. If this is the case, a new preliminary preference could be inferred
and added to the knowledge based. A user would have to agree with the preliminary
preference in order to assert that it is user preference. This concept is compatible with
those of preference substitutes. The most challenging part is to investigate and establish
the knowledge base specifying interrelations between preferences terms.
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To sum up, preference-related concepts currently supported by the RBMM comprise five
aspects:
• feature-based user profiles based on preferences standards
• fine-grained preferences modelling (common, application-specific, conditional)
• gradation between needs and preferences on a numeric scale (via metadata)
• prioritizing of products
• recommendations of preference substitutions
All concepts are clearly relevant to accomplish the reasoning task. Supporting those fea-
tures in standards such as the [ISO08b] would enrich approaches such as the one proposed
in this thesis and the target domain in general. In addition to these concepts, plausible
extension of the domain ontology would be to support further granularity of preferences
modelling by specifying three aspects:
• upper and lower boundaries of individual requirements instead of defining fixed val-
ues to further support approximation
• preference gaps or dependencies
• problems or barriers in addition to concrete preferences with respect to accessibility
6.4.3 Further extensions of the knowledge-based approach
The description in this chapter focuses on two problem instances (i.e.multiple and no
solution available) which address AIIS-specific use cases relating to information appliances
(UC I and UC II), general purpose computers (UC III) and migrating user models or
profiles (UC V) introduced in Section 3.3. However, the knowledge base is formulated
and implemented in a way that allows extensions to support additional UC IV targeting
multi-user application contexts as well. More specifically, the rule set of RBMM can
be extended for auto-detecting and resolving preferences conflicts when multiple users –
with different/contradictory needs or preferences – want to share a device simultaneously.
This scenario predominantly occurs in smart home environments. Foundations research to
create a corresponding knowledge base for such an extension are described in Section 7.1.
The knowledge-based approach was developed to cover the needs of the GPII person-
alisation infrastructure. However, it can be applied in many others ways. Against the
background of ageing populations and spreading usages of ICT, it is crucial to provide in-
telligent mechanisms to recommend accessibility solutions to non-literate computer users,
for instance when abilities change due to ageing, because multiple impairments arise or
in case of temporal disabilities. The proposed domain ontology and logical assertions
reflect experiences of accessibility experts assisting people with disabilities in setting up
digital devices, applications or assistive technologies. In this respect, there was sufficient
knowledge available to formalise a concise domain ontology and logical assertions. Adapt-
ing/configuring UIs for specific user groups such as people who have cognitive disabilities
requires further investigations of ICT-related requirements as there are insufficient infor-
mation available to generalise and formalise possible adaptations in high-level rules. As
example, foundational research on ICT-related requirements of people with dementia is
described in Section 7.2.
Chapter 7
Specific Domain Knowledge for Supporting AIISs
This chapter investigates specific domain knowledge to address research gaps that were
identified for AIIS-related use cases and challenges (see Chapter2, Chapter 3 and Chap-
ter 4). It was shown, adapting multi-user applications with respect to accessibility func-
tionality is seldom targeted by existing AIISs. Accessibility-related knowledge supporting
this use case is also inadequately investigated. Thus, Section 7.1 presents a foundational
study on contradicting preferences of users with disabilities. Results propose conflict
management approaches to support user modelling and AIISs addressing this use case.
Another foundational user study, which is presented in Section 7.2, addresses the issue
of insufficiently researched ICT-related requirements for many diverse user groups. As
an example, ICT-related requirements of people with dementia and barriers are analysed,
evaluated and their relevance for AIISs are discussed. Results of both user study show
how accessibility-related knowledge base can be extended to support AIISs such as the
one presented in Chapter 6.
7.1 AIIS support for multi-user application contexts
A specific use case of AIISs concerns situations when several people use ICT simultane-
ously, for instance watching TV together. This use case was introduced in Section 3.3.
Related challenges for people with disabilities comprise the personalisation of applications
or devices for multiple user profiles. It has been already emphasised in Section 3.3, AIISs
are suitable for this use case by inferring a temporary UI adaptation that matches the
profiles of several users. This also involves to detect and resolve interfering needs and/or
preferences. As shown in Chapter 4, this aspect had previously received little attention
in the domain of AIIS. Thus, the core of this section comprises a study that investigates
which ICT-related preferences potentially contradict with each other as well as whether
and how these conflicts can be automatically resolved by an AIIS.
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The objectives of the study are to (i) compile potential conflicts of accessibility-related
preferences that occur when they are activated simultaneously and (ii) investigating ap-
propriate conflict resolution approaches that can be managed by means of AIISs.
Research presented in this section was published in [LHW16]. However, the text was
considerably reworked in order to extend the description of conducted research.
7.1.1 Methodology
Research presented in this section is based on the preliminary work of a student research
project, which was advised by the author of this thesis. How the preliminary research
links with this thesis is illustrated in Figure 7.1 and described subsequently.
Figure 7.1: Methodology of the presented research on conflict management of contradicting
accessibility-related preferences.
The first step comprised the identification of preference conflicts and potential resolu-
tion approaches, which were validated with experts in the second step. The first two steps
were supported within the course of the diploma thesis of Diana Hille about the topic
“Rule-based solution of preference conflicts in a multi-user environment” [Hil15]. Main
contribution of Hilles’ work comprises a matrix indicating possible contradicting needs
and preferences. In addition, Hille attempts to generalise rules from the analysis and the
validation with experts. For this thesis, Hilles’ proposed generalisation of conflict manage-
ment approaches was reviewed and reconsidered because derivations made by Hille contain
contradictions with the results of the validation. More specifically, conflict resolution ap-
proaches are newly synthesized on the basis of raw data compiled by Hille and the results
from the expert-based validation.
The remainder of this section is structured as follows: Section 7.1.2 explains background
and related work on conflict management approaches. Thereafter, the basic analysis of
setting conflicts conducted by Hille is described (Section 7.1.3) followed by the results of the
validation with experts (Section 7.1.4). Section 7.1.5 discusses the results to demonstrate
how AIISs can support multi-user application contexts for people with disabilities who
have conflicting needs and preferences.
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7.1.2 Related approaches
Multi-user environments are on the rise, among others due to spreading context aware-
ness and ubiquitous ICT. However, these application areas brought out new technological
challenges including conflict management approaches [SBC01].
More specifically, managing conflicting device or service allocation policies are widely
applied in context-aware intelligent environments (CAIEs) and involve priority-based algo-
rithms by using role and age properties [TJK+08] or calculating group-preferences [SW05].
These approaches aim at automatically solving application usage conflicts that arise when
users with different interests access the same TV application. For instance, one user prefers
to watch the news channel and another user wants to watch a documentary. Solving those
conflicts by additional user involvement to adjust or rate calculated recommendations is
proposed in [NYS+05] and [SYW07]. Priority-based solutions are appropriate for adap-
tations triggered by users with static preferences (e.g. interests) where the displacement
of user preferences is not optimal but eventually acceptable by users. In the aforesaid
example, a context-aware TV application chooses the TV channel of the user who has the
highest priority.
Other approaches were investigated depending on the parameters that trigger a con-
flict. Offset calculation is a proper solution to resolve conflicts triggered by environmental
information such as bandwidth or battery [XZQ+07]. Using an auction protocol to gov-
ern interactions based on rules is also proposed [CEM03]. Other application areas such
as simultaneous cooperative-work environments also investigate conflict management ap-
proaches. The focus of research in this domain is on coordination mechanisms of multi-user
interaction in virtual environments [EZH13] or over digital tables [TGS+08]. In addition,
behaviour coordination is also applied in the field of robotics as described in [Pir99].
However, considering multiple-user contexts with respect to accessibility is not con-
sidered by current research, in particular detecting and resolving conflicts of needs and
preferences. Existing approaches (i.e. displacing users by priorities, offset-calculation) are
not fully applicable to the domain of AIIS which aim at facilitating collaborative usage
of devices for users with heterogeneous accessibility requirements. More specifically, re-
strictive priority-based approaches that exclude the one or the other user do not support
cooperative work because individual user needs are – if at all – addressed sequentially. Pro-
vided that users are computer literate and used to customisation, solutions allowing users
to choose between configuration compromises are possible but must be still investigated.
In addition, accessibility features are manifold in their semantics and activating multiple
settings might intensify or lessen the desired UI adaptation. These characteristics must
be considered by conflict resolution approaches to serve multiple users with an accessible
UI that suits all users. Existing resolution approaches do not meet these requirements.
7.1.3 Preliminary analysis of settings conflicts and their resolutions
As mentioned in Section 7.1.1, the first step of the presented study involved analysing
existing accessibility settings to identify potential configuration conflicts and possible res-
olution strategies. Starting point was the Ease of Access Centre (EAC) of Windows.
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It provides a wide range of accessibility adjustments for people with disabilities, including
non-visual interaction, screen and reading enhancements, auditory alternatives as well as
keyboard and mouse settings. In total, 88 settings were analysed with respect to their
semantics, data types and value spaces. Moreover, all settings were coordinated with
ISO 24751-2 2008 [ISO08a] to unify terms used by the EAC because most of the provided
settings are also supported by other operating systems or applications. The resulting list
of accessibility settings used for the identification of preference conflicts is presented in
the Appendix A.1.
In the next step, a matrix was created to show which preferences potentially come
into conflict with each other when profiles of several users must be merged to infer a
proper customisation that accommodates all users. In total, 156 conflicts were identified
and classified into two classes: (i) Same Setting Different Values Conflict (SDV) and
(ii) Semantically Related Settings Conflict (SRS).
The first class comprises conflicts that arise when several users prefer the same accessi-
bility feature but with different values; for instance, one user prefers a font size of 18 while
another user prefers 24. Adapting a UI to accommodate font size-related preferences of
multiple users implies a compromise decision such as choosing a font size between 18 and
24. The second class of conflicts appears when differently preferred accessibility settings
are semantically related. One user might prefer a low screen resolution while another
one requires magnification. Inferring a configuration to accommodate both users implies
assessing whether turning on both screen enlargement options result in an adequate config-
uration. Activating a small screen resolution may accommodate user A and magnification
user B but activating both results in a UI that satisfies neither user A nor user B. In this
case, it must be decided whether one of the preferred enlargement options is suitable for
both users or if it is more appropriate to propose alternative settings. The conflict matrix
is presented in [Hil15] and an excerpt is shown in Table 7.1. SDV conflicts are encoded
with o and constitute the main diagonal. SRS conflicts are encoded with x. The matrix
includes all combinations of preferences that likely lead to contradicting configurations
when they are simultaneously activated. A preference of a specific font-family might con-
tradict with related preferences such as font-weight, line height, text align, letter spacing,
etc. The table shows also conflict examples for colour-related preferences and those that
concern the mouse cursor.
Furthermore, Hille proposed the following six conflict resolution approaches depending
on the data types and value spaces of the analysed settings:
1. Adjust to the minimum: This conflict resolution is applicable for SDV conflicts,
in particular for settings with numeric value ranges such as speech rate, screen
resolution or pitch. That means, if multiple users prefer the same setting belonging
to this class, the conflict detected is resolved by activating the minimum preferred
setting value of all users.
2. Adjust to the maximum: This conflict resolution is applicable for SDV conflicts, in
particular for settings with numeric value ranges such as font size, cursor size or
magnification. If a conflict of this class is detected, it is resolved by activating the
maximum preferred setting value of all users.
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3. Adjust to the average: This conflict resolution is applicable for SDV conflicts and –
in particular – for settings with numeric value ranges such as mouse speed settings,
scrolling settings or line height. When a conflict of this class is detected, it is resolved
by calculating and applying the average preferred setting value of all users.
4. Activate settings: This conflict resolution is applicable for SDV conflicts and – in
particular – for settings with boolean value ranges such as toggle keys, mouse keys
or cursor trails. When a conflict of this class is detected, it is resolved by activating
the setting, although one user has indicated to turn it off.
5. Deactivate settings: This conflict resolution is applicable for SDV conflicts and – in
particular – for settings with boolean value ranges such as filter keys or sticky keys.
When a conflict of this class is detected, it is resolved by deactivating the setting,
although one user has indicated to enable the setting.
6. Individual configuration: This conflict resolution is primarily applicable for SRS
conflicts. Conflicts regard semantically related settings such as filter and sticky
keys, screen resolution and font size, etc. Individual configuration rules can be
defined descriptive and automatically applied to resolve the conflict.
Table 7.1: Excerpt of the conflict matrix showing conflicting accessibility settings. Identified
conflicts of class SDV are encoded with o and of class SRS with x – based on Hille [Hil15].
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7.1.4 Validation with experts
Identified conflict resolution approaches were further examined by an expert-based vali-
dation described subsequently.
Procedure and material
The validation was implemented by an online survey that involves 156 questions. Each
question referred to a specific setting conflict identified during the analysis phase. Due
to the large number of questions, we distributed the questions across 5 questionnaires to
simplify the process and to reduce the amount of time necessary to answer the questions
per participant.
Each questionnaire comprised between 26 to 35 questions that followed an identical
structure. We asked the participants whether a specific conflict can be solved automatically
or not. When the participant choose that a conflict is solvable, we asked for an adequate
resolution approach. Respecting SDV conflicts, we provided a set of possible options
depending on the data type of settings involved in a conflict. Correspondingly, we included
multiple choice options representing the conflict resolution approaches introduced in the
beginning of this section. For instance, questions for numeric settings were “How would you
solve a conflict between different values of setting A? The following five possible answers
were given accordingly: “not solvable”, “adjust to the lower value”, “adjust to the average”,
‘adjust to the higher value”, “other solution” and “I don’t know”. For SRS conflicts, we did
not suggest a specific resolution approach. Instead, we asked the question: “Do you think
a conflict between setting A and B can be resolved by a compromise?”. Three answers
were possible for this question type: “Yes, like this [open text for a proposal]”, “No” and “I
don‘t know’. In addition, we allowed participants for each question to state comments or
propose alternative solutions as free answers. The questionnaires were randomly assigned
to the participants of the survey.
Participants
We invited 23 experts to participate in our survey, although only six experts completed
the survey. All invited experts had good knowledge about accessibility settings and AT.
More specifically, each expert rated their expertise according to the questions "I have a
good knowledge of [...]" on a scale from one to seven (1 strongly disagree - 7 strongly
agree). Figure 7.2 represents the average expertise of all experts according to the tested
accessibility topics which reflect the scope of the EAC of Windows. Each questionnaire
was completed at least one time. One questionnaire was answered by two experts. Each
expert assessed 32 conflict resolutions in average.
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Figure 7.2: Average expertise of the participants for each relevant area of expertise.
Results
In total, the participants of the validation phase supplied solutions to 137 conflicts (88%).
87 of these conflict resolutions (64% ) assigned by the participants match one of the
proposed conflict solutions. 38 of the conflicts (28%) were assessed as not solvable and
12 cases (8%) were evaluated as not conflicting. For the remaining 19 conflicts (12%)
participants chose the option “I don’t know a solution for this conflict”.
The result per resolution and conflict class is presented in Figure 7.3. The numbers
show which conflict resolution approach was proposed for how many conflicts. While SDV
conflicts involve the full range of resolution approaches proposed, SRS conflicts were either
assessed as resolvable by individual approaches or judged as not solvable.
Figure 7.3: Total number of conflicts that were assessed as resolvable by a proposed resolution
approach or not solvable.
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All validated conflict resolutions per setting as well as the original remarks from the
experts have been made also available in Appendix A.1. Subsequently, we give examples
of the conflicts resolution approaches proposed by the participants and discuss the answers
by considering additional remarks we received to substantiate specific assessments.
Activating preferred settings to solve a conflict. The complete list of conflicts assessed
as resolvable by turning a setting on (activation) is shown in the appendix Table A.2.
Examples of corresponding conflicts involve – for instance – to turn on cursor trails,
mouse keys, toggle keys, audio description, text captions for spoken dialogues, visual
notifications for sounds or turning off all unnecessary animations. The resolution approach
was substantiated by the following two statements given by the experts: “settings leading
to additional information will help and should be always turned on” and “settings making
functions accessible without making another functionality inaccessible should be always
turned on”. A critical review shows that this meaning applies to all given examples in
this category. For instance, turning on cursor trails to accommodate a user who prefers
this feature does not make the UI inaccessible for a user who does not prefer cursor trails.
More specifically, it improves the visual perception for one user while not making the UI
unusable for the other user. Toogle keys is another accessibility feature that provides
additional information by playing an alert each time keys (i.e. Caps Lock or Num Lock)
are pressed. Activating this feature does not hinder another person in using the system
as usual.
Deactivating preferred settings to solve a conflict. Only two conflicts were assessed as
resolvable by turning off a corresponding setting. These conflicts are “prevent windows
from being automatically arranged when the mouse is moved to the edge of the screen”
and “announce scroll notifications of a screen reader”. However, the assessments were
not substantiated by additional remarks. Accordingly, it cannot be inferred from the
results whether the resolution approach is suitable for both options or not. Taking the few
numbers of conflicts assigned to this resolution approach into consideration, the usefulness
of the approach cannot be justified by the validation. We will discuss this aspect further
in Section 7.1.5.
Applying minimum, maximum or average preference values. For conflicts that concern
settings of numeric nature, we proposed three conflict resolution approaches: (i) apply the
smallest (minimum), (ii) the largest (maximum) or (iii) the average of preferred setting
values of users. The complete list of conflicts assessed as resolvable by these approaches
are shown in the appendix in corresponding tables relating to minimum (Table A.3),
maximum (Table A.4) and average (Table A.5).
Examples of conflicts assessed as resolvable by applying the minimum preferences value
of all users involve speech rate of screen readers, screen resolution, etc. Accordingly,
decisions whether to apply a slow speech rate (preferred by user A) or a high speech rate
(preferred by user B) can be made by prioritizing the preference which requires fewer
skills.
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This can be applied to other conflicts assessed as resolvable by this class; for instance, set
the screen resolution to the lowest preferred value because it accommodates the user with
fewer vision-related capabilities but does not make the system unusable for other persons.
All conflicts assessed as resolvable by this class are summarised in Table A.3.
For conflicts assessed as resolvable by applying the maximum preferences value applies
the same rationale. The difference between applying the minimum or the maximum of
preferences values is substantiated by the semantics of the value space of the corresponding
setting. For instance, the lower bound of the value space of speech rate or screen resolution
refers to some sort of reduced abilities. For settings such as magnification or font size
the applies opposite. Other examples of conflicts assessed as resolvable by applying the
maximum preferences value of all users involve font size, letter spacing or line height, etc.
All conflicts assessed as resolvable by this class are summarised in Table A.4.
Examples of conflicts assessed as resolvable by applying the average preferences value
of all users involve cursor size, cursor trail length, mouse pointer speed, magnification or
screen reader pitch, etc. However, a critical study of all assessed conflicts in this category
showed that an appropriate rationale cannot be inferred from the assessment and the
semantics of the corresponding setting. Applying the average preference value seems an
adequate resolution only if all involved users indicated the corresponding setting as not
absolutely needed for interacting with ICT. A compromise by calculating the average is
otherwise not adequate because it makes the system unusable for the user who has a strong
accessibility-related requirement to interact with ICT. From this perspective, applying
the average preferences value to accommodate multiple users with different preferences of
mouse pointer speed is not appropriate for someone who has serious difficulties in holding
a mouse steady or with the target acquisition when using a mouse. Different magnification
preferences can also not be compensated by simply magnifying the screen to the average
preference value because a user who requires the largest magnification will be very likely
facing a serious barrier in perceiving the information on the screen. The same applies
to all conflicts assessed as resolvable by this category (see appendix, Table A.5). Better
suitable approaches to resolve these conflicts comprise applying the smallest or the largest
value depending on the semantic of a setting as described previously.
Consolidation of individual resolution approaches. As shown in Figure 7.3, we received
a large amount of individual proposals in order to resolve specific preference conflicts (13
for SDV and 26 for SRS conflicts). Although the amount of this qualitative feedback is
large, proposed approaches can be subsumed into three subclasses:
1. Resolve a conflict by considering an alternative preference (7 answers in this class).
2. Resolve a conflict by applying combinations of preferences (13 answers in this class).
3. Involve users in finding a compromise (19 answers in this class).
Examples to the first subclass are manifold. However, remarks of the experts discuss
predominantly conflicts when users have different audio-related preferences; for instance,
a different screen reader voice; enabling keystroke sounds and turning on audio descrip-
tion. For all these examples, it was proposed to decide accommodating one user with the
preferred setting and the other user with an alternative means of sound.
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In terms of different voice preferences of a screen reader, it was recommended to accom-
modate user A with the preferred voice and reduce – in addition – the speech rate to
facilitate another user to understand the voice. A corresponding remark that substanti-
ates this statement was “blind users are used to use high speech rates. When not using the
preferred voice, they would need a lower speech rate for them to understand it better”. In
cases where users prefer contradicting sound options that refer to different functionalities
(e.g. SRS conflict between toggle keys and keystroke sound), it was again recommended
to consider a different means of sound to accommodate the requirements of all users. For
instance, toggle keys could be played by a different pitch of the keystroke sounds in order
to ensure the distinctness of corresponding audio-related functionalities. All comments we
received in this regard were similar. Accordingly, it can be generalised that contradicting
audio preferences of users can be resolved by applying an alternative means of sound for
related functionalities.
In addition, we received similar remarks to preference conflicts that regard visual rep-
resentations. For instance, different colour preferences can be hardly resolved by applying
arithmetic approaches. Experts proposed in this respect to adapt the colour of a specific
UI element (e.g. cursor) by applying the preferred colour of user A, while user B can be ac-
commodated by applying a related setting (e.g. enlarging the size of the cursor). A remark
we received for this specific conflict was: “A user who needs a cursor with a specific colour
may be fine without that colour as long as the cursor is big enough.” This approach can
be also applied when colour preferences of a specific UI element (e.g. buttons) contradict
with more general colour preferences (e.g. colour schema of Windows). Such a situa-
tion can be resolved by applying the global colour preferences of user predominately on
the device and accommodating specific ones of user B by an alternative means of screen
enhancements (e.g. cursor size). Correspondingly, it can be again generalised that con-
tradicting colour preferences of users can be resolved by applying an alternative means of
screen enhancement for related UI elements.
The second subclass involves to resolve a conflict by combining preferences of several
users with each other. This approach primarily concerns contradictions that rise when
semantically related preferences interfere; for instance:
• screen enhancements (i.e. font, text size, colour) and enabling captions for spoken
dialogue
• text size of icons and general font size
• turn on screen reader and audio description
Combining preferences means to merge settings if no other contradictions occur, for
instance by enabling captions and adapting their size (user A) as well as setting colour or
font corresponding to preferences of user B. Regarding the second example (text size of
icons and general font size), it was recommended to apply the largest preferred font size
for all UI element including icons. In terms of the third conflict (turn on screen reader
and audio description), it was stated that a screen reader shall pause as long as the audio
description is playing or until it is cancelled.
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The third subclass of individual conflict resolutions involves users in finding a compromise.
More specifically, the majority of individual proposals (17 in total) suggested to ask users
to select a compromise and preview a possible adaptation in order to facilitate making a
decision or trying an option first. For instance, concerning the conflict that one user prefers
scanning through keys when using an on-screen keyboard and another user does not, the
following resolution was proposed: “I think this really depends on which user is going to
do most of the input, so you would need to ask the users and – if possible – give them
some UI that allows them to switch at some point (e.g. by shortcuts)”. This comment or
other remarks make also clear that selecting an appropriate resolution depends on device
capabilities and tasks. For instance, we received the following two comments:
• Comment for an SDV conflict to turn the magnifier on (user A) and off (user B):
“For a person who needs a magnifier, by having a bigger font-size or a different screen
resolution may solve the problem when using a PC. This is not fully applicable to
mobile devices because the display might become unusable at a certain font size.”
• Comment for an SDV conflict to turn on (user A) or off (user B) the numeric key pad
of an on-screen keyboard: “I would turn it off, unless there is information about the
type of task (e.g. a task that requires inputting lots of numbers) or the screen. With
a small screen or a low resolution, add the numeric pad to the on-screen keyboard
will make the keys smaller and therefore harder to see and harder to hit.”
7.1.5 Discussion and generalisation of the results
The results summarised in the aforementioned section show clearly that the majority of
identified conflicts do exist and the proposed resolution approaches are applicable for
many of the identified conflicts because participants gave corresponding answers to 88%
of the conflicts. However, due to the low number of participants, the results are not
representative. More specifically, results of the validation must be viewed critically because
four of five questionnaires were only answered by one expert. Only one questionnaire was
completed by two participants. Although both participants agreed for several conflicts (17
of 36 questions), they also disagreed in many cases (14 of 36). For the other four questions
one participant answered with “I don’t know”, whereby an agreement or disagreement
cannot be inferred. Correspondingly, results of the validation can be only used for a rough
validation of the proposed conflict resolution approaches and require further investigations,
in particular by evaluations with end-users (not experts) as well as a simplified study
design. However, the large amount of qualitative feedback we received for all the five
questionnaires made it possible to revise the applicability of proposed conflict resolution
approaches, which is discussed subsequently.
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Reconsideration of the proposed conflict resolution approaches
The preliminary analysis of preference conflicts identified potential resolution approaches
depending on specific data types and value ranges of accessibility-related preference [Hil15].
The results show an overlapping of Hilles’ conflict resolution proposals with the choices
made by experts. However, in accordance with the manifold qualitative feedback received,
the originally proposed conflict resolutions must be reconsidered in different respect.
First, results show that calculating the average preference value of different users seems
to be not an adequate conflict resolution proposal. This can be substantiated because only
two conflicts were assessed as resolvable applying the average values. Calculating an av-
erage setting value is only applicable for preferences and not for needs. A compromise
by calculating the average is otherwise not adequate because it makes the system un-
usable for the user who has a strong requirement (i.e. a need) for a setting to interact
with ICT. Accordingly, calculating the average is most critical because it is not clear if
the compromise accommodates all the needs of any user. When all involved users have
similar priorities for a specific accessibility feature, an average can be considered but the
user should be consulted in advance. In any case, a specific accessibility setting must be
prioritised over preferences when users indicated a corresponding need. In Chapter 5 the
differences between modelling needs and preferences were elaborated and supported by
a study. Moreover, Chapter 6 demonstrated how a possible prioritisation can be imple-
mented by a knowledge-based approach that matches user preferences with customisation
options.
Second, applying the minimum and maximum preferences values depending on the
semantics of settings as well as activating or deactivating settings are suitable conflict
resolution mechanisms for SDV conflicts. This can be substantiated because many and
diverse conflicts were assessed as resolvable by these approaches. Taking the semantics
of accessibility settings into account, three general aspects substantiated these four ap-
proaches further:
• turn on features that lead to an increase of perception (e.g. turn on cursor trails) or
understanding (e.g. remove not relevant information),
• turn on features that make a UI more accessible without causing serious barriers for
another user (e.g. enable on-screen keyboard)
• prioritise a preference value that support users with lower abilities or skills (e.g. slow
down speech rate or increase magnification)
7.1.6 Summary
Conflict management in automatic-behaviour environments is crucial, among others to
deliver tailored services and UIs that suit the needs and preferences of multiple users au-
tomatically. However, approaches of related domains are not applicable to the domain of
AIIS. Accordingly, new conflict coordination mechanisms are necessary to support adapt-
ing UIs in multi-user application contexts for people with disabilities. A relevant aspect is
to infer temporary user profiles in order to provide accessible customisation appropriate
for several users with heterogeneous requirements.
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The research presented in this section focuses on conflicting configuration policies that
arises when the profiles of several users must be merged to infer a configuration that
supports joint usage of ICT. A general model to handle any possible combination of
preference conflicts does not exists. Accordingly, the objective of presented research was to
discover conflict resolution approaches that can be generalised for at least some of the most
common contradicting preferences and thus can be applied AIISs such as the one presented
in Chapter 6. To avoid stereotype-based assumptions about preferences for specific groups
of disabilities, presented research aimed at modelling conflict resolution approaches in a
feature-based manner, in particular to allow scalability to diverse and heterogeneous ICT.
As a result, a knowledge-based approach as the one proposed in Chapter 6 can make use
of such forms of basic research and modelling approaches.
To sum up, a proposed model for conflict management in multi-user contexts with
respect to accessibility-related preferences involves considering:
• the semantics of accessibility settings and their effect on the UI
• the context and task to consider who is using which functions or modalities.
• prioritising needs over preferences
• (semi) automatic conflict resolution approaches for SDV conflicts (i.e. activation and
deactivation of settings, applying minimum or maximum preference values depending
on the semantics of the corresponding accessibility feature)
• (semi) automatic conflict resolution approaches for SRC conflicts (i.e. resolve a con-
flict by considering an alternative means of a preference or combinations of prefer-
ences)
• involving users in finding a compromise
The results of this foundational research help to further investigate and develop AIISs
for multi-user environments in which cooperative usage of technology is targeted. How-
ever, specific evaluations with end users are necessary in addition. We received manifold
qualitative feedback to validate the proposed conflict resolution approaches initially. Fur-
ther research could apply and evaluate the proposed conflict management strategies in
other contexts or for operating systems as well as applications.
7.2 ICT-related requirements of people with dementia
Despite efforts in accessible design that targets as many people as possible, we are at the
very early stage in addressing cognitive disabilities. People with dementia are one target
group in this respect. There are two motivations why this group is addressed in this thesis.
First, characteristics of people within this group are hugely diverse and may change due
to a progressive disease run. Accordingly, it is interesting to investigate accessible design
approaches and – in particular – to see which aspects can be potentially addressed by
AIISs. Second, the prevalence of dementia is on the rise. More specifically, it is estimated
that the prevalence of dementia will almost triple to 2050 [Wor16]. As a result, it is crucial
to investigate solutions which facilitate people with dementia to use ICT.
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This section investigates ICT-related requirements of people with dementia because
cognitive disabilities are not sufficiently covered by current accessible design (see Chap-
ter 2). Correspondingly, the objectives of this part of the thesis are to (i) compile existing
design considerations for dementia-friendly ICT and (ii) to provide evidence for improving
the accessibility for this target group by means of AIISs.
7.2.1 Methodology
Research presented in this section is based on preliminary works of two student research
projects that were supervised by the author of this thesis. The overall methodology how the
preliminary research links with the work presented herein is illustrated in Figure 7.4 and
described subsequently. The first step constituted the compilation of existing guidelines
that are relevant when designing UIs for people with dementia. This was supported by
the diploma thesis of Ramona Renner about the topic “Accessible UIs for people with
dementia” [Ren15].
Figure 7.4: Methodology of the user study on ICT-related requirements of people with dementia.
The main contribution of Renners’ work comprises a classification of existing guidelines
mapped to possible symptoms of dementia. This thesis disregards the proposed mapping
of guidelines to symptoms because an evaluation with end users is currently not possible at
this level of detail. Subsequent description of research refers to the raw data compiled by
Renner, including references with corresponding design considerations. A brief overview
of the identified research and corresponding guidelines is given in Section 7.2.3.
The second step involved the evaluation of the identified design considerations with
end-users. This was necessary because the majority of identified recommendations were
not evaluated [Ren15] or interfere with one another. The evaluation with end-users was
supported within the course of the study thesis of Danny Leonhardt about the topic “Per-
sonas and user profiles for people with dementia” [Leo17]. A brief overview of the study
design is presented in Section 7.2.4. Main contribution of Leonhardts’ work comprises the
creation of personas based on the results of the user study. For this thesis, raw data of
the end-user test were newly consolidated and analysed (Section 7.2.5).
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More specifically, the relevance of a design consideration based on the results of the user
study is compared with the compiled literature. Findings are discussed to show which
aspects provide sufficient evidence for improving the accessibility for people with dementia
by AIISs. Before corresponding research stages are elaborated, a brief background on
dementia and its prevalence is described subsequently.
7.2.2 Brief background on dementia
Dementia constitutes different chronic or progressive symptoms (called syndrome) of dis-
turbance of multiple higher cortical functions including memory, thinking orientation,
comprehension, calculation, learning capacity, language and judgement [Wor16]. There
are different forms of dementia; for instance, vascular dementia, Lewy body dementia,
frontotemporal dementia and Alzheimer, which occurs most frequently.
In 2015, around 47 million people were affected by dementia [Wor16]. Alzheimer’s
Disease International (ADI) estimated a proportional increase to 135 million worldwide in
2050 [PGPA13] due to population ageing and an accompanying rise of disabilities [Wor11].
However, the prognosticated prevalence varies between world regions as shown in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2: Prognosticated prevalence of dementia – based on [PGPA13].
People with dementia
(in millions)
Proportionate Increase
(in percentage)
Region 2013 2030 2050 2013-2030 2013-2050
G8 14,02 20,38 28,91 45 106
G20 33,93 56,40 96,61 66 185
OECD 18,08 28,98 43,65 55 142
High income 17,00 25,86 39,19 52 131
Low and middle income 27,64 49,76 96,27 76 246
World 44,35 75,62 135,46 71 205
Dementia is caused by a deterioration in cognitive functions. It affects people differently,
in particular depending on the underlying disease and stages of the syndrome. In the early
stages, people with dementia seem to be forgetful and sometimes get lost in familiar places.
As a consequence of the progressive nature, people become increasingly forgetful, have
serious difficulties to communicate and experience behavioural or psychological changes
(i.e. some become aggressive) [Wor16].
These changes of abilities affect the daily life in all aspects including active participation
in the digital society by using modern ICT. Using everyday technology is significantly
more challenging for people with dementia than it is for elders who have no cognitive
impairments [MAKN10]. Starkhammar and Nyga identified several domains that cause
barriers to use everyday technology – for instance – by reduced cognitive abilities in
memory, attending to multiple aspects, limitations in the knowledge of the technology,
communication difficulties or inadequately designed instructions or help systems [SN07].
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Facilitating active participation of people with dementia in technology-rich societies as well
as supporting the right to self-determination is a pressing problem. Accordingly, adequate
design of ICT must be investigated for this target group.
7.2.3 Existing guidelines for dementia-friendly UIs
Research about UI design for people with dementia is increasing but standards do not yet
exist. W3C attempts a gap analysis to collect accessibility issues, potential barriers and
techniques to support people with learning and cognitive disabilities in using ICT [Wor14].
Specific needs of people with dementia are included in this analysis, in particular by pro-
viding information about the prevalence of dementia, symptoms and progress as well as
gaps in existing accessibility guidelines (i.e.WCAG 2.0). The gap analysis by W3C is
currently a draft and not complete. It was updated in 2014 for the last time. Never-
theless, it is one possible starting point for collecting relevant information, in particular
because the collection emphasises 19 web-specific recommendations. Researchers such as
Freeman et al. [FCS+05], Savitch et al. [SZ07, SZS+06] or the Dementia Engagement and
Empowerment Project (DEEP) are also engaged in studying web design for people with
dementia [DEE13].
The work of Peterson et al. [PMM+09] focuses on general UI design and the use of
assitive technologies for people with dementia. Ancient and Good [AG13] attempt to
transfer guidelines for elders to specific requirements of people with dementia.
In addition, research endeavours to develop specific assistant and training technologies
involve – for instance – art therapy [MBB+10] or support for activities of daily living
such as operating a washing machine by audio and video interaction [MBCH08]. Mahmud
et al. point out, social context must be considered when designing interactive systems to
support daily activities of people with dementia, in particular by involving caregivers
in interactive dialogues [MVL+10]. Along with their research, they suggested specific
designs [VLV+12]. Supporting the communication between people with dementia and
caregivers is again addressed by Alm et al. [ADA+05] and Astell et al. [AAG+09] within
the Computer Interactive Reminiscence and Conversation Aid (CIRCA) project.
Developing specific AT such as a music player or devices to reduce social isolation were
compiled by Orpwood et al. [OCH+10]. Designing general purpose computers for people
with dementia is addressed by de Sant’Anna et al. [MCR+10], in particular by investigating
the performance when using these devices. Specific requirements for mobile screens and
mobile apps were studied by Yamagata et al. [YCKJ13]. How different formats of prompts
(i.e. text, audio, video and picture) can support people with dementia in performing tasks
was examined by Boyd et al. [BECSO11]. They have shown, proper text and audio prompts
are more effective than reminding people with dementia via videos or images.
Renner [Ren15] identified 52 possible design considerations that are emphasised by the
aforementioned references. For this thesis, a meta-analysis of this raw data was performed.
The result of this meta-analysis is presented in Figure 7.5. All identified design considera-
tions concern general UI guidelines, WCAG 2.0 or issues that are currently not covered by
accessibility guidelines (labelled with New in Figure 7.5). Furthermore, it is differentiated
whether the link to a WCAG 2.0 criteria is unambiguous or ambiguous.
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Figure 7.5: Total number of the identified design considerations summarised and classified into
universal UI guidance, guidelines covered by the WCAG (unambiguous or ambiguous) and new
recommendations.
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Unambiguous in this context means that a recommendation named by the literature is
already covered by one or several WCAG 2.0 guidelines/success criteria. By contrast, am-
biguous support means, a corresponding WCAG 2.0 guideline is incomplete or contradicts
with what is mentioned in the literature.
In addition, Figure 7.5 shows the frequency of a design consideration stated by the
selected research. Correspondingly, most frequent new recommendations emphasise to
“use prompts, feedback and memory aids” in order to support people with dementia in
understanding and remembering tasks as well as interaction concepts. However, only
few details are given on how prompts or feedback shall be adequately designed and im-
plemented. In addition to the suggestion that prompts are best presented verbally or
textually [OCH+10, BECSO11], prompts must be understandable and short [SZS+06],
unambiguous [NWH+14] and shall start with the name of the user [MBCH08].
Another frequent recommendation – which is summarised by “use suitable I/O modal-
ities” – involves to avoid mouse or keyboard-based input devices [ADA+05]. If this cannot
be avoided, it is recommended to at least enlarge the cursor [MCR+10] because a default
cursor size is not well recognisable by people with dementia [FCS+05]. By contrast, touch-
based interactions are widely recommended [ADA+05] because the interaction is more
intuitive [OCH+10] even when people with dementia are inexperienced with computer
technologies [MBB+10, YCKJ13].
The third frequently stated class of design considerations concerns “easy to understand
language”. More specifically, it is recommended to use simple, clear and direct speech
that is understandable and consistent by using common words [SZ07, PMM+09, DEE13,
Wor14].
Although the number of new recommendations is already large, many of the proposed
design considerations are not evaluated with the target end-user group [Ren15]. Moreover,
literature fails to discuss aspects to be prioritised high or are of lower relevance. For that
reason, we conducted a user study to evaluate and investigate selected recommendation
in more depth.
7.2.4 Evaluation of existing guidelines
As already mentioned, the second step of the presented research of this section involved a
user study. The objective of this user study was to confirm or refuse existing ICT-related
guidelines for people with dementia. The user study comprised tests with people who are
affected by dementia and elders who have no cognitive disabilities. The control group was
involved because we were interested in studying whether a recommendation is dementia-
specific or concerns general age-related aspects. Details of the study and the their results
are described in [Leo17]. Nevertheless, a brief summary of participants, procedure and
material is given in the subsequent paragraphs.
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Participants
In total, 18 people participated in the user study. The primary user group consisted of
nine people (five female, four male) aged between 60 and 79 years. Participants from
this primary group were all affected by dementia at an early stage. A prerequisite for
participating in the user test was some experience with ICT. In close cooperation with two
local care facilities, we found people with dementia fulfilling this requirement. Involving
people who are affected by dementia at a later stage is currently impeded because it is very
likely that these people have no experiences with ICT and thus we do not see a purpose
and a benefit of such a user study. The control group consisted again of nine participants
(five female, four male) aged between 54 and 81 years. Participants from the control group
stated that they are not affected by dementia or other forms of cognitive disabilities.
Procedure and material
The user study comprised a two-staged interview. In the first part, participants were
asked about demographic aspects and for specific information, in particular regarding the
individual form of dementia as well as experiences and problems with ICT. These pieces
of information were necessary for the work of Leonhardt to create personas. In the second
part, participants were asked to perform several tasks on a tablet (i.e. IPad 2). We decided
to use a tablet because the tests were conducted in different locations and several of the
selected research stated, tablets are particular suitable and intuitive [ADA+05, OCH+10]
even for inexperienced people with dementia [MBB+10, YCKJ13].
During a task, the test facilitator took notes of qualitative observations as well as
errors. After completing a task, participants were asked for related preferences, problems
or subjective opinions. In total, the user study comprised 15 tasks which involved each a set
of static or dynamic mock-ups including web pages, images or forms that were presented
to the user on the tablet. Some examples of the mock-ups are shown in Section 7.2.5
along with the presentation of the results. A brief description of each task is presented in
Table 7.2.4. The complete description of the tasks is presented in [Leo17].
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Tasks were designed to evaluate the guidelines presented in Figure 7.5. More specifi-
cally, we evaluated all guidelines that are classified as new or as WCAG 2.0 ambiguous
because their relevance could not be sufficiently assessed by considering the selected re-
search. Guidelines that have a correspondence in the WCAG 2.0 were evaluated only
if the literature is unspecific or proposes contradicting design recommendations. Other
guidelines presented in Figure 7.5 were not further regarded by the user study because
universal UI guidelines or unambiguous WCAG 2.0 criteria offer already adequate grounds
for user-centred design and accessibility. All created mock-ups conform with accessibility
guidelines (e.g. colour contrast ratio) to create a baseline for the evaluation. Moreover,
the tasks cover guidelines in a combined manner, in particular when they address compa-
rable aspects. The assignment of selected guidelines and tasks in which the guideline was
evaluated is shown in appendix Table B.1.
Due to the large number of tasks and guidelines, each participant performed only a
subset of tasks. The assignment of a task to a participant was randomised. However, it
must be stated that following a strict procedure is impeded by the nature of the target user
group. Depending on the motivation and attention of the participants with dementia, it
was sometimes necessary to change the order of tasks or even the assignment of tasks during
a test. In addition, some situations required also to change the overall course of the user
test. For instance, questions from the first part of the user study were asked in the middle
of a test because some participants needed some motivation by playing around with the
device and were not willing to answer demographic and general questions. Moreover, we
observed several times, participants with dementia started remembering experiences with
ICT while they interacted with the device. These circumstances made it more difficult to
carry out the tests and required some sort of flexibility of the test facilitator. Nevertheless,
each participants performed between five to eleven tasks depending on the individual state
of mind. Each task was performed by five participants of both user groups. Assignment
of a task to a participant of the primary and the control group is shown in appendix
Table B.2.
A single user test took between sixty and ninety minutes. Most of the time, a person of
the care facility was present to help with situations when participants felt uneasy. Apart
from two exceptions, the tests were conducted in the care facility. One participant was
interviewed at home and another one at the University of Dresden.
Results
The results for each task of the user study are described in [Leo17]. This data are not
reiterated in this thesis. The subsequent sections summarise the results of the user study
with respect to each tested guideline (not tasks). The study results are compared with
the guidelines emphasised by the selected literature. More specifically, the relevance of a
recommendation is assessed and discussed in Section 7.2.5. Thereafter, it is synthesised
what is specific for the target group and which accessible design approaches can potentially
address a specific barrier (Section 7.2.6).
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7.2.5 Relevant design considerations for people with dementia
Based on the preliminary work which was summarised in the aforementioned sections, rel-
evant ICT-related guidelines for people with dementia are synthesised. Correspondingly,
for this thesis the analytically and empirically evaluated guidelines were reconsidered and
assessed in order to compare the relevance of existing design considerations. This assess-
ment is based on a critical review of all objective measurements of user preferences and
subjective observations of the user study. A four-items scale was defined to assess whether
a tested condition is relevant for people with dementia by applying the rules presented
in Table 7.4. The scale ranges from not relevant (1), weakly relevant (2), relevant (3) to
strongly relevant (4). For instance, a guideline was regarded as strongly relevant when
participants with dementia had clear difficulties in executing a task while participants from
the control group did not. A guideline was regarded as not relevant when a participant
with dementia had no difficulties in performing a task and no specific preferences.
Table 7.4: Rules to assess a tested condition on a four-items relevance scale.
Four-items relevance scale Rules to assess a tested condition
not relevant (1) Participants had no difficulties in performing a task and no specific
preferences.
weakly relevant (2) Participants of both groups had no difficulties in performing a task but
specific task-related preferences. The range of preferences did not
indicate a clear difference between both user groups.
relevant (3) Participants of both groups had no difficulties in performing a task but
specific task-related preferences. The range of preferences did clearly
indicate differences between both user groups.
strongly relevant (4) People with dementia faced clear difficulties in performing a task while
participants from the control group did not.
To facilitate a comparison with the raw data complied by the work of Renner [Ren15],
the frequency of a recommendation cited by literature was mapped to the relevance scale.
This mapping is shown in Table 7.5. Accordingly, a recommendation was assessed as
weakly relevant when it was emphasised by two to three references of different researchers,
as relevant when it was stated by four to six references and as strongly relevant when it
was recognised by seven to ten references.
Table 7.5: Adjusting the frequency of a recommendation emphasised by the literature to the four-
item relevance scale.
Four-items relevance scale Number of references (no self-citations)
not relevant (1) 0
weakly relevant (2) 1 to 3
relevant (3) 4 to 6
strongly relevant (4). 7 to 10
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By this normalisation, we can compare the results that were compiled analytically by the
literature survey and gathered empirically by the user study. The result of this comparison
is illustrated in Figure 7.6.
The radar axis represents the four-item relevance scale and each spoke equates with an
investigated design recommendation. The orientation is as follows. Design considerations
assessed as fewer relevant lie in the centre and more relevant aspects lie at the outer of
the grid. The violet line (not filled area) represents the relevance in accordance with the
literature analysis and the green line (filled area) shows the relevance corresponding to the
results of the user study. This representation shows a relevance shift of the investigated
ICT-related design considerations for people with dementia. More specifically, it shows
recommendations that are more pertinent when we take the user study results into account
instead of the literature only. Based on the user study, other recommendations are assessed
as fewer relevant compared to what is stated in the literature. The third class comprises
recommendations that are assessed as with the same relevance. In the subsequent sections,
we describe the results along these three categories.
Recommendations of increased relevance
As already mentioned, Figure 7.6 shows that some recommendations are under-represented
by the selected literature but are clearly more relevant when considering the evaluation.
These guidelines are described in the subsequent paragraphs and involve the following
recommendations:
• fit content to viewport
• highlight important information
• highlight interactive UI elements by colour/size/icons
• position content in the centre
• provide redundant or supplemental content
• use clear images, avoid using overlays
• use short texts
Fit content to viewport. Fit content to viewport is low prioritised with respect to the
literature review. Only Freeman et al. suggested that web design should be short to fa-
cilitate viewing content within a single screen [FCS+05]. This can be explained because
people with dementia have difficulties to memorise UI and content elements that are not
visible to them; for instance, non-visible content that is positioned out of the viewport,
drop-down lists or mobile menus (i.e. hamburger menu1). Based on the results of the user
study, this recommendation can be judged clearly more relevant than it was recognised by
the literature. All participants with dementia preferred limiting the presentation of UI and
content elements to the actual viewport. During the tests we explained participants what
scrolling means and how it works. However, we observed that participants with dementia
forgot the corresponding meaning already after a short time. Consequently, they searched
for information only within the actual visible region of the screen.
1 The hamburger menu represents an icon consisting of three parallel horizontal lines.
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Participants from the control group had no difficulties with scrolling and common inter-
action concepts such as drop-down lists or the mobile menu. This aspect further relates
to the recommendation “avoid complex gestures and scrolling”.
Highlight important information. Another design recommendation which can be assessed
more relevant than indicated by the literature involves highlighting important information
because it facilitates finding relevant pieces of information. Based on the literature, it
is stated that pertinent information should be highlighted; for instance, by bold and
coloured formatting [SZ07, PMM+09, DEE13]. This can be supported by our user study.
Participants from the control group could find relevant information easily in texts without
highlighted words. Although three participants from the primary group also found the
relevant information in this text, two did not. The used texts are shown in Figure 7.7.
Examples one and two show the text without highlighted words. The other two examples
show two of twelve of the presented variants.
Figure 7.7: Examples of the used text and two of the presented 10 variants of information high-
lighting. Users were asked to find relevant information in (1) a text without highlighted words and
(2) another text with highlighted words. After the task participants could state which type of high-
lighting they prefer. Text were translated from German to English for the representation in this
thesis.
All participants with dementia preferred information highlighting. However, participants
with dementia preferred different ways how information are highlighted; for instance by
bold, italic, colour or underline styles. Some participants (three of five) from the control
group also preferred information highlighting while others did not (two of five). However,
all participants with dementia did not find that information highlighting is distracting,
one participants from the control group did.
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Highlight interactive UI elements by colour/size/icons. The same applies for highlight-
ing interactive UI elements by colours, size or icons. The selected literature empha-
sises that interactive UI elements should stand out from the background but do not
distract users [OCH+10]. It is frequently recommended to use large buttons and icons
[PMM+09, MBB+10, NWH+14, Wor14].
All participants from our user study preferred coloured presentations of interactive UI
elements. Figure 7.8 shows an excerpt of the used mock-up representing a flight booking
web page. Example 3 was preferred by three participants of each group and example
4 by two participants of each group. In addition, presenting interactive UI elements by
combining icons and text was preferred by all participants with dementia (examples not
shown in Figure 7.8).
0 child (2-11Y)
1 adult
0 baby (up to 2Y)
0 child (2-11Y)
1 adult
0 baby (up to 2Y)
0 child (2-11Y)
1 adult
0 baby (up to 2Y)
0 child (2-11Y)
1 adult
0 baby (up to 2Y)
Search flights Search flights
Search flightsSearch flights
+ I have an access code + I have an access code
+ I have an access code + I have an access code
Hire car Hire car
Hire carHire car
Figure 7.8: Tested UI elements with respect to information highlighting. Text in the examples
was translated from German to English for the representation in this thesis.
However, in comparison with the control group, people with dementia experienced
more difficulties in finding interactive UI elements that were not highlighted or when the
meaning of an icon was not clear and purposeful; for instance, the hamburger button
on mobile devices or a home button that is represented as a house. This was observes
during tasks related to the recommendation “use clear labels/icons for interactive objects”.
Correspondingly, this recommendation was assessed as more relevant than the literature
indicates.
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Position content in the centre. As proposed by Peterson et al. [PMM+09], information
presentation shall be concentrated in the centre of a screen. The user study confirmed
this guideline. It was observed that people with dementia had more problems in finding
information or interactive elements such as buttons placed at the margins of the UI or
the viewport. This applies also for words highlighted at the end of a paragraph. Accord-
ingly it is strongly recommended to avoid using full screen size at large displays and put
information in the centre of the screen.
Provide redundant or supplemental content. Considering the proposed guidelines by the
selected literature, it is recommended that explaining images or short videos are useful for
people with dementia [PMM+09] as well as using redundant visual or auditive elements for
text [Wor14] and design in general [FCS+05]. For instance, an image about music scores
may support corresponding content. As it was elaborated in Section 2.3.3, ISO/IEC Guide
71:2014 also emphasis the usefulness of specific redundant information representations for
people with cognitive disabilities, for instance by easy to read language or presenting an
overview of content. However, these information are not specific and abstract.
The user test confirms these general guidance, in particular because we observed that
images motivate users and help holding attention to a topic. All participants with dementia
preferred illustrations of information over purely textual representations, for instance by
diagrams. However, the way how images shall be used and presented is important and
further described in paragraph “use clear images, avoid using overlays”. Another form
of complementary content involves feedback and prompts which is further described in
paragraph “use prompts, feedback, memory aids”.
Use clear images, avoid using overlays. As already mentioned, using images is useful for
people with dementia. Referring to the selected literature, it is recommended to use easy
to understand, clear and distinct objects as well as avoiding complex arrangements and
shapes that distract users [FCS+05, SZ07, DEE13].
Results from the user study support these findings. In addition, the results show that
abstract representations, objects that overlay as well as images that are associated with
negative emotions were declined by participants with dementia. Results with respect to
the control group were different. Some participants preferred textual representations while
others preferred the illustrations.
Use short texts. Using short text is under-represented by the selected literature and
only assessed as relevant by the DEEP [DEE13]. The results of the user study support
this recommendation and thus it is assessed as a high prioritised design recommendation
compared to the literature. Short texts are clearly relevant and necessary. All participants
with dementia stated that it is difficult to find information when scrolling is required. All
participants from the control group did not find that, although they said that short texts
are helpful and motivate instead of long articles. Another participant stated that shorter
texts are supportive in obtaining an overview of the contents.
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While this concerns general UI design, it must be emphasised that people suffering from
dementia have serious problems with large texts. For instance, participants with dementia
stated that they are afraid to get lost when the amount of information is too large.
In addition, all participants from the primary group preferred text subdivided into
smaller pieces of text elements and distributed over several pages when it could not be
shortened. An additional page navigation between smaller pieces of information facilitated
participants with dementia to retain orientation as well as understanding the length of an
article, which also refers to the recommendation “fit content to viewport”. This aspects
is of particular relevance because mobile design trends (e.g. one-page layouts) tend to
present everything on a single page. Related recommendations refer to issues with scrolling
(described in paragraph “avoid complex gestures and scrolling”) and reducing choices for
users (see paragraph “reduce choices for users and number of UI elements”).
Recommendations of decreased relevance
Design considerations that were most relevant in accordance with the literature but as-
sessed as less relevant based on the results of the user study involve:
• reduce choices for users and number of UI elements
• use prompts, feedback, memory aids
• use large font
However, this does not mean that these aspects are not relevant for people with dementia.
It just shows that some aspects are not considered properly. The findings of the user study
with respect to these guidelines are described in the subsequent paragraphs.
Reduce choices for users and number of UI elements. Reducing choices for users is fre-
quently mentioned when considering the literature, in particular in [MVL+10, MBB+10,
PMM+09, ADA+05]. However, these references do not prove precise recommendations.
Specific hints give Freeman et al. [FCS+05]. They suggest that only objects within the
viewport should be reduced and that unnecessary elements such as advertisements shall
be removed. Savitch and Zaphiris state further that information shall be reduced to a
minimum but it remains still unclear what this exactly means [SZ07]. The drawback of re-
ducing choices imposes users and contradicts with supporting self-determination of people
in older age. Thus, reducing choices is a critical aspect. Mihailidis et al. emphasised that
it is important to facilitate users to select independently from the provided information,
functionality or tasks [MBB+10].
The results of the user study showed, participants of both groups preferred a reduction
of non-relevant interactive UI elements such as buttons or icons. However, although both
user groups declined reducing actual content or pieces of information, participants from
the control group took – compared to people with dementia – a more negative view of
reducing content and UI elements. We can conclude from the results, reducing choices for
users is lower prioritised than the selected literature suggests (see Figure 7.6). Reductions
shall solely applied to non-relevant UI elements and advertisement and not to the content
itself. It is important to support self-determination in all stages of life.
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Use prompts, feedback, memory aids. Providing additional feedback is more pertinent
when considering the selected literature. Existing recommendations range from supporting
the logical workflow, providing redundant visual and auditive notes for the user as well as
clear and understandable prompts [Wor14]. More precise recommendations involve that
prompts shall be included in each page [NWH+14], always start with naming users by their
first name [MBCH08] and fomulated in brief commands [SZ07]. In addition, it is suggested
to use verbal and textual representations for instructions and avoid images and videos to
encourage users to do something [BECSO11, OCH+10]. The W3C suggests that feedback
shall be given direct and in a positive manner [Wor14]. A further range of recommendations
in this regard is to remind users when they are passive for some time by demonstrating
tasks [MBB+10] or proper reminding feedback [MVL+10].
Based on the user study, we can summarise that all participants prefer positive feedback.
However, preferences of participants differ widely whether feedback shall be presented
always or just on request. Accordingly, this recommendations was judged less relevant
as illustrated in Figure 7.6. An important finding is that feedback must have a clear
link to the functionality. Preferably, it is presented close to the UI element that requires
feedback. More specific observations regard presenting the task, which is described in
paragraph “show users’ task” because we explicitly evaluated different forms how the user
task can be presented. An example is also given in the corresponding paragraph.
Use large font. Using large font is a further recommendation that is cited many times
by the selected literature, in particular in [DEE13, AG13, MBB+10, NWH+14]. However,
the results of the user study show that using large font is generally important for elders
and not specific for people with dementia. This can be substantiated because increasing
the font size was applied by participants of both groups and because the adjusted font
size did not differ between people with and without dementia. More specifically, the
corresponding recommendation by the WCAG 2.02 is sufficient because no participant
resized the examples above 200%. However, the way how font size can be adjusted is
essential and makes a difference. A general remark was that the desired font size shall be
pre-configured on the device, which is an indicator for adaptive solutions. An alternative
is to at least provide intuitive ways to customise the font size. For people with dementia
adequate prompts and feedback mechanisms are relevant to notice possible customisation
(see also paragraph “use prompts, feedback, memory aids”).
2 The WCAG 2.0 recommends the following: “1.4.4 Resize text: Except for captions and images of text,
text can be resized without AT up to 200 percent without loss of content or functionality”)
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Recommendations of constant relevance
For again other recommendations, the relevance remains identical after considering the
results of the user study. This applies to the following recommendations:
• avoid complex gestures and scrolling
• show users’ task
• use clear labels/icons for interactive objects
• use flat and linear structures
• make use of colours
Avoid complex gestures and scrolling. Avoiding complex gestures such as scrolling and
double clicks is recommended by Ancient and Good [AG13], DEEP [DEE13], Savitch
et al. [SZS+06] or de Sant’Anna et al. [MCR+10]. More precise hints involve to use sim-
ple interaction concepts such as pressing a button [OCH+10, AAG+09, Wor14]. However,
selected research does not elaborate why people with dementia have difficulties with com-
plex forms of interactions. The user test showed, common touch gestures are generally
not problematic for people with dementia. A problem accompanied with complex gestures
can be attributed to increased memory performances of these interaction techniques. More
specifically, swipe up/down, swipe side-to-side, pinch or tap gestures were not problem-
atic even if participants were not familiar with touch-sensitive devices. The behaviour
was intuitive, purposeful and clear. However, participants of both groups had problems
with complex gestures; for instance, spreading four or five fingers out on the screen and
pinch them together to activate the home screen (iPad gesture). Such a gesture requires
high memory performance because related functionalities are not as simple understand-
able as it is for single gestures (i.e pressing a button). One task involved – for instance
– to go back to the home screen by using different gestures (i.e. use the home button or
perform the iPad gesture). Participants of both groups preferred the home button. We
could not observe motor-related difficulties in performing the five-finger pinch command
but problems in remembering the gesture properly after we reiterated the task. Scrolling
and double click are just as problematic because both interaction concepts refer to hid-
den functionalities or information. Scrolling was problematic because participants did not
recognise that there are pieces of information available behind the visible region of the
UI. This concept is not intuitive for people with dementia and should be – if possible –
avoided. Performing a double click/tap was not problematic in terms of motor abilities.
However, a double click/tap gesture is just as complex because the second click/tap is
not intuitive, requires learning and must be memorised. Accordingly, the user test con-
firmed the relevance of the design consideration to avoid complex gestures. However, it
is important to stress again that problems people with dementia faced during the tasks
did not arise from performing gestures itself. Instead, participants with dementia had
difficulties because complex gestures must be memorised. This aspect further relates to
the recommendation “fit content to viewport”. The findings with respect to gestures were
observed among all task and refer to the default gestures to navigate an iPad 2.0 (i.e.
swipe up/down to scroll, swipe side-to-side to move next/move previous, pinch to zoom,
tap the home button for the home screen).
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Show users’ task. Selected literature recommends presenting the last, current and next
task to the user [VLV+12], integrating notes for reminding the user of their task [FCS+05]
and allowing users to change the task manually to retain control [BECSO11]. Figure 7.6
shows, this recommendation is judged of lower relevance. This is also supported by the user
study. More specifically, we cannot draw conclusions from the results whether presenting
the current task to users is accepted, declined or helpful. However, we observed that
participants with dementia had difficulties to realise that a current task is shown. Feedback
about the task – which involved to fill out a form to order some food – was presented in
two different variants at a fixed place on the UI. In the first variant, only the current task
of the series of steps included in an ordering process was presented. In the second variant,
all steps were presented in a list and the current was highlighted (see Figure 7.9).
Online ordering food for
Kind of menu
Extras
Date
finger food
dinner
fruits
sushi
dish
beverage
serviettes
no extras
dd.mm.yyyy
delivery
local pickup
Online ordering food for
Kind of menu
Extras
Date
finger food
dinner
fruits
sushi
dish
beverage
serviettes
no extras
dd.mm.yyyy
delivery
local pickup
2) Choose extras you whish
Online ordering food for
Kind of menu
Extras
Date
finger food
dinner
fruits
sushi
dish
beverage
serviettes
no extras
dd.mm.yyyy
delivery
local pickup
1) Choose kind of menu
2) Choose extras you whish
3) Select date for pickup or delivery
4) Select local pickup or delivery
5) Ordering completed. Thank you
√
Figure 7.9: Mock-up used to show users’ task during an food ordering process. Three examples
are shown. Example 1: No feedback of the task is presented. Example 2: Users’ current task is to
select extras. Only the feedback for this task is shown in the feedback area. Example 3: User has
already selected the kind of menu and extras. Current task is to select date for pickup or delivery.
All tasks of the ordering process are presented and the current one is highlighted. Mock-up was
implemented as webpage. For this thesis the texts were translated from German to English.
After participants completed the task we asked whether they recognised and used the
task-related feedback. Participants from the control group used the feedback in both ex-
amples and generally found it useful. This was different for participants from the primary
user group. They clearly preferred the presentation of the task that shows all items at
once (Figure 7.9, Examples 3) because it facilitated obtaining an overview about the steps.
Some participants with dementia did not recognised the feedback by themselves. However,
these participants had difficulties to return to the actual form after we point them to the
“feedback area”. They were distracted from these additional information and did forget
about their actual task. It was already mentioned in paragraph “use prompts, feedback,
memory aids”, any kind of feedback must have a clear link to the functionality.
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In addition, it is important that feedback such as showing the user task is presented nearby
a corresponding UI element and not somewhere at the UI. Providing feedback must be
supportive and should not distract – for instance – by pop ups or, draw users’ attention
to other supposedly feedback areas.
Use clear labels/icons for interactive objects. Using clear and purposeful labels/icons
for interactive elements is highly prioritised when considering the selected research and
recognised in [NWH+14, DEE13, SZ07, FCS+05]. Specific aspects involve – for instance
– to avoid unknown menu elements, complex labels of menus or pull-down lists [AG13,
PMM+09].
The results from the user study supports these recommendations. In particular, clear
labels that convey the context of a function helped participants to find buttons as well as
understanding the purpose of links. For instance, we replaced the omnipresent symbol for
“share" with the text “pass on information with friends" or the link text “read more" with
“read more about holiday”. Making it possible to identify the purpose of a link from the
link text alone is generally important and already covered by WCAG 2.0, in particular by
guideline 2.4.9. However, for people with dementia, the clarity is of particular relevance
because otherwise understanding functionalities or finding information are more difficult
or even not possible. Some participants from the control group found expressive link texts
also helpful while other preferred common symbols.
In addition, complex menus can lead to barriers for people with dementia when asso-
ciated functionalities or information are hidden and not marked with a clear label. In an
associated test, participants were asked to select the number of people by using different
forms. As shown in Figure 7.10 (Examples 1 to 3) we presented a drop-down, radio but-
tons as all as a plus/minus menu. We could not observe any difficulties in using these
three types of forms. However, the drop-down was not preferred by participants with
dementia. More specifically, two preferred the radio buttons and three the plus/minus
menu. Participants from the control group preferred all three types (one the drop-down,
three the radio buttons and one the plus/minus form).
In another associated task (see Table 7.2.4, T7(c)) participants were requested to find
the print option located within a drop-down of a file menu (see Figure 7.10, Example 4).
Four of the the five participants of each group stated that the usage of the menu itself
is not difficult. However, while all participants from the control group found the print
option, three participants with dementia did not. Moreover, all participants from the
primary group stated that they prefer an option that is directly visual. Another difficulty
with drop-downs arose when users had to scroll down to see all options of the menu. This
aspect was already discussed in paragraph “fit content to viewport”.
Use flat and linear structures. Using a flat and linear navigation structure is of lower
relevance according to both the selected literature and the results of the user study. Based
on the literature, it is recommended to use a linear/shallow dialogue structure [MVL+10,
PMM+09]. Our user test, however, does not allow to draw further conclusions about the
structure of a web page.
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Select two persons
Number 1
Select two persons
1 2 3 4 5
Select two persons
0- +
file edit view options
new
open
save
rename
print
open last 
close
Figure 7.10: Mock-up used to evaluate the usage of drop-down menus as examples for complex
menus. Mock-up was implemented as webpage. For this thesis the texts were translated from
German to English.
In our study, the participants had to find information in two articles that include several
paragraphs. To compare different ways to structure content, we first presented an overview
page that listed all articles and corresponding paragraphs. There were just two interac-
tions: At the overview page, the participants could click on a link to open a paragraph
and from there they could only use the link to return to the overview page to proceed
with another paragraph. In the second variant, the overview page listed only the articles.
From there participants were guided on the page through the article by two buttons “next
page” and “back to the overview page”. Participants had to find specific information in
different articles by using both variants. We could not observe any difficulties in perform-
ing the task. All participants found the requested information in both variants. However,
preferences were different. All participants from the control group prioritised the overview
presentations. For the primary group, this was not definite because some preferred the
linear and some the overview presentation. However, all participants stated that a table
of content (index) is important and helpful to find information.
Make use of colours. Based on the guidelines compiled by Renner, muted colours are
recommended [ADA+05], colours should be used sparingly [SZ07] and coloured text on
coloured background should be avoided [PMM+09].
As shown in Figure 7.6 this recommendation is equally prioritised in accordance with
the results of the user study. However, the user test showed colours are absolutely im-
portant and not problematic for people with dementia. All participants with dementia
preferred a simple but colourful content presentation because this made the content more
friendly and interesting for them. The results confirm the relevance of using clear colours
because people with dementia declined representations with colour gradients. Highlight-
ing interactive UI elements such as buttons was accepted and preferred by the target user
group.
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The same applies for using different colours to emphasise content areas or the UI structure.
Reading text on coloured foreground and background – which meet the WACG 2.0 colour
contrast ratio – was not problematic for all participants of both groups. One participant
with dementia, who had little motivation towards the end of the test, participated more
actively after a new page with coloured content was shown in the next task. He stated
that the page looks interesting. By contrast, participants of the control group preferred
different colour variants (i.e. simple colour, gradient colour and no colour).
To sum up, using colour can attract attention and interest when it is used in a clear
and supportive manner. However, the choice of colour is of secondary relevance. Strong
colours can be used to (re-)attract users’ attention or interest. Highlighting informa-
tion by colours is absolutely important for people with dementia as further discussed in
paragraph “highlight important information” and “highlight interactive UI elements by
colour/size/icons”.
7.2.6 Accessibility or usability problems
Although all analysed recommendations presented in the previous section are to some
degree relevant for people with dementia, it is necessary to understand what is specific
for the target group and what can be addressed – for instance – by general UI guidelines,
accessibility criteria or adaptive UIs. Correspondingly, results of the user study were
further analysed whether design considerations address barriers or usability problems.
With respect to the model proposed in Chapter 2.1, this observation shall be used to infer
which accessible design approach can address ICT-related recommendations for people
with dementia best.
Considering all investigated aspects, the main barrier for people with dementia com-
prises hidden/implicit information presentation that requires increased power of retention
and remembering. This concerns all aspects of UI design including information presenta-
tion outside of the viewport, interactive UI elements that hide choices for users or func-
tionalities (e.g. drop-down menus) or metaphoric icons or symbols that convey functions
implicitly (e.g. hamburger menu). This can be substantiated by the user study because
several aspects investigated refer to this barrier, in particular the following three recom-
mendations:
• avoid complex gestures and scrolling
• fit content to viewport
• use clear labels/icons for interactive objects
The first and the third item can be best addressed by accessibility guidelines while the
second can be targeted by taking advantage of AIIS. “Fit content to view port” means that
all relevant information are presented within the actual available viewing region. Scrolling,
panning or similar concepts constitute barriers for people with dementia because these
interactions require increased abilities in retention and remembering. However, modern
ICT design (e.g. one-page layout) make scrolling increasingly necessary. The concept is
intuitive for many people but not for those who are affected by dementia. Accordingly,
AIISs can split text elements on several pages automatically so that the information fit
into the viewport.
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This can be done in accordance with individual preferences that regard the amount of
information to be presented within a page. Customisation currently provided by modern
ICT do not support such individualisation option nor do preference standards address these
aspects sufficiently. Thus, findings explored by this user study can support developing
AIISs; for instance by modelling the amount of information that a user can remember as
well as corresponding mappings of appropriate (not hidden) information representation to
certain device characteristics.
A further distinct barrier comprises finding relevant information and functionalities.
Complex and overloaded UIs are problematic for all and thus may decrease usability.
However, people with dementia have serious difficulties in finding relevant pieces of in-
formation when they are not presented properly. This aspect causes a serious barrier for
people with dementia which can be addressed by the following recommendations:
• highlight important information
• highlight interactive UI elements by colour/size/icons
• position content in the centre
• reduce choices for users and number of UI elements
• use clear images, avoid using overlays
• use short texts
In addition to these distinct barriers and corresponding potentials for AIIS, auto-
personalisation from preferences is also relevant for people with dementia. Many design
considerations investigated by this user study refer to individual preferences including –
for instance – colour representations (general/specific), information highlighting (style,
activate/deactivate) or feedback (activate/deactivate, type/form, frequency, etc.).
7.2.7 Summary
In ICT-related recommendations with respect to accessibility are investigated sufficiently
for common groups of impairments such as blindness, deafness or motor-related disabilities.
However, there are many and diverse groups for which specific demands and corresponding
ICT-related requirements are not adequately investigated.
This part of the thesis addressed this gap by foundational research on ICT-related
requirements of people with dementia. The results demonstrate an intersection of re-
quirements with existing accessibility guidelines but also prioritise aspects that were not
covered previously. Regarding the proposed quality model, we showed in advance which
requirements concern basic and optimised use as well as which aspects can be addressed
by AT, personalisation or standardisation.
Chapter 8
Summary
Accessible user interfaces are useful for people from a population with the widest range of
capabilities. While people with severe impairments primarily benefit from assistive tech-
nology, many and diverse people who experience temporary and situational disabilities
can benefit from software-based accessibility functionality built into modern ICT and its
customisation. However, increasing software personalisation does not naturally result in
better user interfaces or can reduce barriers. Quite the reverse! There are several barriers
relating to the personalisation of ICT. For instance, finding appropriate adjustments can
be a time-consuming process, requires proficiency in (cross-platform) customisation, in-
volves to engage with heterogeneous meaning of terms and value ranges as well as finding
solutions when an accessibility aid is not supported by an device or an application or
can be activated on several customisation layer (i.e. operating system, application, web).
Moreover, because people use several digital devices sequentially or simultaneous for mul-
tifaceted contexts, they must create mental models for different user interfaces and thus
must be able to translate between them back and forth. Those barriers result from an in-
creased flexibility and usage of digital environments and concern many and diverse people.
However, appropriate approaches for achieving accessible design to address the diversity
of end-users, the heterogeneity of ICT and multifaceted context of use are insufficiently
investigated.
Correspondingly, the main objective of this thesis was to investigate accessible de-
sign for multifaceted usage of ICT (e.g. desktop, mobile devices, web-based applications
or ubiquitous services) that addresses people from a population with the widest range
of capabilities. Accessible design approaches were comprehensively analysed in this the-
sis. However, particular focus was on user-adaptive systems because they can overcome
aforesaid barriers and thus they can lead to better user interfaces for all people. A distinc-
tive domain of Adaptive Inclusive Interactive System (AIIS), which takes disability as a
starting point for user modelling was introduced and substantially demarcated from other
domains of user-adaptive systems.
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The core of this thesis involves the development and evaluation of a specific AIIS which
demonstrates how UI adaptation can improve the accessibility for many and diverse ICT
contexts and end-users. The proposed knowledge-based approach to UI adaptation from
preferences and for special needs combines semantic reasoning with high-level rules that
emulate decisions of accessibility experts and avoids making stereotypical assumptions
about specific user groups or impairments. The approach has been implemented as the
Rule-based Matchmaker (RBMM) component of the Global Public Inclusive Infrastructure
(GPII), which is a personalisation infrastructure to facilitate the auto-configuration of ICT
such as desktop computers running MS Windows or Linux, Android-based mobile devices
or public terminals (ATMs).
The methodology for answering the research question comprised several analytical and
empirical studies in order to support the thesis statements summarized in Section 8.1.
More specifically, this thesis discusses first the terminologies of disability, accessibility and
usability and elaborates on accessible design approaches, including developing assistive
technology, personalisation and standardisation (Chapter 2). Thereafter, distinct features
of AIISs are analysed and corresponding design choices synthesised (Chapter 3). Based on
these foundations, exiting AIISs are surveyed in order to present related work, to analyse
the degree of user diversity addressed by existing approaches and to identify gaps that
justify the research and objectives of this thesis (Chapter 4). As the nature of user models
with respect to modelling needs and preferences is not sufficiently supported by research,
a foundational study exposed what people with disabilities know about their ICT-related
requirements (Chapter 5). The elaborated basic principles and findings of the needs and
preferences study are reflected in the proposed knowledge-based approach, which matches
individual needs and preferences with customisation of modern ICT and assistive technol-
ogy (Chapter 6). In addition, a study on conflict resolution management approaches was
conducted (Section 7.1) to demonstrate the acquisition of specific domain knowledge in
order to support UI adaptation in multi-user application contexts, which is a relevant use
case for AIIS. To address the problem that ICT-related requirements are not sufficiently
investigated for specific user groups (e.g. cognitive disabilities), a foundational research
was exemplary conducted for people with dementia (Section 7.2). The findings of this
empirical user study show design aspects not covered by existing accessibility standards.
Results indicate further which requirements can be addressed by assistive technology,
standardisation or personalisation.
8.1 Thesis statements
Results and findings of the work conducted support three thesis statements to answer
the research question, “how accessible design can be implemented for multifaceted usage
of ICT (e.g. desktop, mobile devices, web-based applications or ubiquitous services) to
address people from a population with the widest range of capabilities”. Subsequently,
each thesis statement is reiterated along with a summary of corresponding results and
research gaps identified and addressed.
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Thesis statement 1
Together, assistive technology, sophisticated accessibility-related domain knowledge
(e.g. well-populated standardisation) and advanced technologies for personalising ICT
can achieve accessible design for diverse end-users, heterogeneous ICT and multi-
faceted contexts of use.
Approaches of accessible design comprise designing assistive technology, software-based
personalisation as well as standardisation of UI aspects and digital content. In its entirety,
these approaches can address the widest possible range of user abilities and device capabil-
ities. A quality model proposed in this thesis (see Section 2.2) emphasises accessible design
addresses the basic use (i.e. by considering accessibility criteria) as well as the optimised
use (i.e. by satisfying usability criteria). Thus, accessible design ensuring accessibility for
one user (e.g. person with dementia) can improve the usability for others (e.g. elders) who
do not rely on a specific accessibility-related functionality (see Section 7.2). Implementing
accessible design appropriately requires, however, to properly take into consideration the
purpose and interplay of all three dimensions (i.e. assistive technology, personalisation and
standardisation).
Designing assistive technology is a common example of appropriate accessible design
for addressing severe impairments to compensate a mismatch between abilities of a person
and resources required by the device to accomplish a task. Inappropriate accessible design
in this respect involves assistive technology that does not exists, is not available on a device
or incompatible in a specific context of use, which can hinder people seriously in using
technology. Similarly, disregarding accessibility guidelines when implementing modern
user interfaces is problematic because interoperability with assistive technology or support
for perceiving information differently is neglected. Developing assistive technology can be
also inappropriate when abilities of a user are not accommodated (e.g. insufficient speech
rate). Although a user can basically accomplish a task with the help of the assistive
technology (e.g. screen reader), the assistive functionality implemented is not optimal and
thus affects the usability besides the accessibility.
Personalisation is no classic approach of accessible design but its relevance increased
due to a paradigm shift from one-size-fits-all to one-size-fits-one thinking. Personalisation
ranges from user-initiated adaptations (i.e. adaptable user interfaces) to fully automated
adaptations in response to a specific user need (i.e. adaptive user interfaces). Personalisa-
tion of ICT is particularly applicable to accommodate the diversity of individual needs and
preferences for multifaceted ICT contexts. It can be beneficial for mild, temporary and
situational forms of disability. However, a successful implementation of personalisation to
achieve accessible design requires considering barriers resulting from software-based cus-
tomisation. Serious problems arise when proper accessibility-related functionalities are not
provided or when terms and value ranges are not consistently applied. Inappropriate forms
of accessible design arise also when customisation does not meet the full range of users’
capabilities (e.g. insufficient range of high contrast, enlargement, speech rate, etc.) or
when customisation is applied inconsistently across devices (i.e. different terms and value
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ranges for same kind of preferences). This thesis showed the potential and specialities of
user-adaptive systems for addressing these barriers and for achieving accessible design by
personalisation (Chapter 3). This is further elaborated below.
Standardisation is the third pillar of accessible design and can support both indirect
access to ICT by assistive technology and direct access by personalisation. Indirect access
means to interact or communicate with ICT with the help of assistive technology. It serves
as performance converter between abilities of a person and resources required by digital
devices or applications to perform a task. In this respect, standards are important to define
quality characteristics of ICT in order to ensure interoperability and compatibility with
assistive technology. This form of accessible design is well elaborated and substantiated –
for instance – by accessibility guidelines such as WCAG 2.0. Direct access means, people
can basically operate ICT with their own abilities but turning on or adjusting specific
software-based accessibility aids can overcome barriers or difficulties a person may face in
a certain context of use. Standards can improve accessible design with respect to person-
alisation by providing knowledge about human abilities and corresponding design choices
as well as need and preference vocabularies describing the full range of human capabil-
ities and unifying terms and value ranges to facilitate personalisation across platforms.
Such accessibility-related knowledge can support designing and developing functionalities
to customise ICT for many and divers end-users. When properly populated, developers
can put those standards/knowledge base to practical use – for instance – by applying more
common setting terms (e.g. font size instead of text scaling) or value spaces that address
the full range of human abilities (e.g. several high contrast themes not only white or yellow
on black). Standards or accessibility-related knowledge base supporting accessible design
in the this respect do already exists (see Section 2.3.3) but they have several weaknesses in
covering user diversity. Subsequent extensions of accessibility-related domain knowledge
were identified within this work and supported by empirical evidence.
• User modelling based on needs and preferences is not sufficiently supported by stan-
dards. Useful extensions comprise allowing users to indicate priorities of ICT-related
requirements, assistive products as well as specifying conditional preferences (see
Chapter 5).
• Need and preference vocabularies support within-user group diversity only limited.
Advanced terms representing the banding of assistive functionalities are beneficial
for users in order to specify fine-grained requirements. For example, advanced terms
related to screen readers are punctuation verbosity, echoing words, announcing spe-
cific keys, individual speech profiles, etc. (see Chapter 5).
• Need and preference vocabularies do inadequately address users with low computer
literacy. Allowing users to specify more abstract requirements such as “I have dif-
ficulties to hold the mouse steady”, are advantageous to them, in particular when
people cannot express/translate barriers into customisation (see Chapter 5). This
relieves users from knowing specific ways to customise ICT.
• Accessibility-related knowledge obtainable from standards or scientific literature does
not cover requirements of specific user groups other. As example, people with de-
mentia take advantage of user interface design that avoids hidden/implicit informa-
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tion presentation to reduce power of retention and remembering accompanied by
scrolling, drop-downs or long texts. Finding relevant information and functionali-
ties by means of highlighting of content or interactive elements is also important for
people with dementia (see Section 7.2).
• Apart from e-learning, domain knowledge for specific use cases is under-represented
by accessibility-related knowledge base or standards. For instance, coordination
mechanisms for preference conflicts are necessary to support multi-user application
contexts. Advanced accessibility-related knowledge can model preference conflicts
and resolution approaches to infer accessible configurations that supports joint usage
of ICT (see Section 7.1).
Investigations towards addressing the aforesaid limitations and further developments of
exiting standards are interesting in terms of research, beneficial for developers of applica-
tions and accessibility aids, as well as user-adaptive systems (i.e. AIIS).
Thesis statement 2
AIIS is a new technology for achieving accessible design by user-adaptive systems with
distinct requirements regarding the adaptor type of inference and user modelling.
User-adaptive systems that aim at improving the accessibility of modern ICT for people
with disabilities are called AIISs. AIISs differ from other domains of user-adaptive systems
with respect to the newly introduced adaptor type of inferences. The adaptor type of
inferences defines whether the adaptation considers just a single application (i.e. by an
integral and isolated adaptor type of inference) or the interplay of assistive technology and
customisation provided by interactive devices in order to avoid interference of accessibility
solutions (i.e. by an central and synthetic adaptor type of inference) (see Section 3.1).
Both forms are relevant in the context of accessible design by personalisation because
information technologies range from information appliances to general purpose computers.
Information appliances such as MP3 players or e-book readers are designed for supporting
a single task. These appliances are usually limited in their complexity, pre-configured and
do not allow users to install new applications or adjusting the system widely. By contrast,
general purpose computers are highly flexible and configurable which allows adapting
the device to individual tasks and demands. General purpose computers include – for
instance – laptops, mobile phones or tablets. The current generation of smart TVs can be
also classified as general purpose computers because they integrate several computer or
internet-based functionalities.
In addition, distinct features of AIISs regard user modelling. AIISs primarily constitute
long-term user models and concern static forms of adaptations (i.e. adaptability), which
are applied initially, that is prior to the user’s interactions. Dynamic forms of adaptations
(i.e. adaptivity) are relevant when the adaptation is based on measuring interaction perfor-
mance or situational variability. Moreover, instead of modelling just a single aspect of the
user, the nature of user models of AIIS comprises a broad spectrum of user characteristics,
including modelling impairments, age, needs and preferences as well as performance (see
Section 3.2).
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AIISs can overcome many and diverse barriers caused by modern ICT environments
such as finding adequate accessibility settings that are available on highly flexible general
purpose computers, using rigid information appliances that provide no or few options to
customise, joining multi-user application contexts and moving between interactive devices.
More specifically, AIISs have distinctive requirements that can be subsumed along with
the subsequent five specific use cases (see Section 3.3).
(i) Information and computer appliances in public spaces (e.g. ATM, ticket machines,
smart traffic lights, public displays) take advantage of AIIS in order to ensure ac-
cessibility for the many and diverse end-users. A main requirement of this use case
involves to compensate the limited amount of customisation options, accessibility
aids and support for assistive technology. As the spectrum of tasks people can ac-
complish with these systems is relatively limited and because end-users do not spend
much time with these devices, complex feature-based approaches modelling cognitive
aspects or interaction performance are not appropriate for this use case. By contrast,
stereotype-based approaches modelling long-term user characteristics and differences
in perception, motor abilities or static characteristics of anthropometry constitute
suitable approaches. Accordingly, an integral and isolated adaptor type of inference
is most suited for this use case.
(ii) Information and computer appliances in personal spaces (e.g.MP3 player, e-reader)
can also benefit from AIIS. However, because these devices are designed for sin-
gle tasks and are used most of the time by just a single user, adaptations regard
predominantly the initialisation of the UI (adaptability) to accommodate individ-
ual capabilities, needs or preferences. Correspondingly, facilitating manual forms
of personalisation (e.g. by persona-based profile selection) can be better suitable in-
stead of developing complex user-adaptive systems. However, adaptivity is useful for
short-term user models by taking into account performance aspects or situational
variability (e.g. tiredness).
(iii) General purpose computers constitute devices that are highly flexible and usually
used by a single user for a great variety of (complex) tasks during a significant longer
period of time. Correspondingly, AIIS can help users in finding or applying proper
and non-contradicting configurations within and across certain layers (i.e. operating
systems, application, assistive technology and web) to ensure accessibility or to im-
prove the usability. Challenges that must be addressed are those of an central and
synthetic adaptor type of inference which must take into consideration the inter-
play, effect and constraints of many and diverse accessibility aids to avoid, possible
adaptations interfere with one another.
(iv) Multi-user application contexts involve situations when several people use ICT to-
gether (e.g. watching TV). AIIS can be useful to facilitate cooperative and simultane-
ous usage of these applications, in particular by automatically proposing temporary
adaptations that suit the needs and preferences of all users. This use case implies
to match profiles of multiple users by detecting and resolving possible contradicting
ICT-related requirements. As a result, AIIS can provide a compromise of customi-
sations to accommodate all users.
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(v) Migrating user profiles from one device or application to another is omnipresent
because customers increasingly use many and diverse ICT in different situations and
for various tasks. AIIS are beneficial for migrating or translating user models/profiles
consistently from one context to another. Accordingly, AIIS supporting this use
case must infer between platform and application-specific terms and value ranges of
settings. Compared to other domains of user-adaptive systems (e.g. recommender
systems based on interests), AIIS must prioritise continuity and consistency much
higher because changes of the UI concern the access to digital ICT and can have
much more serious consequences than recommending products based on interests.
All these use cases provide evidence for designing AIISs. However, proper design choices
must be made depending on the addressed challenges. In particular, designing AIISs in-
volves choosing a proper adaptor type of inference (i.e. integral and isolated, central and
synthetic, integral and decentralised), the nature of user models (i.e. impairments, age-
related implications, needs and preferences, interaction performance, situational variabil-
ity), the acquisition techniques to collect input data that trigger the adaptation (explicit
or implicit), the validity period of user models (long or short term models) and a user
modelling technique (stereotype or feature-based) (see Chapter 3).
Although the number of scientific approaches is large, existing AIISs do not address the
heterogeneity of ICT-related customisation and ignore considering the interplay of acces-
sibility aids across different configuration layers. More specifically, following weaknesses
of existing AIISs were identified with respect to the aforementioned five use cases (see
Section 4.2):
• Respecting the five AIIS-specific use cases (i.e. information appliances in public and
personal space, general purpose computers, multi-user application contexts, profile
migration across devices), migrating user profiles from one device to another is tar-
geted most frequently, in particular by auto-generating UIs. All other use cases are
under-represented by research endeavours.
• Complexity and specific nature of AIISs, which involves to consider the interplay of
many and diverse accessibility aids and customisation available on general purpose
computers, is only targeted by the GPII personalisation infrastructure. However,
the framework primarily enables architecture to facilitate auto-personalisation from
preferences.
Moreover, existing AIISs are not capable of adapting UIs to people from a population with
the widest possible range of human capabilities. Despite the large amount of approaches,
the following shortcomings of existing AIISs were identified with respect to the nature of
user models (see Section 4.3):
• Focus of research is currently on unifying profile and user model structures (e.g. by
ontologies) to facilitate interoperability between application domains. However, a
unique definition of user models, which treat the complexity and heterogeneity of
people with disabilities, is not available but it is an important component for suc-
cessfully developing/applying AIISs.
• Apart from few exceptions, qualitative user models (i.e. impairment, needs and pref-
erences) do not use well-defined terms or value ranges.
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• The majority of the analysed AIISs refer to stereotypical user models and do not
substantiate the need for an user-adaptive system. Thus, these approaches could be
better implemented by adaptable systems. This concerns all approaches applying the
following two conditions: (i) possible adaptations of the user interface are encoded in
stereotypical rules such as “If a user is blind than activate a screen reader”; (ii) user
modelling techniques are not considered to infer the stereotype (e.g. blindness) to
which a user belong. The evidence for building an adaptive systems is not given when
both conditions apply because the behaviour is modelled and triggered explicitly.
• Between-group diversity is not sufficiently regarded by the analysed AIISs. In partic-
ular, user models respecting needs and preferences do only refer to few customisation
options. However, individual differences within groups of impairments provide suffi-
cient evidence for advanced interface adaptations (see Chapter 5 and Section 7.2).
• Existing AIISs only utilise limited customisation features to accommodate a certain
need. Moreover available AIISs do not consider the full spectrum of capabilities
with respect to perception, communication, interaction and information processing.
For instance, high contrast options are limited to just turn it on/off or provide only
options to choose from a limited set of themes (e.g. yellow on black). However, this
does not address the full spectrum of seeing abilities, which would involve other
colour combinations as well.
Thesis statement 3
Accessibility-related knowledge can be generalised and concisely formalised for knowledge-
based systems to address many and diverse users. heterogeneous ICT as well as mul-
tifaceted contexts of use.
Diversity of end-users and heterogeneity of ICT can be hardly handled by stereotype-
based user models and require feature-based approaches by applying inference techniques
from the field of AI. One possible approach was developed in the course of this thesis
(see Chapter 6). It was shown, a knowledge-based system can reason over preferences to
infer customisation features that shall be activated on a device to accommodate individual
requirements of a user with respect to accessibility. The proposed domain ontology demon-
strates how accessibility-related knowledge can be concisely formalised, in particular with
respect to the subsequent aspects (see Section 6.2.2):
• ICT-related user requirements can be modelled in a feature-based manner by consid-
ering needs, preferences (concrete or more abstract) that can be specified conditional
upon different contexts and prioritised depending on individual user capabilities.
Those preferences include – for instance – general preferences such as “magnifying
the screen around 120%”, application-specific preferences such as “set the cursor size
in Linux GNOME Interface Settings to be 90” or conditional ones such as “increased
magnification about 160% when illuminance is above or equal to 700 lux”. Although
these are just examples, they show how diversity can be modelled.
• Accessibility solutions (i.e. add-ons, accessibility aids and assistive technology), which
shall be matched with user preferences, can be modelled by semantic descriptions
including an ID, supported customisation features, mappings to common preference
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vocabularies, purpose of a solution as well as the configuration layer. For instance,
Windows Magnifier is a solution that works on the operating system layers and pro-
vides task-independent enlargement of (parts of) the screen, which can accommodate
preferences related to magnification.
• Requirements how to customise ICT with respect to accessibility can be modelled
technology-related and not user-related. Among others, this involves modelling in-
terference or dependency of accessibility aids to ensure an adequate customisation
effect across configuration layers (e.g. font size). In addition, cases where a user need
cannot be satisfied by the device can be modelled by preference substitutes.
In addition, the presented work demonstrates how a accessibility-related knowledge base
can be acquired and generalised to support AIISs that address specific use cases (i.e.multi-
user application contexts). More specifically, conflict resolution approaches were investi-
gated and formalised to infer and resolve preferences conflicts when multiple users – with
different/contradictory needs or preferences – want to share a device simultaneously (see
Section 7.1).
8.2 Summary of the contributions
In its entirety, results of this thesis demonstrate, personalisation – in particular by AIISs
– can serve as a means to achieve accessible design for the widest possible extent of user
abilities and device capabilities. More specifically, the main contributions of this thesis
involve:
(1) A quality model of user interfaces linking accessibility with usability via accessible de-
sign. The model recognises distinct features of accessibility and usability but also put
stress on the impact of accessible design to both quality criteria. Advanced forms of
accessible design such as personalisation can affect the usability of a system, in partic-
ular when considering accessibility-related customisation built into modern ICT. Fur-
thermore, the model emphasises, different accessible design approaches (i.e. assistive
technology, standardisation, personalisation) can together address the diversity of end-
users of ICT.
(2) A framework representing characteristics of AIISs along with five specific use cases,
including adapting information appliances in the public (use case I), information ap-
pliances in personal space (use case II), general purpose computers (use case III),
multi-user application contexts (use case IV) as well as migrating user profiles across
heterogeneous devices (use case V). These use cases demonstrate specific AIIS-related
design choices and thus can support developers because they illustrate requirements
and challenges for implementing an AIIS.
(3) A knowledge-based approach comprising a domain ontology, which describes factors
relevant to infer preferences and software-based customisation, and logical assertions,
which formalise ways to configure accessible ICT. Taking into account the interplay
of accessibility aids and applications available on an interactive device is a novelty of
the proposed approach.
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It is necessary to avoid interference of adaptations applied within and across different
configuration layers (i.e. operating system, application, web). In addition, the pro-
posed inference of possible configurations is not derived from existing stereotypical
design recommendations for people with impairments. Instead, requirements were
formalised which must be fulfilled when setting up interactive devices for people with
special needs including those with disabilities. This allows inferences compatible with
those applied by accessibility experts to configure interactive devices for people with
disabilities. The knowledge base is formulated in concise high-level rules and applies
feature-based user models (i.e. needs and preferences) to facilitate scalability of the
reasoning about diverse user demands and heterogeneous accessibility aids.
(4) Foundational research on what users know about individual ICT-related requirements,
conflicting preferences that arise in multi-user application contexts and ICT-related
requirements of people with dementia. Findings of these studies can be put to partial
use – for instance – by the proposed knowledge-based approach to user interface adap-
tation from preferences and for special needs. More specifically, the user studies show
necessary extensions of accessible design, demonstrate how the domain ontology can
be extended to support reasoning over conflicting preferences and provide evidence for
adapting user interfaces to cognitive disabilities.
8.3 Conclusion and outlook
This thesis addressed the problem that methods and techniques to achieve accessible design
are not properly investigated to address (i) the diversity of end-users, the heterogeneity of
ICT and multifaceted contexts of use as well as (ii) to avoid or overcome barriers produced
by software-based customisation. Correspondingly, the main objective was to investigate
accessible design approaches for multifaceted usage of ICT (e.g. desktop, mobile devices,
web-based applications or ubiquitous services) that addresses people from a population
with the widest range of capabilities.
To conclude, the research conducted by this thesis showed that well-defined knowl-
edge base and properly implemented user-adaptive systems can together overcome several
barriers that result from increased heterogeneity of ICT contexts. More specifically, the
conducted research demonstrated, end-users can be relieved from knowing the details
of software-based customisation. Adaptive Inclusive Interactive Systems can automat-
ically translate individual needs and preferences into accessibility-related solutions and
configurations. An accessibility-related knowledge base must not necessarily talk about
impairments or specific groups of disabilities. Instead fine-grained modelling of needs and
preferences as well as formalising customisation-related constrains facilitates addressing
diversity of users and ICT and also avoids stigmatising people. Moreover, the results also
show how developers who are not aware of ICT supporting accessibility can be relieved
from knowing the details of addressing all special needs of end-users, accessibility aids as
well as assistive technology.
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This thesis demonstrated for examples, designing assistive technology, personalisation
and standardisation can together address the diversity of end-users and heterogeneity of
ICT context. However, currently it requires lots of effort and resources to maintain so-
phisticated knowledge base as well as investigating further ICT-related requirements for
insufficiently considered user groups and use cases. Correspondingly, new approaches for
acquiring, storing, populating and sharing knowledge on needs, preferences, barriers and
adaptive inclusive interactive systems would further bridge the gap to move forward in
accessible design. Advanced technologies from the field of artificial intelligence are promis-
ing approaches to infer customisation rules automatically, recommendation techniques or
case-based reasoning to discover problems and solutions.
Existing standards provide useful information on ergonomic data, age-related implica-
tions and design considerations as well as assistive technology. However, such knowledge
must be populated more developer friendly to facilitate their applicability. This is also a
crucial area of interest for further research and development.
This thesis emphasized advanced forms of accessible design such as that personalisation
can affect the usability of a system. However, to promote this model it is necessary to
deeply investigate correlations between increasing accessibility-related customisation and
the accessibility as well as the usability of user interfaces. This requires also to rethink
existing evaluation methodology of both concepts.
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A.1 Conflict resolutions per analysed accessibility setting
Table A.2: List of conflicts assessed as resolvable by turning a setting on (activation).
Category Type Setting affected
Audio
SDV Make a sound when turning a keyboard
functionality setting on or off
SDV On-screen-keyboard: sound of keystrokes
SDV Screen reader: announce system messages
SDV Turn on audio description
Keyboard
SDV Mouse keys
SDV Mouse keys: hold keys for acceleration and
slow down
SDV Toggle keys
Mouse
SDV Activate a window by hovering over it with
the mouse
SDV Automatically move pointer to the default
button in a dialog box
Screen enhancement
SDV On-screen-keyboard: text prediction – insert
space after predicted words
SDV Cursor trails
SDV Display a warning message when turning a
setting (keyboard functionality) on
SDV Display an icon on the task bar, when
turning on a setting (keyboard functionality)
SDV Present cursor position by pressing the
control-key
SDV Remove background images
SDV Turn off all unnecessary animations
SDV Underline keyboard shortcuts and access keys
Visual alerts
SDV Turn on text captions for spoken dialog
SDV Turn on visual notifications for sounds
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Table A.3: List of conflicts assessed as resolvable by applying the minimum value a setting.
Setting category Type Setting affected
Audio settings SDV Screen reader: speech rate
Keyboard settings
SDV Mouse keys: acceleration
SDV Mouse keys: top speed
Screen enhancement settings
SDV border transparency
SDV screen resolution
Table A.4: List of conflicts assessed as resolvable by applying the maximum value a setting.
Setting category Type Setting affected
Keyboard settings
SDV Filter keys: bounce keys wait time
SDV Filter keys: repeat keys and slow keys -
avoid accidental keystrokes wait time
SDV Filter Keys: repeat keys and slow keys -
svoid repeated keystrokes when holding
down a key wait time before accepting the
subsequent repeated keystroke
Mous settings SDV Double click speed
Screen enhancement settings
SDV Change the size of text and icons
SDV Choose how long windows notification
dialog boxes stay open
SDV Font size
SDV Letter spacing
SDV Line seight
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Table A.5: List of conflicts assessed as resolvable by applying the average value a setting.
Setting category Type Setting affected
Audio settings
SDV Screen reader: pitch
SDV Screen reader: volume
Keyboard settings SDV Filter keys: repeat keys and slow keys –
avoid repeated keystrokes when holding
down a key wait time before accepting the
first repeated keystrokes
Mous settings
SDV Horizontal scrolling
SDV Mouse pointer acceleration
SDV Mouse pointer speed
SDV Vertical scrolling
On-screen keyboard settings SDV On-screen keyboard: usage – hover on keys
duration
Screen enhancement settings
SDV Cursor size
SDV Cursor trail length
SDV Magnification: set how much the view
changes when zooming in
SDV Set the thickness of the blinking cursor
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